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Abstract
In the last years, the need for vehicular communications has been growing
rapidly. Ground vehicles are experiencing higher and higher levels of auton-
omy and with the help of the Vehicular to Everything (V2X) communication,
in the future, can potentially become fully autonomous. Cellular-connected
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), popularly known as drones, will be used
for package delivery, TV broadcasting and many other applications. Both
types of vehicles demand high data throughput as well as reliable connectiv-
ity.
The design of vehicular communication systems faces multiple challenges.
For aerial vehicles, the high probability of line-of-sight communication with
serving base station may result in severe interference conditions. Ubiquitous
coverage and the expected amount of data traffic due to a large number of
vehicles are instead the main challenges for ground-level vehicular commu-
nications.
Nonetheless, increased space and reduced power constraints of the vehi-
cles with respect to the typical handheld device offer the opportunity to in-
stall multiple antennas on a vehicular device. These extra degrees of freedom
can be used to potentially mitigate interference and ensure reliable vehicular
connectivity. This thesis focuses on an experimental investigation on how
multi-antenna technologies can be most efficiently used to improve vehicular
connectivity. The manuscript contains experimental results focused on the
performance of multi-antenna systems operating over live 4G networks to
improve vehicular communication.
The first part of this thesis focuses on downlink vehicular communication.
A 16-antennas software-defined radio measurement tool capable to record
cellular signals has been designed for analysis of different multi-antenna
combining techniques. Using offline post-processing, the potential of Maxi-
mum Ratio Combiner (MRC) and receive beamforming is studied, by com-
paring Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) of the decoded cellular
signals. To further correlate the gains of the multi-antenna techniques, spa-
tial channel characterization is performed, analyzing the impact of angular
spread, the stability of Angle of Arrival (AoA) over time and interference pat-
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tern on the performance of multi-antenna receivers. Finally, different meth-
ods of choosing the beamforming direction are analyzed. The results indicate
that both multi-antenna techniques outperform a single antenna system with
an SINR increase by more than 7 dB. For ground-level vehicular communi-
cation, the relative performance of both multi-antenna techniques is compa-
rable, though receive beamforming has clear advantages in high dominant
interference ratio (DIR) scenarios. Meanwhile, beamforming outperforms
MRC for the downlink UAV communications due to better spatial interfer-
ence mitigation properties stemming from antenna directionality and low
angular spread of the incoming signals.
The second part of this thesis is devoted to uplink vehicular communi-
cation and is focused on the performance of uplink beamforming. For the
evaluation purposes, a real-time measurement tool based on a directional an-
tenna switching system operating in live cellular networks has been designed
and built for both V2X and UAV studies. During the studies, the focus is on
understanding the achievable uplink throughput of a vehicle as well as the
mobility management system performance. Furthermore, the spatial filtering
of uplink interference is studied for UAV communication. This study is later
extended by an extensive system-level simulation campaign, in which the po-
tential of uplink beamforming for a scenario with a large number of UAVs is
investigated. The obtained results show the potential of uplink beamforming
for coverage extension due to antenna directionality. However in good chan-
nel conditions, the antenna gain may potentially be compensated by uplink
power control, limiting uplink throughput improvements. Beamforming is
found to reduce the number of successful handovers by maintaining longer
connectivity with the same base station due to antenna gain. Simulation re-
sults show how the spatial filtering of interference due to uplink beamform-
ing, improves overall network performance leading to improved throughput
and ensuring a fair coexistence with ground-level users.
vi
Resumé
Behovet for vehicular kommunikation er hastigt vokset de seneste år. Vores
jordbaserede fartøjer, bliver i øget grad selvkørende ved hjælp af Vehicular
to Everything (V2X) kommunikation og i fremtiden bliver de potentielt fuld-
komment autonome. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), eller populært sagt
droner, der er forbundet til det cellulære mobilnetværk, vil kunne anvendes
til blandt andet pakkeaflevering og TV signal transmissioner. Begge typer af
fartøjer, kræver høj datarate samt en pålidelig trådløs radio forbindelse.
Der er mange udfordringer forbundet ved at designe kommunikation-
ssystemer til vehicular kommunikation. Ved luftbårne fartøjer, kan den øgede
sandsynlighed for line-of-sight kommunikation med dens serving base-station
resultere i kritiske interferenssituationer. For jordbaserede fartøjer er de store
udfordringer at opnå dækning alle-steder og at håndtere de meget store
mængder af data fra højt antal af fartøjer.
Ikke desto mindre, giver de større skala ved fartøjerne, sammenlignet med
en normal håndholdt enhed, mulighed for at montere multiple antenner på
fartøjet. De resulterende ekstra frihedsgrader kan potentielt anvendes til at
begrænse interferens og sikre en pålidelig vehicular kommunikation. Denne
afhandling, fokusere på eksperimentel undersøgelse af hvordan multianten-
neteknologi best muligt kan anvendes til at forbedre vehicular kommunika-
tion. Manuskriptet indeholder eksperimentelle resultater af multiantennesys-
temer der opererer over et live 4G netværk, med formålet at forbedre vehic-
ular kommunikation.
Den første del af afhandlingen fokusere på downlink vehicular kommu-
nikation. Med formålet at analysere multiantennekombinationsteknikker, er
et 16-antenne software-defined radio målingsværktøj, i stand til at optage cel-
lulære radiosignaler, blevet udviklet. Ved hjælp af offline post-processering,
er potentialet ved Maximum Radio Combiner (MRC) og modtager beam-
forming multiantenneteknikker blevet studeret, ved at kombinere Signal-to-
Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) af de afkodede cellulære radiosignaler.
Spatial channel characterization er anvendt for at korrelere de observerede
forbedringer af multiantenne teknikkerne mod angular spread, stability of
Angle of Arrival (AoA) over tid samt interferensmønstre hos den modta-
vii
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gende multiantenne enhed. Yderligere er forskellige metoder for valg af
beamforming retninger analyseret. Resultaterne indikere at begge multi-
antenneteknikker overgår singleantenneteknikker med et øget SINR på mere
end 7 dB. For jordbaserede vehicular kommunikation er den relative per-
formance af begge multiantenneteknikker sammenlignelige, men modtager
beamforming har en klar fordel ved høj dominant interfence ratio (DIR) sce-
narier. I mellemtiden udkonkurrere beamforming MRC for downlink UAV
kommunikation på grund af bedre rumlige interferensbegrænsende egensk-
aber, der stammer fra antennens retningsbestemmelse og lav vinkeludbre-
delse af de indgående signaler.
Den anden del af afhandlingen er dedikeret til uplink vehicular kom-
munikation med fokus på performance af uplink beamforming. Et realtids
måleværktøj baseret på et direktionelt antenneskiftningssystem som er ud-
viklet til at operere i et live cellulært netværk og til anvendelse ved både V2X
og UAV studier. Under studierne i denne del af afhandlingen har vores fokus
har været på at forstå hvad er den opnåelige uplink datarate er for et fartøj
og dets performance under mobility management. Derudover har vi studeret
spatial filtrering af uplink interferens ved UAV kommunikation. Studiet er
senere udvidet med en omfattende system-level simuleringskampagne, for
at afdække potentialet for uplink beamforming ved et stort antal af UAVs.
Vores opnåede resultater viser potentialet for at udvide dækningen ved up-
link beamforming ved hjælp af antennens retningsbestemmelse. Ved gode
signal betingelser er den opnåede forbedring ved beamforming dog opvejet
af uplink power kontrol mekanismen og derved er der ikke opserveret en
forbedring af uplink dataraten. Det er fundet, at beamforming er i stand til
at reducere antallet af succesfulde handovers, ved at muliggøre vedligehold-
elsen af forbindelsen til den samme base-station længere ved hjælp af det op-
nående antenne gain. Simuleringsresultaterne viser hvordan spatial filtrering
af interferens forårsaget af uplink beamformining, forbedre den overordnede
netværks performance og resultere i en forbedret datarate og samtidig sikre
en fair coexperience for jord-baserede brugere.
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Introduction
1.1 Background
During the last decade, a major shift was observed in the design of wire-
less communication systems. Previously almost exclusively human-centric,
the demands for the next generation wireless systems are driven by so-
called vertical use cases. Due to rapid development in image processing,
machine learning and artificial intelligence, driving the increasing interest in
autonomous vehicles, vehicular communication emerges as one of the main
use cases of future communication systems. Ground and Aerial vehicles,
popularly referred to as cars and drones, constitute a large group of vehic-
ular devices potentially benefiting from increased intelligence and wireless
connectivity.
In the future, ground vehicles referred interchangeably as Vehicular User
Equipments (VUEs), connected using Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communi-
cation, can potentially become fully autonomous. Self-driving vehicles would
enable driver-less journeys leading to increased safety while reducing pollu-
tion and traffic jams [1]. IHS Markit [2] predicts that in 2040 more than thirty
million autonomous vehicles will be sold globally. Further, as predicted in [3],
already in 2030, the vehicles with a high level of autonomy will drive more
than a half trillion miles worldwide!
While VUEs are expected to take over ground-level commuting services,
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) will emerge in our skies. Autonomous
or remotely pilot UAVs, using Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) control
enabled by wireless connectivity, will give rise to a plethora of services in-
cluding delivery of goods, multimedia production, security or surveillance
missions [4]. Market analysts forecast huge growth of the UAV market in up-
coming years, reaching twelve billion dollars for sales of UAVs [5] and more
than seventy billion dollars by 2022 in services offered using UAVs [6].
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Table 1.1: Performance requirements for different types of safety-related vehicular messages
Use case Latency Reliability Data Rate
Cooperative awareness 100 ms 90–95% 5–96 Kbps
Cooperative sensing 3 ms > 95% up to 25 Mbps
Cooperative maneuvers 3–100 ms > 99% up to 5 Mbps
Vulnerable road user 100 ms 95% 10 Kbps
Traffic efficiency 1 s < 90% up to 2 Mbps
Teleoperated driving 5–20 ms > 99% > 20 Mbps
Table 1.2: UAV traffic requirements for C2 link
Downlink/Uplink throughput 60-100 kbps
Latency 50 ms
Reliability Up to 10−3 packet error rate
1.1.1 Requirements of vehicular communication
VUEs in order to become more and more autonomous, require to gather
information about the environment from its on-board sensors, from other ve-
hicles as well as from other elements of road architecture (static information
hubs as Road Side Units (RSUs), traffic lights or any other sensors). Table 1.1
presents the requirements imposed on the wireless network to support dif-
ferent types of messages [7]. They were defined during the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project’s (3GPP) Release 15 study on service requirements for
enhanced V2X scenarios. Most of the use cases require highly reliable, low
latency services delivered continuously with high availability. In emergency
situations, VUEs may need to send the live video camera view for teleoper-
ated driving. This would require a constant bit rate, high uplink throughput
exceeding 20 Mbps. On top of safety-related features, a driver-less vehicle
will become an infotainment platform providing digital content to its pas-
sengers which would require high downlink throughput scheduled as the
best-effort traffic.
UAVs require a Command and Control (C2) link to efficiently steer the air-
craft. Table 1.2 presents the requirements imposed on the wireless network
by the C2 link, defined by 3GPP during Release 15 study on enhanced LTE
support for aerial vehicles [8]. In addition, the payload-related communica-
tion imposes extra requirements, especially on the uplink communication. As
presented in Table 1.3, continuous uplink throughput higher than 10 Mbps
will be required to transmit a real-time video feed in cases of surveillance or
real-time broadcasting UAVs [9].
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Table 1.3: UAV traffic requirements for payload communications
Use case Uplink throughput
Surveillance 10 Mbps
Infrastructure inspection 10 Mbps
Drone delivery 200 Kbps
Precision agriculture 6 Mbps
Real-time multimedia services Minimum 10 Mbps
1.2 Cellular vehicular communication
Different wireless networks are considered to serve vehicular demands. Ded-
icated Short-Range Communications (DSRC) and Cellular-V2X (C-V2X) are
two competing technologies designed for vehicular communications [10].
UAVs can be connected using among others WiFi, dedicated (proprietary)
technologies or cellular networks [11].
This thesis is focused on the applicability of cellular networks to connect
both ground and aerial vehicles. As argued in the previous section, vehicu-
lar networks demand high availability and ubiquitous connectivity. Cellular
networks such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) or Fifth Generation (5G) can
provide widespread coverage around the globe. In comparison with DSRC
which is designed as a direct Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication sys-
tem, C-V2X technology can be also used to communicate with other elements
of the road environment due to increased communication range [12]. The
already-deployed cellular networks are also regarded as a cost-saver for the
UAV communications with respect to the dedicated networks which would
have to be designed and deployed from scratch.
1.2.1 Challenges of cellular vehicular communication
When trying to incorporate vehicles within a cellular network, it is worth re-
calling the differences between the users of the system: Ground User Equip-
ments (GdUEs), VUEs and UAVs. The first difference is the traffic pattern.
For GdUEs it is irregular, downlink oriented, served commonly as a best-
effort type of traffic. For the VUEs, the downlink-uplink ratio is more bal-
anced. A vehicle needs to receive information from other vehicles as well
as share it’s own. As presented in [7], vehicles supporting information shar-
ing for automated driving will transmit on average ten messages per second.
The traffic is therefore much more periodic, and requires high Quality of
Service (QoS) [13].
Balanced traffic requirements in conjunction with a possible massive con-
centration of vehicles due to traffic jams or even regular downtown traffic,
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may create capacity and interference problems leading to decreased down-
link Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) and worse coverage than
observed by GdUEs [14]. In rural areas, coverage problems may also occur
in uplink due to the limited transmit power of the vehicle terminals. Usually
as shown in [15], the coverage is uplink-limited due to low maximum uplink
transmit power. For the GdUEs, mostly downloading content from the In-
ternet, this problem is negligible, however for high uplink QoS demanding
vehicles it may become a potential bottleneck.
UAVs require ubiquitous connectivity in the air. Cellular systems were
originally deployed for the ground-level communications (antenna downtilt,
cell planning etc.). However as shown in [16], cellular coverage is still suffi-
cient up to hundreds of meters where small quadrocopters are expected to
fly. The aerial coverage is the effect of favorable propagation characteristics in
the Air-to-Ground (A2G) communication link [17]. With a limited number of
obstructions (lack of trees or buildings), the signal strength observed by the
UAV is higher than for the GdUEs due to the high Line of Sight (LoS) proba-
bility. Contrary to ground-level systems, UAV’s downlink coverage becomes
interference-limited as many strong signals are received from multiple Base
Stations (BSs) [18].
A similar challenge may occur also in the uplink direction. Due to favor-
able propagation scenarios, a signal transmitted from the UAVs is received by
multiple BSs leading to increased interference levels and therefore decreased
uplink SINR for other users of these cells, effectively reducing their through-
put. Assuming the same spectrum is shared among UAVs and GdUEs, their
uplink coexistence becomes a major challenge.
As argued in this section, the use of cellular networks to serve vehicular
services imposes several new challenges on the design of the next-generation
wireless systems. Figure 1.1 presents the main challenges split between
ground and aerial vehicles. Different parts of this thesis address them from
various perspectives. In the figure, the list of main Key Performance Indica-
tors (KPIs), used in this thesis to quantify the system’s performance is also
provided. Please note, that this thesis focuses only on radio link challenges of
vehicular communications. Please refer to [19], for a survey on the economic,
sociological and security challenges of vehicular communications.
1.2.2 Solutions proposed in the literature
There are many methods proposed in the literature to solve the aforemen-
tioned challenges. A complete literature review is provided, depending on
the addressed challenge, in the introduction of each publication. At this
point, it is beneficial to indicate the main research directions by grouping
and shortly describing some of the proposed solutions.
To cope with downlink capacity problems for the ground vehicles, the
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Fig. 1.1: Challenges of cellular vehicular communication
research direction is to maximize the spectral efficiency of the cell by spa-
tially multiplexing multiple users using massive Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) and mm-wave frequencies [20–22]. Benefiting from narrow
beam shapes, the downlink inter-cell interference is reduced. Another, very
similar solution, assumes installing the RSUs which are simple remote radio
heads [23,24]. By using RSUs, the communication distance can be further
reduced leading to the increased system’s capacity, while the network intel-
ligence can remain in the BS [25].
To mitigate interference and improve uplink capacity, it is envisioned that
vehicles will have sidelink capabilities to send the uplink sensor data directly
to the nearby vehicles with limited or no assistance from cellular infrastruc-
ture [26–28]. In this way, the communication distance is shortened, the sys-
tem’s capacity increased and interference reduced, due to limited transmit
power. Finally, to avoid mutual interference with other incumbents of cel-
lular systems, the European Union designated a 30 MHz spectrum in the
5.875-5.905 GHz frequency band for Intelligent Transport Systems [29].
The challenges of UAV communication such as downlink and uplink in-
terference as well as coexistence with GdUEs are mostly addressed using one
of the following three methods. Sub 6-GHz massive MIMO, due to beam-
forming at the BS is expected to greatly improve the coverage and mitigate
interference, by focusing the BS antennas to transmit/receive only from the
desired direction [30–32]. Based on the results of many measurement cam-
paigns [16,18,33], 3GPP in Release 15 proposed a set of enhancements of LTE
services for UAV communications [34]. Among others, different power con-
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trol settings for the UAVs to limit their uplink transmit power and therefore
mitigate interference; or UAV identification signaling were standardized. Fi-
nally, UAV’s path planning can be seen as an optimization problem where
the position of a UAV can be optimized to improve its SINR as well as limit
interference caused to the network [35–37].
1.2.3 Drawbacks of proposed solutions
All presented research activities are shown capable of solving one or many
challenges of vehicular communications. Unfortunately most of them require
major investments in cellular infrastructure. Installation of RSUs, exchang-
ing antenna panels or deployment of a new dedicated network for VUEs or
UAVs will be expensive and may only be profitable in the large metropolitan
areas or along main transit routes [25]. However VUEs and UAVs should
be able to operate everywhere where needed, regardless of the state of the
cellular infrastructure. In rural areas, where vehicle density is low, the pro-
posed solutions may not be able to match the availability and throughput
requirements.
1.3 Benefits of multi-antenna vehicles
1.3.1 Problem statement
The development of autonomous vehicular technologies depends on wireless
communications’ quality. While investing in cellular networks just to match
the vehicular demands may not be profitable, the question arises:
What can be done to improve the connectivity of the vehicles without the
need for expensive changes in the network infrastructure?
To answer this question, it is worth to once again recall the differences be-
tween a typical GdUE and a vehicular terminal. The one standout difference
is the form factor. A typical GdUE is a handheld device, small enough to
be placed in the pocket. This imposes practical constraints on the physical
size of the battery or number of antennas together with respective Radio Fre-
quency (RF) chains. On the other hand, VUEs and UAVs have a much bigger
(and heavier) frame size. This observation leads to the hypothesis:
Multiple antenna systems, operating in sub-6 GHz frequencies can be
installed on a vehicle terminal due to sufficient available space and power.
The main objective of this thesis is to understand the potential of multi-
antenna systems installed on a vehicle terminal for dealing with the chal-
lenges of VUE and UAV communications. The theoretical foundation of the
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multi-antenna systems is already well-established [38]. However, their per-
formance benefits and practical applicability to vehicular scenarios are yet to
be fully understood.
1.3.2 Multi-antenna techniques
Using multiple antennas provide extra Degrees of Freedom (DoF), which can
be used to boost data rates or improve the system’s reliability. The maximum
throughput can be increased by sending multiple streams over the antennas
(spatial multiplexing) and relying on well-conditioned channel matrices for
retrieving the streams at the receiver [39]. Robustness can be achieved via
diversity schemes, that can constructively exploit uncorrelated channels or
beamforming schemes, that steer the transmit or receive signal over the de-
sired direction, thus improving its strength as well as mitigating interference
coming from unwanted directions.
To mitigate the challenges of vehicular communication, this work is fo-
cused on the use of multi-antenna techniques to improve the reliability, in-
crease the coverage and thus meet the throughput demands imposed on ve-
hicular communications. Therefore, two multi-antenna diversity techniques
are studied: Beamforming and Maximum Ratio Combiner (MRC). They are
further described in the remainder of this section.
Beamforming algorithms are usually used to increase the SINR for sig-
nals received (or transmitted) from the desired direction due to directional
antenna gain. Knowing the optimal beamforming direction, a maximum the-
oretical gain B of:
B = 10 log10(NAnt) (1.1)
in dB can be achieved, where NAnt is the number of antennas. Beamform-
ing can also be used to cancel out up to NAnt − 1 sources of interference by
positioning antenna nulls towards their direction [39]. To realize the beam-
forming system in a practical design, a maximum antenna spacing of half-
wavelength is needed, to avoid spatial aliasing.
Using a beamforming system installed on a vehicle terminal is expected
to increase the network’s coverage (SINR) and therefore the throughput. Due
to directional beamforming gain, the desired signal power can be increased,
while a narrow beam pattern may reduce the power of interference by spa-
tially filtering signals from unwanted directions. However these benefits will
only be observed, if optimal beamforming direction is known and Half Power
Beamwidth (HPBW) is optimally designed based on the observed channel
characteristics. On the other hand, vehicle-side beamforming may impact
mobility management procedures. Using a directional pattern may lead to
suboptimal handover decisions, as the received power from some cells will
be increased while from others attenuated.
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MRC is a method of diversity combining in which each receive branch is
phase-corrected and weighted proportional to the experienced fading [40]. It
is an optimal technique when no interference is present. However, in practical
cellular systems like LTE, this assumption may not be valid as strong neigh-
bor cell interference is often present. In such a case, Interference Rejection
Combining (IRC) can be applied as it uses also the interference covariance
matrix to account for the presence of interference [41]. However, to fully ben-
efit from IRC, the interference covariance matrix would need to be correctly
estimated. Such estimation becomes increasingly difficult with an increased
number of interfering sources such as in the UAV’s A2G channel. Therefore,
in this work only the potential of MRC is studied.
1.4 Thesis objectives and scope
In this thesis, the focus has been placed to understand the potential benefits
of receive and transmit beamforming techniques in the vehicular scenarios,
their performance gains as well as practical concerns such as finding opti-
mal beamforming direction or HPBW. For the downlink communication, the
beamforming performance is compared with an MRC as well as a single an-
tenna system. In the uplink, transmit beamforming is compared with a single
transmit antenna.
The main part of this thesis is focused on the experimental evaluation of
multi-antenna techniques in vehicular scenarios. As the potential techniques
are well understood in theory, the experimental verification is the next impor-
tant step needed to understand their performance in the real world vehicular
scenarios. In such situations, usually oversimplified or easily tunable sim-
ulation settings (including but not limited to a number of antennas, perfect
beamforming angle estimation, channel models, etc.) are confronted with
real propagation conditions and their practical implementation. Hence, be-
low there is a list of hypotheses and studied research questions:
• Hypothesis: Multi-antenna techniques such as MRC and receive beam-
forming can improve the performance of downlink vehicular commu-
nication by addressing downlink coverage and throughput challenges.
– RQ1: What is the performance of a multi-antenna vehicular re-
ceiver with respect to a single antenna system? Does the perfor-
mance differ regarding the operational scenarios of the two vehicle
types?
– RQ2: Which multi-antenna technique yield the best performance
improvements in downlink signal reception in terms of received
SINR?
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– RQ3: What is the best approach to choose beamforming direction
and HPBW?
• Hypothesis: Transmit beamforming can improve uplink performance
of vehicular systems.
– RQ1: Can beamforming be used to improve uplink throughput in
vehicular scenarios?
– RQ2: Can beamforming techniques be used to meet UAV traffic
requirements for payload communications while ensuring coexis-
tence with GdUEs?
– RQ3: What is the effect of using beamforming on the mobility
management performance?
1.5 Methodology
To study the presented hypotheses and answer the stated research questions,
it was decided that an experimental approach should be used. There were
many reasons why measurements were chosen over system-level simulations.
First, at the beginning of this PhD project, there were no standardized chan-
nel models for UAV communication that can be easily implemented in the
simulator. It was assumed that using ground-level channel models may have
a great influence on the observed results and may have led to the wrong con-
clusions. The second reason was related to yet another assumption that the
performance of multi-antenna techniques will vary depending on the inter-
ference conditions. By measuring the signals directly from the live cellular
networks, the interference pattern from the real deployment can be observed
leading to the most realistic conclusions drawn regarding the performance of
multi-antenna techniques.
As presented in Figure 1.1, multiple KPIs were chosen to address the chal-
lenges of vehicular communication. Downlink SINR and Reference Signal
Receive Power (RSRP) are two metrics used throughout this thesis to assess
the cellular coverage observed by the vehicle. SINR, together with Reference
Signal Received Quality (RSRQ), are two metrics quantifying not only desired
but also interfering signals. They are used to study the potential of downlink
interference mitigation when using beamforming. Uplink throughput and
Interference over Thermal noise (IoT) measured at the BSs (provided by a
collaborating mobile network operator) are two KPIs that are used to assess
the uplink performance of the multi-antenna techniques.
The study presented in this thesis is divided into two parts: downlink
and uplink or in other words multi-antenna receiving and transmitting tech-
niques. First, in the downlink part, a sixteen antennas Software-Defined Ra-
dio (SDR) measurement testbed was designed and used in two measurement
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campaigns: ground-level (VUE scenario) and aerial-level (UAV scenario),
both performed using live cellular networks. The main reason for design-
ing an SDR testbed, was the capability to record and store raw unprocessed
signals, such that the same data can be used for different research activities.
In this work, after the measurements, the recorded data was used to study the
performance of receive beamforming and MRC for both VUE and UAV com-
munications. As this study was conducted during the first part of the project,
it also contains several sub-studies related to the practical implementation
of multi-antenna systems, such as how to acquire optimal beamforming di-
rection, the impact of mobility on multi-antenna techniques or simply how
many antennas to use.
Second part of this thesis is devoted to uplink vehicular communication
and focuses on the performance of transmit beamforming. In this study,
lessons learned from downlink evaluation are used to design a new mea-
surement tool, that is based on the LTE modem and six directional antennas.
The capability of real-time connection to the cellular network was the main
reason driving the development of the new measurement tool, such that the
uplink interference generated from a vehicle to the network can be studied.
Another set of measurement campaigns was conducted. The analysis focuses
mostly on the performance comparison of transmit beamforming with rela-
tion to a single antenna omni-directional system.
Further, in the final part of the PhD, studies related to the UAV uplink are
followed by system-level simulations that are used to study the scalability of
the proposed beamforming solution to multi-UAV scenarios. At this point
of time, the suitable channel models for UAV communications, such as the
height-dependent Path Loss model [42], already existed, removing the main
challenge of using simulations, as argued at the beginning of this section.
Simulations were conducted instead of the measurements as it was deemed
impractical to perform real experiments with a large number of vehicles.
Please note that a great part of this PhD was spent on the actual de-
velopment of the measurement setups used in the conducted experiments.
Two different setups were developed for downlink and uplink studies. They
were later adapted to match the practical constraints of VUE and UAV avail-
able for the measurements. Each of the presented topics is further discussed
in the subsequent chapters and publications. Figure 1.2 presents the visual
mapping of the related research activities to the remaining chapters and pub-
lications.
1.6 List of contributions
This thesis is organized as a collection of publications. Below the list of the
publications that constitute the main body of this thesis is presented. Please
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note that the order in which the publications are listed is not necessarily
chronological, but follows the presentation structure used in the next chap-
ters:
• PAPER A: T. Izydorczyk, F. M.L. Tavares, G. Berardinelli and P. Mo-
gensen, "A USRP-based multi-antenna testbed for reception of multi-site cel-
lular signals", IEEE Access vol. 7, November, 2019.
• PAPER B: T. Izydorczyk, M. Bucur, F. M.L. Tavares, G. Berardinelli and
P. Mogensen, "Experimental evaluation of multi-antenna receivers for UAV
communication in live LTE networks", IEEE GLOBECOM workshops pro-
ceedings, December, 2018.
• PAPER C: T. Izydorczyk, F. M.L. Tavares, G. Berardinelli, M. Bucur and
P. Mogensen, "Angular Distribution of Cellular Signals for UAVs in Urban
and Rural Scenarios", The 13th European Conference on Antennas and
Propagation (EUCAP), April, 2019.
• PAPER D: T. Izydorczyk, F. M.L. Tavares, G. Berardinelli, M. Bucur and
P. Mogensen, "Performance evaluation of multi-antenna receivers for vehicu-
lar communications in live LTE networks", IEEE 89th Vehicular Technology
Conference (VTC2019-Spring), April, 2019.
• PAPER E: T. Izydorczyk, G. Berardinelli, F. M.L. Tavares, M. Bucur and
P. Mogensen, "On the potential of uplink beamforming in vehicular networks
based on experimental measurements", IEEE 90th Vehicular Technology
Conference (VTC2019-Fall), September, 2019.
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• PAPER F: M. M. Ginard, T. Izydorczyk, P. Mogensen and G. Berar-
dinelli, "Enhancing vehicular link performance using directional antennas
at the terminal", IEEE GLOBECOM workshops proceedings, December,
2019.
• PAPER G: T. Izydorczyk, M. M. Ginard, S. Svendsen, G. Berardinelli
and P. Mogensen, "Experimental evaluation of beamforming on UAVs in cel-
lular systems", submitted to IEEE 92nd Vehicular Technology Conference
(VTC2020-Fall), April 2020.
• PAPER H: T. Izydorczyk, G. Berardinelli, P. Mogensen, M. M. Ginard,
Jeroen Wigard and István Z. Kovács, "Achieving high UAV uplink through-
put by using beamforming on board", IEEE Access, April, 2020.
Furthermore, as a part of this thesis, three patents were filed in collabora-
tion with Nokia Bell Labs in Aalborg. All of them concern the practical use
of beamforming to enhance UAV communication. None of the patents would
be filed without the experimental work that constitutes this thesis.
1.7 Thesis outline
This thesis is divided into four chapters, where the main contributions and
findings are presented. First chapter is the introduction, followed by two
chapters related to the downlink and uplink performance of multi-antenna
systems for vehicular communications. The last chapter summarizes the
main findings and contributions of this thesis. Finally, in appendices all rele-
vant publications are provided. Below the more detailed list of contributions
for each chapter is discussed:
• Chapter I: Introduction
This is the current chapter discussing the background of vehicular com-
munications. The challenges of vehicular communications and poten-
tial solutions to cope with them are presented. Further, the main hy-
pothesis of this thesis is provided and followed by a detailed list of
research objectives studied in this work.
• Chapter II: Downlink vehicular communication
This chapter discusses the potential of multi-antenna receivers to im-
prove downlink coverage for VUEs and UAVs, interleaved with remarks
on the practical implementation of beamforming. It begins with the de-
scription of a designed measurement tool. Further the performance of
MRC and receive beamforming is discussed. Finally the spatial channel
characterization is used to study practical aspects of beamforming.
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• Chapter III: Uplink vehicular communication
This chapter covers both measurement efforts as well as system-level
simulations used to study the performance of uplink beamforming.
It starts with the description of measurement tools designed for this
study. The results are presented from the single-vehicle perspective fol-
lowed by a system-level approach. Finally, the coexistence with GdUEs
and mobility management performance are also discussed.
• Chapter IV: Conclusions
The last chapter of the thesis concludes this work. All hypotheses and
research questions are recalled and tested based on the obtained results.
Finally, suggestions concerning further studies are provided.
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Chapter 2
Downlink vehicular
communication
This part of the thesis focuses on the performance of multi-antenna receivers
to face the challenges of downlink ground and aerial vehicular communica-
tions, such as coverage and reliability improvements in the presence of strong
downlink interference. Following, the practical design of beamforming sys-
tem is discussed, focusing on direction acquisition techniques and the opti-
mal antenna beamwidth. The experimental results presented in this chapter
were obtained during two measurement campaigns: ground-level and aerial,
both performed using the same multi-antenna testbed designed to record live
LTE signals.
2.1 Motivation
Ground and Aerial vehicles will require reliable downlink connectivity ev-
erywhere on the ground and in the air [1]. VUEs and UAVs will observe a
typical slow and fast fading channel. Besides, large interference increase due
to high LoS probability in the A2G channels as well as cell densification may
severely impact the observed SINR levels at the vehicles [2].
An increased number of antennas installed on a vehicle, provide extra
degrees of freedom which can be used to counter the negative effects of the
channel. Antenna diversity techniques are a well-known group of methods
to combat fading [3]. Besides, beamforming has the promise to mitigate
interference by placing antenna nulls towards their direction [4].
Although, multi-antenna techniques are known for decades, only very
little attention has been placed on their applicability in downlink vehicular
scenarios. The work in [5] studies the performance of MRC and beamforming
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using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) precoding and receiver for the
C-V2X communication using system-level simulations. The authors show
that the SVD receiver outperforms MRC at the expense of large signaling
overhead. However, the authors study only one, very simple, straight-line
highway scenario, with constant LoS link to the serving RSU. The work does
not extend to any other, more challenging scenario as assumed in this thesis.
Other works related to ground vehicular communications, usually focused
on multi-antenna channel modeling for the V2V communication link (see for
example [6,7]).
Multi-antenna receivers, used to improve the C2 link of the UAVs were ac-
knowledged among others in two publications [8,9]. In both of them, authors
praise the potential of these techniques, identifying practical implementation
aspects as their biggest drawback. However, both works focus on simulation
evaluation of massive MIMO techniques at the BS, assuming only a single-
antenna UAV, with the benefits of using multi-antenna UAVs being only men-
tioned in the discussion section. Besides, authors in [10] study the potential
of directional antennas in the UAV-to-UAV link using a stochastic geometry
approach. However, up to the best of my knowledge, there is not a single
complete work dedicated to the performance of multi-antenna receivers in-
stalled on a UAV. To fill this literature gap, the goal of this chapter is to study
the performance of two such methods: MRC and receive beamforming in the
vehicular scenarios using experimental methodology.
Expected performance of multi-antenna receivers
It is assumed that the performance of both techniques may depend on the
measured environment and especially on the distribution of desired and in-
terfering signals. MRC may outperform beamforming in rich multipath sce-
narios, where narrow beamwidth becomes a drawback since a large part
of the signal’s power would be received by paths located outside the main
beam. On the other hand, in LoS-dominant scenarios, where most of the sig-
nal’s power is received throughout a single path, beamforming may perform
better than MRC due to interference filtering properties. To best capture the
impact of interference on the performance of studied techniques, it was de-
cided to design the measurement campaigns, such that they cover multiple
scenarios, where different desired and interference patterns were expected.
The design of a measurement setup
In order to perform measurements as best as possible, it was decided to de-
sign a measurement setup receiving signals from live cellular networks. The
main benefit of recording the cellular signals is their ubiquitous coverage.
This is beneficiary in vehicular scenarios, where drive tests are usually as-
sumed to perform measurements in different environments. When recording
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cellular signals, only a moving receiver needs to be deployed as cellular cov-
erage is available almost everywhere. Due to inherited inter-cell interference
observed in cellular systems, their influence on the performance of multi-
antenna techniques can also be studied.
The possibility of testing both receiver types on the same data set was one
of the main constraints influencing the design of a measurement tool. There-
fore it was decided to design a measurement system, capable of recording
live cellular signals and storing them unprocessed for offline analysis. In this
way, the same data set can be processed in multiple ways depending on the
desired research activity.
Design of beamforming receiver
Designing an experiment that includes receive beamforming raises many
practical concerns. When receiving the signal, the receiver needs to choose
the beamforming direction. It can be done in multiple ways. A receiver may
estimate the Angle of Arrival (AoA) of incoming signals using algorithms
such as Space-Alternating Generalized Expectation-maximization (SAGE) [11]
or Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) [12] and point the beam towards
the direction where most of the energy is coming from. Besides, a beam
sweeping technique can be used and afterwards the beam maximizing de-
sired KPI is chosen as the final beam [4]. Finally the receiver may possess
some knowledge about the environment (LoS probability, physical location
of the BS), which can also influence the beamforming decision.
There is a performance-complexity trade-off between all these methods [13].
High computing power may be required for AoA estimation, while a long
time may be needed to perform full beam sweep. Therefore, as a part of
this thesis, it was decided to study different direction acquisition methods
to test their performance in vehicular scenarios and better understand their
potential practical application.
Another concern faced when designing the beamforming receiver is the
HPBW of the main beam. There is a well-known trade-off between the
beamwidth and the achievable antenna gain. The narrower the beam, the
higher the antenna gain. On the other hand, as a rule of thumb, the beam
should not be narrower than the Angular Spread (AS) of the signal [4]. Oth-
erwise, a large part of the received energy may not be captured within the
main beam, potentially harming receive SINR.
Intuitively, the AS in the ground-level channels is generally larger in the
urban scenarios due to multipath propagation and lower in rural scenarios
due to high LoS probability. However, in aerial channels such prediction
is difficult. When UAVs fly at high altitudes (usually 40 m and higher), as
shown in [14], the channel can be assumed as LoS with very low AS. In addi-
tion, UAVs will also fly at lower heights, below 40 m. During take-off, landing
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or for example last-mile delivery services, UAVs will fly in-between or right
above buildings, in a so-called obstructed-LoS zone [15], where low AS can-
not be assumed. At the time of conducting this research, there were no A2G
channel models characterizing the variations of AS with height. Therefore it
was decided to attempt characterizing this important parameter influencing
beamforming design.
Time-distance coherence of AoA
Both ground and aerial vehicles are constantly moving potentially at a high
speed. When doing so, the beamforming direction has to be regularly ad-
justed. Otherwise, the beam may be pointing towards the wrong direction,
harming the reliability and in the worst case, leading even to a radio link
failure. Due to practical limitations, direction acquisition methods cannot be
constantly performed. Therefore it is assumed, that the incoming AoA and
thus optimal beamforming direction doesn’t change in between two direction
acquisition instances.
However, this can only be assumed if there is a so-called time-distance
coherence of AoA - a smooth change of AoA over time and space. At the
time of performing this work, 3GPP channel models used for system-level
simulations [16] did not contain such a parameter, as AoA was drawn ran-
domly and independently for each time slot. As a result, at every simulation
step a direction acquisition would have to be performed.
In the real world, there is a certain AoA’s coherence time [17]. Intuitively
it should be larger in areas with high LoS probability and shorter in urban
scenarios with a high amount of obstructions. Therefore, as part of Paper E,
ground-level measurements were used to study the possibility to track the
changes of AoA and investigate the impact of different beamwidths on the
tracking distance.
2.2 Objectives
The objectives of this part of the thesis are the following:
• Design a multi-functional testbed, capable of receiving live LTE signals
both on the ground and in the air using multiple antennas.
• Investigate the downlink performance of MRC and receive beamform-
ing in ground and aerial scenarios, focusing on the differences between
both environments and the impact of downlink interference.
• Study the factors influencing beamforming design: optimal antenna
beamwidth and potential of direction acquisition techniques.
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2.3 Included articles
Below, the list of articles that constitute the main body of this part of the the-
sis are listed:
Paper A: A USRP-based multi-antenna testbed for reception of multi-site
cellular signals
Measurement tool’s description. This article presents the design of a multi-
antenna SDR measurement setup capable of measuring live LTE signals. The
publication discusses motivation factors influencing the design, the hardware
and software development as well as post-processing methodologies such as
LTE decoding or SAGE processing. Finally, a preliminary validation cam-
paign is reported and discussed. This setup was used in two measurement
campaigns regarding ground and aerial downlink communications. The re-
sults reported in Papers B-E were obtained after analyzing data recorded
using this tool.
Paper B: Experimental evaluation of multi-antenna receivers for UAV com-
munication in live LTE networks
Downlink coverage of UAVs and Practical implementation of beamforming. This
publication discusses the potential of multi-antenna techniques for downlink
UAV communication. The performance of MRC and receive beamforming
are compared based on the obtained SINR and outage metrics. Different
beam sweeping techniques are compared and practical insights on the num-
ber of used antennas or optimal beamforming elevation angle are presented.
Paper C: Angular Distribution of Cellular Signals for UAVs in Urban and
Rural Scenarios
Practical implementation of beamforming. The attempt to perform spatial chan-
nel characterization using SAGE on live LTE signals is presented in this pub-
lication. The stability of estimated azimuth AoA during landing/takeoff of
a UAV is discussed to address the beamforming design during this crucial
phase of flight. Besides, AS of received signals is computed to discuss the
optimal beamwidth.
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Paper D: Performance evaluation of multi-antenna receivers for vehicular
communications in live LTE networks
Downlink coverage of VUEs. This publication discusses the potential of multi-
antenna techniques in ground-level downlink vehicular communication. The
performance of MRC and receive beamforming is compared based on the
obtained SINR. Further, the observed interference measured using a radio
scanner is correlated with multi-antenna gains, to understand the potential
of both multi-antenna techniques under different interference conditions.
Paper E: On the potential of uplink beamforming in vehicular networks
based on experimental measurements
Practical implementation of beamforming. Based on spatial channel character-
ization of LTE signals obtained during a ground-level measurement cam-
paign, different beam direction’s acquisition techniques: AoA estimation,
naive beamforming and RSRP-based beam switching are discussed. Besides,
two AoA tracking techniques are compared and the feasibility of signal track-
ing over time is argued depending on the antenna beamwidth.
2.4 Main findings
The benefits of multi-antenna receivers in vehicular scenarios
The results shown in Papers B and D confirm the superior performance of
multi-antenna receivers over a single-antenna system. Using a sixteen anten-
nas array leads to median 5-9 dB SINR gain over a single antenna receiver de-
pending on the recorded scenario and used multi-antenna technique. The ob-
tained results show the promise of using multiple antennas to extend down-
link coverage and improve the reliability of vehicular systems, yet are lower
than the theoretical gain computed using Equation (1.1). The reason for that
is the inter-cell interference inherently measured in the cellular systems.
The inter-cell interference has a major impact on the relative performance
of the two multi-antenna techniques. Average measured SINR levels when
using MRC and receive beamforming are shown to be very similar in urban
scenarios (such as route 3 in Paper D), where interference is spread along
all directions. However, in high DIR scenarios or when interference is con-
centrated along certain directions, receive beamforming tends to outperform
MRC. This is due to the ability to null the incoming source of interference,
by positioning the main beam towards other direction. Results obtained in
a low flight level zone in Paper B support this hypothesis. Figure B.6 indi-
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cates that when flying at higher heights, or in other words, when channel
(and interference) becomes more LoS-alike, the performance of beamforming
increases with respect to flights at lower heights. The same trend is further
observed in Paper D where high beamforming gains are correlated with high
DIR scenarios.
When comparing the performance of multi-antenna systems based on the
studied scenario, it is visible that all three receivers (multi and single antenna)
perform better in the ground rather than the aerial scenario. The reason for
this more than 5 dB difference in measured mean SINR values is the higher
average interference level in the air due to LoS propagation. Similar results
are expected to be seen in the future ground-level vehicular communications.
It is expected, that the potential challenge of high downlink interference will
not emerge until the first RSUs and autonomous vehicles are deployed.
Factors influencing beamforming design
The beamforming direction can be acquired in multiple ways. In this thesis
AoA estimation, beam sweeping and naive beamforming towards the serv-
ing cell are studied. The performance of beam sweeping, when different
metrics are used as a beam selectors is studied in Paper B. The obtained re-
sults indicate that depending on which metric is used as a KPI to select the
beam, different performance results are observed. Not surprisingly, beam-
forming using metrics for beam selection that quantify both desired power
and interference (such as RSRQ or SINR) leads to better downlink coverage
outperforming beamforming using metrics based only on the desired power
(RSRP or raw unprocessed power). This happens as when using more infor-
mation, a beam maximizing a trade-off between the highest desired power
and lowest interference can be chosen.
Moreover, as indicated in Paper E, beamforming using the RSRP-based
beam sweeping, leads to higher SINR than if the signal is beamformed to-
wards the estimated AoA of the main path estimated using SAGE algorithm.
Further, in the measured suburban and rural scenarios, where high LoS prob-
ability is observed, the performance of beamforming when pointing the beam
towards the estimated AoA is very similar to the performance of the naive
algorithm in which the beam is pointed towards the direction of the serving
cell, simply assuming that this path is not heavily attenuated.
All the results cast doubt on the practical use of AoA estimation. It is
the most resource-consuming method among all studied. Results indicate
that it is outperformed even by RSRP-based beam sweeping (although at the
expense of the delay introduced by beam sweeping). Furthermore, naive
beamforming requires only a percentile of computing power required for
AoA estimation while similar performance is observed, assuming that the
BS’s location is known.
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Choosing the optimal half-power beamwidth is a trade-off between mul-
tiple factors. During the first study, in Paper B, a narrow 22.5o beamwidth
was used to maximize the antenna gain. However by further analyzing the
same data, in Paper C, it was found that the AS was larger and a minimum
50o beamwidth would be needed to receive the most of the incoming signal’s
energy within the main beam.
Tracking of AoA in LoS-dominant scenarios
After analyzing the data recorded during ground-level measurements in rural
and suburban scenarios, the feasibility of AoA tracking has been validated.
Surprisingly, as shown in Paper E, the coherence distances may be very long
and allow to keep tracking the AoA in a range of tenths of seconds. As ex-
pected, the larger the beamwidth, the longer is the possibility to maintain the
connectivity to a given cell and track the signal without the need to perform
latency and reliability-harming direction acquisition procedures.
Very interesting conclusions can be drawn from a similar study performed
in Paper C, where the feasibility of tracking the azimuth AoA during the UAV
landing procedure was studied. In some measurement locations the azimuth
AoA remains approximately the same during the entire procedure, showing
the promises for beam tracking. Unexpectedly, in other locations, serving cell
tracked during the start of the procedure at 40 m was not decodable at lower
heights. In practical systems, the network would be forced to perform a han-
dover to a different cell. During such a crucial phase of flight as landing,
handovers may potentially harm the reliability of the connection. Therefore,
as further work, it is recommended to carefully study the mobility manage-
ment during vertical flights of the UAV. Moreover, in all situations when a
UAV is surrounded by buildings it is recommended to use omni-directional
receivers and techniques like MRC instead of beamforming. By doing so, the
effect of losing connection to the serving cell due to beam misalignment is
reduced and reliability improved.
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Chapter 3
Uplink vehicular
communication
This part of the thesis focuses on the performance of uplink beamforming
in vehicular scenarios to extend coverage and deal with increased levels of
vehicle-originated uplink interference. A new measurement setup was de-
signed to perform the analysis included in this chapter. Benefiting from real-
time connectivity to the network, the impact of using directional antenna
patterns on the mobility management performance is also discussed.
3.1 Motivation
High uplink throughput is a necessary communication requirement needed
to support autonomously driving VUEs and to meet the demands of UAV
applications such as surveillance or search and rescue missions [1]. In cellular
networks, high uplink throughput can be provided to the user only if two
conditions are satisfied. First, serving cell needs to have enough available
resources to schedule the demanding vehicle - the load of the cell cannot be
a constraining factor. Second, the uplink SINR needs to be sufficiently high
to enable high order modulation and coding scheme to be used.
However, as shown in [2], UAVs streaming video data will create a high
amount of uplink interference effectively reducing the SINR observed by
other users of the cellular network. Therefore as noted in [3], uplink in-
terference mitigation is one of the biggest challenges imposed on UAV com-
munications as it may be a limiting factor constraining the performance of
not only other UAVs but also GdUEs.
As of today, ground vehicles do not face challenges at a similar scale as
UAVs, due to a limited number of cellular-connected VUEs. Their uplink
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throughput is mostly constrained in rural scenarios, due to a large distance
to the serving cell. However, it is expected that, with a rapid increase of
autonomous vehicles, the uplink interference may rise [4].
Vehicular performance improvements using uplink beamforming
Beamforming has the potential to cope with the challenges of uplink vehicu-
lar communication. The directional antenna gain is expected to increase the
coverage by raising the uplink SINR thus leading to improved throughput.
Meanwhile, the narrow beams are expected to spatially filter the transmit-
ted signal and therefore limit the interference radiated in other directions,
leading to more fair coexistence with other users in the network [5].
In the publications constituting this chapter, the performance of uplink
beamforming is studied by analyzing the uplink throughput of the vehicular
devices, the amount of interference radiated by them to the network as well
as a correlation between vehicle-originated interference and the performance
of all users in the network.
Mobility management when using beamforming
Any device attached to the cellular network, measures serving and neighbor
cells’ RSRP levels and report them back to the network. Based on the ob-
tained measurements, if a neighbor signal power is sufficiently higher than
the serving cell’s power, the network may trigger a handover procedure to
the neighbor cell [6].
Beamforming, due to the directional antenna pattern will affect the mo-
bility management procedure. Unless the network is aware of the different
antenna pattern of a device, depending on a beamforming direction, the mea-
sured power of some cells will be augmented while for others, located outside
of the main beam of the antenna, RSRP will decrease. Such spatial selectivity
may lead to a particular situation in which a device, when using beamform-
ing, will connect to a different cell than the one it would be connected when
using an omni-directional antenna and which was assumed by the network
operator during cell planing.
Connection to different cells due to spatial selectivity may have both pos-
itive and negative effects on the vehicular device. As shown in [7] and [8],
UAVs using an omni-directional antenna will observe an increased number of
potentially latency and reliability-harming handovers compared to GdUEs,
due to similar power of many cells in the air. It is expected that by using
beamforming, the connection to the serving cell can be maintained longer,
reducing the number of handovers. However, in such situation, other poten-
tially better-suited neighbor cells, may be disregarded, harming the perfor-
mance of the vehicular device. As a part of the study presented in this chap-
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ter, mobility management is investigated, by comparing the number of suc-
cessful handovers when the device is using beamforming or omni-directional
antenna system.
Spatially controlled load balancing
Freedom of choosing beamforming direction has one more distinctive bene-
fit. By pointing the beam in different directions, the device can potentially be
connected to different cells, although being located in the same physical loca-
tion. Beam steering may be beneficial if the cell load in these cells is uneven.
Imagine a vehicle connected to a loaded cell, which is not able to meet the
uplink throughput demands. In such a case, by redirecting the beam, a ve-
hicle may try to find a different, potentially less loaded cell. In Paper H, this
effect is studied, focusing on selfish uplink demands of the UAVs as well as
the impact of spatial selectivity and beam steering on other users of cellular
networks.
Measurement methodology
The work presented in this chapter is a result of measurements and system-
level simulations. Similar to downlink studies presented in Chapter 2, it was
decided to design measurements using live cellular networks, such that up-
link signals transmitted from a single measurement device, will be received
by multiple real BSs. However, the measurement testbed must maintain real-
time connectivity to the serving cell. Only in this case, metrics like uplink
throughput and uplink interference over thermal noise can be used as KPIs
to assess the performance of uplink beamforming. The measurement tool
described in Chapter 2 and Paper A, used during the downlink evaluation,
was found not capable of maintaining real-time cellular connectivity, forcing
the development of a new platform.
The new measurement testbed was inspired by [9], and contains a six di-
rectional antennas switching system, in which each antenna has 60o HPBW
and points in a different direction. Following the outcome of the downlink
studies, it was decided to implement a so-called naive beamforming system,
in which a vehicle points its beam towards the physical direction of a serv-
ing cell. An LTE modem is used to maintain a real-time connection to the
network. Due to space and battery constraints, the measurement platforms
used during ground and aerial studies slightly differ. Both are described in
Papers F and H respectively.
Besides measurements, system-level simulations were performed to study
the benefits of uplink beamforming in multi-UAV scenarios. Measurements
performed in this chapter using a single UAV are an important source of
knowledge reflecting the real-world performance of uplink beamforming in
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vehicular scenarios. When complemented with system-level simulations, the
observations can be extended to multi-UAV scenarios to show the scalability
of proposed solutions.
3.2 Objectives
The objectives of this part of the thesis are the following:
• Study the potential of beamforming to improve uplink coverage in ve-
hicular scenarios.
• Analyze the spatial interference mitigation properties of beamforming
focusing on their impact to meet high uplink throughput demands of
the UAVs and fair coexistence with GdUEs.
• Study the impact of antenna directionality and beam steering on mo-
bility management procedures.
3.3 Included articles
Below, the articles that constitute the main body of this part of the thesis are
listed:
Paper F: Enhancing vehicular link performance using directional antennas
at the terminal
Uplink coverage of VUEs. This publication discusses the potential of using up-
link beamforming on a VUE. The performance is analyzed based on recorded
uplink throughput during a measurement campaign using an array of direc-
tional antennas and real-time connectivity to LTE networks. The potential of
beamforming is compared with benchmark omni-directional antenna. Fur-
ther, the effect of using beamforming on mobility management performance
is studied by analyzing the numbers of successful handovers performed by
the network.
Paper G: Experimental evaluation of beamforming on UAVs in cellular
systems
Uplink coverage of UAVs. This is the first of two publications focusing on
the potential of uplink beamforming in aerial scenarios. It describes the
implementation details of a measurement testbed containing six directional
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antennas switching system installed on a UAV. It is followed by the prelimi-
nary results from the measurement campaign focusing on achievable uplink
throughput when using beamforming on board of a UAV. The mobility man-
agement aspects are also discussed.
Paper H: Achieving high UAV uplink throughput by using beamforming
on board
Uplink coverage of UAVs and coexistence between UAVs and GdUEs. This journal
article extends the studies form Paper G and analyzes the performance of up-
link beamforming to meet high uplink throughput requirements of the UAVs
in a multi-UAV scenario. It reports the outcome of system-level simulations
followed by the results of two measurement campaigns. The article is focused
on showing the potential of spatial filtering of interference to improve UAV’s
uplink throughput and ensure fair coexistence with GdUEs.
3.4 Main findings
Impact of beamforming on uplink throughput
Let us first consider a single-vehicle scenario - a scenario in which there is
only one cellular-connected vehicle. The observed uplink throughput of this
vehicle (VUE or UAV) is approximately the same regardless of the used an-
tenna system. As reported in the measurements covered in Papers F and G,
the directional gain is compensated by the uplink power control, limiting
the benefit of beamforming just to uplink transmit power reduction. Cellu-
lar network, unaware of the beamforming system being used on a vehicle,
misclassified the origin of this gain as due to a lower path loss, thus reduc-
ing the uplink transmit power of a device. Both measurements (aerial and
ground-level) were performed in good coverage conditions. It is expected
that, if a similar experiment is repeated in worse coverage, in which a vehicle
using omni-directional antenna would have to use maximum uplink trans-
mit power, the directional gains of beamforming would translate into uplink
throughput gains.
Uplink throughput gains become visible in a multi-UAV scenario as pre-
sented in Paper H. When multiple UAVs in the network use beamforming
(instead of the omni-directional antenna), their uplink throughput increases,
as they cause less harm to each other due to spatial filtering of interference.
Further, the results presented in the paper indicate that, when all UAVs use
beamforming system, a cellular network is capable of serving approximately
twice as many UAVs, comparing with the case in which all of them use
omni-directional antennas. Beamforming can also be used to improve uplink
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throughput when some cells in the network are highly loaded. The ability to
steer the beam, using, for example, the proposed RSRQ-based beam switch-
ing increases the probability that the UAV connects to low loaded cells, ca-
pable of meeting high uplink throughput demands of the UAVs. Although a
multi-VUE scenario was not studied in this thesis, it is assumed that with an
increased number of vehicles, similar conclusions would be drawn.
Coexistence of UAVs and GdUEs
Spatial filtering of interference, presented in Paper H, has a positive influence
on the performance of GdUEs. Beamforming mitigates the UAV-originated
interference observed in the network, leading to increased uplink SINR levels
of all the users.
However, beamforming may also have a negative impact on some GdUEs.
Measurement results, validating the concept of load balancing, indicate that
when a UAV redirects the beam and connects to a far located cell, it harms
the performance of GdUEs located in the closest vicinity of the UAV. Typi-
cally, if an omni-directional antenna is used on board of the UAV, all of these
users including UAV should be connected to the same cell. However, due
to directional gain, the UAV is connected to a different cell, becoming an in-
terferer to the GdUEs located in proximity, in spite of the fact that the main
lobe is pointing towards a different direction than their serving cell. During
the measurements, this interference translated into increased uplink transmit
power of GdUEs and a lower than expected throughput.
Impact of beamforming on mobility management
The directional antenna pattern has a great influence on the number of per-
formed handovers in the network. Beamforming, can be used to maintain
the connectivity to the serving cell longer, than when an omni-directional
antenna is used, thus reducing the number of observed handovers. The con-
cerns raised in Section 3.2, regarding the possibility of overlooking better cell
candidates due to uneven antenna pattern were not confirmed (yet are still
plausible). Different handover decisions taken when using two antenna sys-
tems did not have any influence on the uplink throughput observed in the
network.
The described behavior was observed in most of the ground and all aerial
scenarios, reported in Papers F and G respectively. Only, when VUE drove in
an urban scenario, the total number of handovers remained similar regardless
of the antenna system used on a vehicle. This is related to the characteristics
of an urban channel. Due to vast amount of obstructions, even when using
beamforming, the connectivity to the same cell could not be maintained as
the signals were potentially blocked and attenuated by buildings or other
elements of infrastructure leading to frequent handovers.
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Disclaimer
All the results presented in this chapter are valid in a situation when the net-
work has no knowledge about the beamforming capabilities of a vehicular
device. Possessing such a knowledge, may change the drawn conclusions
as the network could optimize its service to cope with such transmitters.
However it is expected that, in such a case, the potential benefits of beam-
forming would only increase. The network could potentially optimize the
uplink power control procedure to cope with devices using beamforming
transmission or optimize the mobility management performance. Finally as
suggested in Paper H, the network may eventually overtake the control over
the beamforming direction of a vehicle. The design of such control mecha-
nisms can be considered as an optimization problem and are out of scope of
this thesis.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
4.1 Summary
Vehicular communication is a key technology component to enable the de-
velopment of autonomous vehicles and Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS)
UAV flights. Cellular networks, such as LTE or 5G, due to their ubiquitous
connectivity, are promising wireless communication technologies to meet the
requirements of connected vehicles. Vehicular demands, such as high uplink
and downlink throughput, increased coverage and reliability of the commu-
nication link impose new challenges on the design of cellular systems. Be-
sides, predicted large concentration of vehicles, high LoS probability of the
A2G channel and the ongoing trend of cell densification will result in major
interference increase observed and generated by the vehicles.
Typically, throughput and reliability challenges are solved by introduc-
ing new network-side techniques, by investments into BS’s hardware or by
the acquisition of a new frequency spectrum. Such approaches are justified in
large metropolitan areas, where expensive investments may fast become prof-
itable due to a large number of users. However, vehicles demand ubiquitous
connectivity everywhere - also in less populated areas, where investment in
cellular infrastructure is usually not profitable.
Using multiple-antennas installed on vehicle terminals to combat vehic-
ular communication challenges is an alternative approach. Benefiting from
increased space and battery of the vehicles, multi-antenna techniques may be
used to increase throughput and reliability of vehicular communication, due
to extra available DoF. The additional benefit of these techniques is the lack
of changes required in the network-side equipment.
This thesis focuses on the verification of multi-antenna techniques for ve-
hicular communication. The performance of two techniques: beamforming
and MRC is studied using an experimental methodology, to show the po-
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tential of multi-antenna systems in real scenarios. Based on the assumption,
that the performance will depend strongly on the interference observed in
the network, a set of measurement campaigns was conducted in different
environments using live cellular systems.
First, the potential of multi-antenna techniques to improve downlink ve-
hicular connectivity is discussed in Chapter 2. Based on the measurements
conducted in both ground and aerial scenarios, the performance of MRC and
beamforming in different interference conditions was studied. In addition,
different beamforming strategies such as direction acquisition techniques,
optimal HPBW or the feasibility of AoA tracking were discussed, to better
understand the practical implementation aspects of a beamforming system.
The obtained results, confirm the great potential of both multi-antenna tech-
niques. Depending on the measurement environment, and especially on the
observed interference, the relative performance of both techniques differs,
favoring beamforming techniques in high DIR scenarios.
In Chapter 3, the performance of uplink beamforming in vehicular sce-
narios was studied. First, measurements were used to showcase the potential
of beamforming in a single-vehicle scenario. The results obtained during
ground and aerial experiments indicate, that beamforming influences the
mobility management procedure. However, due to uplink power control,
the observed throughput was similar to an omni-directional antenna system.
To showcase uplink throughput gains, system-level simulations extend the
study by focusing on a multi-UAV scenario. High uplink throughput gains
and improved coexistence with GdUEs were observed due to spatial mitiga-
tion of interference. Besides, load balancing due to beam switching can be a
promising strategy to further increase the throughput of vehicular devices.
4.2 Research questions revisited
This thesis contains a set of diverse material, targeting various aspects of
using multi-antenna techniques installed on vehicles. Based on the obtained
results, it is worth reflecting on the hypotheses and research questions first
presented in Chapter 1.4.
4.2.1 Performance of multi-antenna techniques
Hypothesis 1: Multi-antenna techniques such as MRC and receive beam-
forming can improve the performance of downlink vehicular communica-
tion by addressing downlink coverage and throughput challenges
• RQ1: What is the performance of a multi-antenna vehicular receiver with re-
spect to a single antenna system? Does the performance differ regarding the
operational scenarios of the two vehicle types?
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Both studied multi-antenna techniques were shown to greatly outper-
form a single-antenna receiver. The average SINR gains of multi-antenna
techniques, obtained using the 16-antennas measurement setup, were
shown to be dependent on the type of a studied vehicle, being higher
(up to 9.5 dB) in aerial scenarios and lower (up to 7 dB) in ground-
level scenarios. This gain difference is a result of different interfer-
ence patterns observed in both scenarios, as the interference is typically
more concentrated along a certain direction in aerial channels and more
widespread on the ground.
• RQ2: Which multi-antenna technique yield the best performance improve-
ments in downlink signal reception in terms of received SINR?
Both MRC and receive beamforming perform similarly in rich multi-
path scenarios. Beamforming is shown to outperform MRC by more
than 2 dB in high LoS probability environments such as high altitude
UAV flights in which the interfering signals are received with a low an-
gular spread. Based on ground-level measurements, it was found that
beamforming may also outperform MRC in high DIR scenarios, due to
the ability to place antenna nulls in the direction of the interference.
• RQ3: What is the best approach to choose beamforming direction and HPBW?
Beam sweeping using RSRQ or SINR as a beam selection metric has
shown the best performance among all studied methods, as the knowl-
edge of both desired and interfering signals is exploited. Beam sweep-
ing outperforms other metrics such as AoA estimation or naive beam-
forming based on known location of a serving cell and can lead to even
4 dB better SINR. Load balancing using RSRQ-based beam switching
has been shown to be an efficient metric to avoid connection to a loaded
cell thus leading to increased throughput. As argued in this thesis, op-
timal beamwidth should be as narrow as possible to spatially mitigate
the interference. However it should not be narrower than the angular
spread of the received signal, such that most of the received energy is
captured within the main beam. Based on angular spread estimation
performed for the downlink A2G channels, it was decided to use a 60o
beamwidth during the uplink studies described in Chapter 3.
All in all, as assumed in the hypothesis, multi-antenna techniques stud-
ied in this thesis show potential to improve downlink vehicular connectivity.
They can be used to improve downlink coverage and throughput rates by
increasing the SINR, even under severe interference conditions.
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Hypothesis 2: Transmit beamforming can improve uplink performance of
vehicular systems
• RQ1: Can beamforming be used to improve uplink throughput in a vehicular
scenarios?
Beamforming is shown to increase the observed RSRP and SINR val-
ues, with the gains being comparable with a directional antenna gain
used for the measurements. As of today, if there is only one cellular-
connected vehicle (UAV or VUE), it may not observe any average through-
put gains due to uplink power control misclassifying the directional
gain as better path loss, thus reducing the vehicle’s transmit power.
Only if a vehicle is connected in very low RSRP conditions, in which
the transmit power cannot be reduced due to large path loss, the direc-
tional gain will result in better throughput and coverage extension.
• RQ2: Can beamforming techniques be used to meet UAV traffic requirements
for payload communications while ensuring coexistence with GdUEs?
As shown in Paper G, provided the low-loaded network, if only a sin-
gle UAV is present in a certain region, the observed uplink through-
put usually exceeds the required 10 Mbps traffic requirement, even if
an omni-directional antenna is used. Transmit beamforming is shown
to spatially reduce generated uplink interference, leading to increased
SINR observed at the BSs by more than 5 dB with respect to the case
when an omni-directional antenna is used. When multiple UAVs using
beamforming are flying over the same region, their performance im-
proves since each of them steers the energy towards the direction of the
serving base station, thus reducing the interference footprint. In such
cases, a throughput increase (more than 5 Mbps) can be observed, meet-
ing the traffic requirements for payload communications in the presence
of a low-loaded network. Furthermore, in the presence of high-loaded
cells, beam steering can be used for load balancing and connecting to
a cell with a lower load, leading to increased data rates for the UAV.
Reduced interference footprint of the UAVs has also a positive influ-
ence on the performance of GdUEs. When UAVs use beamforming, the
average throughput of the GdUEs improves by more than 2 Mbps due
to higher observed SINR at the BSs.
• RQ3: What is the effect of using beamforming on the mobility management
performance?
Directional antenna gain and beam steering were shown to be an ef-
ficient way to affect mobility management performance, provided the
network is not aware of the beamforming capabilities of a vehicle. Beam-
forming can be used to prolong connectivity to the same serving cell,
leading to a decreased number of handovers. Beam steering can be also
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beneficial if it is used to connect to a low loaded cell, leading to in-
creased throughput of the vehicle. However, using beamforming may
also have a negative impact on the nearby located GdUEs. In the case
in which a UAV uses beamforming to redirect the connection to a less-
loaded cell, its signal might still affect GdUEs served by a closer cell,
due to a high level of generated interference.
To sum up, transmit beamforming shows great potential to improve up-
link performance of connected vehicles. Directional antenna gain, together
with the beam steering capabilities, can be used to not only improve the re-
liability and uplink throughput of a given vehicle but can ensure more fair
coexistence with other users of the network.
4.3 Recommendations
In addition to the conclusions presented in the previous sections, the follow-
ing recommendations are worth consideration:
• Mobile network operators should consider issuing UAV-side beamform-
ing as a recommended technique to be used by UAV vendors for all
cellular-connected UAVs flying above a certain height threshold. As
shown in this work, beamforming can improve connectivity for all the
incumbents of cellular systems with respect to omni-directional anten-
nas. If all UAVs use beamforming, mobile network operators can incor-
porate more UAVs at the same time/region while ensuring coexistence
with GdUEs. The height threshold, can depend on the average building
height in a country or a certain geographical area, such that UAVs flying
higher than the threshold are assumed to observe high LoS probability.
• The designer of UAV communication systems should consider using an
omni-directional antenna pattern for connectivity during crucial proce-
dures like landing, takeoff or in-between building flying. This recom-
mendation is complementary to the previous one. To improve reliability
when flying in regions where dominant LoS path cannot be assumed
and a high average level of multipath is expected, it is recommended
that the UAVs should use an omni-directional antenna pattern or multi-
antenna combining techniques to improve signal’s SINR and therefore
reliability.
• The designer of VUE communication systems should consider using
beamforming for ground-level vehicular communication in rural areas
to strengthen the observed SINR and therefore improve coverage. This
relatively straightforward solution can give a car manufacturer a com-
petitive advantage over other carmakers that are using only a single
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omni-directional antenna and are counting on 5G coverage to be suf-
ficient in all places. Using beamforming can only help to improve the
coverage and data rates, leading to more reliable connectivity, increased
safety during automated driving as well as better services offered to the
passengers of the vehicle.
• The 3GPP standardization committee members should consider adding
new, standardized network signaling, to alleviate practical concerns
of using beamforming on board of a (ground or aerial) vehicle. User
Equipment (UE)-side beamforming signaling without distinction among
GdUEs and vehicles is already available as a part of the 5G standard.
However further amendments should be considered. As an example,
if a network signals the physical location of all the cells in the vicin-
ity, the vehicle may proactively use this information to better align the
beam or choose the direction such that for example the number of han-
dovers is minimized. Moreover, the creation of new UE classes should
be considered, in which a vehicle can report the type of antenna sys-
tem it is using. As an example the number of beams, the front-to-back
ratio, or the HPBW may be signaled. This information can be used by
the network operator to optimize the beamforming direction of such a
vehicle.
4.4 Future work
This work presents a comprehensive yet not exhaustive analysis on the po-
tential of using multi-antenna techniques installed on a vehicle terminal. In
the remainder of this section, some potential research directions which can
be considered as a future work are presented.
Impact of beam steering on cellular systems
The impact of beam steering on mobility management performance as well
as its effect on other users have found only little to no attention in the liter-
ature. As stated in this thesis, by using beamforming, a device can connect
to the cells which were not available due to higher path loss than the serving
cell when using an omni-directional antenna. By doing so, the vehicular de-
vice may improve the uplink throughput due to connectivity to a low-loaded
cell or prolong connectivity to the same BS, thus reducing the number of ob-
served handovers. On the other hand, the device may become a strong source
of interference to the users connected to nearby cells. As of today, most of the
works focusing on cellular networks, assume all users operating using omni-
directional antennas. As a potential future work, it is recommended to study
the impact of using directional antennas by some (e.g. vehicular) devices on
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the cellular network protocols such as mobility management. Furthermore,
the potential effects of beamforming on cell planning should be considered.
Network-assisted beamforming
In this work, it was assumed that the beamforming decisions are made inde-
pendently at each vehicle without assistance from the network. If the cellular
system possesses information of all vehicular devices equipped with beam-
forming systems, their capabilities and antenna patterns, a network can po-
tentially assist or even overtake the control of beamforming decisions from
the vehicle. Given the discussed vehicular challenges, such as mutual inter-
ference with other vehicles and GdUEs, as well as different requirements im-
posed by GdUEs and vehicles, network-assisted beamforming can potentially
be used to optimize the system performance. Therefore it is recommended to
study, how can the network-assisted beamforming be used most efficiently.
The impact of multiple factors such as cell load, distance to the cell or po-
sition of users on the decision strategy should be considered. Further, the
optimal range of cells involved in the decision-making process may also be
studied.
Use of 5G new radio for vehicular communications
5G provides a new opportunity for vehicular communications. It contains the
UE-side beamforming procedures. It is recommended, to repeat some of the
experimental studies performed in this thesis using a 5G network and device
(when available), to better understand the applicability of this technology
for vehicular communications. Before such devices (and fully deployed net-
works) are available, system-level simulations studies should be considered
in which a vehicle uses 5G-compliant beamforming procedures.
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A.1. Introduction
Abstract
This paper presents a design of a Software Defined Radio (SDR) multi-antenna
testbed able to record live cellular signals from multiple sites. This measurement
setup, based on Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) boards, is used to
record live Long Term Evolution (LTE) signals in sub-6 GHz frequency bands. Due
to recording of raw I&Q samples, this fully digital testbed is suitable for variety of
research activities spanning channel characterization and beamforming performance
evaluation. We propose a phase calibration method based on transmission of a sin-
gle out of band tone to overcome the uncertainty introduced by the USRP’s lack
of phase alignment. We demonstrate two use cases where the proposed testbed can
be used, and we validate its performance during two measurement campaigns with
self-generated and real cellular signals.
A.1 Introduction
Multiple antenna systems are well known to increase capacity and relia-
bility of the communication links. For many years, theoretical and simu-
lation works have shown the achievable gains when large antenna arrays
are used [1]. Such studies rely on the channel models existing in the lit-
erature derived from measurement campaigns. Moreover, field trials using
wireless platforms and testbeds are conducted to provide the algorithms’
performance evaluation in real deployment scenarios. New use cases includ-
ing Industry 4.0 [2], Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) [3] or Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV) [4] communications open up new scenarios which may not be
properly characterized by existing models. Therefore, there is an even greater
need for further experimental channel modeling, as well as empirical studies
of multi-antenna algorithms in the mentioned scenarios.
Building large testbeds with multiple antennas is not a trivial task. Al-
though typical requirements of a measurement system are operating fre-
quency, bandwidth and the number of antennas, the design is usually in-
fluenced by multiple other factors. One of them is the actual use case which
determines what type of transmitted signal should be used. Very often multi-
antenna testbeds are complemented with a self-made transmitter (single or
multi-antenna) radiating self-generated excitation signal. By using such an
approach, different measurements can be conducted in controlled scenarios
with exact control of the transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) positions, the
type of radiated signal and the synchronization between nodes [5].
However, there are certain situations in which using a self-made trans-
mitter can be impractical and pose unnecessary constraints on the designed
experiment. Studies on algorithms as beamforming or Interference Rejection
Combining (IRC) receivers require gathering samples in the presence of in-
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terference. In these situations, multiple transmitting nodes imitating WiFi
access points or cellular base stations are required to be deployed relatively
far from each other in order to emulate the target and interfering signals.
Very often they would need to be placed in hardly accessible places like roofs
of the buildings or lamp posts. Although such a measurement system using
self-made transmitters can be deployed, scalability may become cumbersome.
To obtain reliable results, numerous deployment scenarios need to be tested,
requiring time consuming redeployments of the transmitting nodes.
Similar problems may occur if the studied use-case demands measuring
over a large geographical area. V2X or UAV communications are some exem-
plary studies that require gathering numerous samples in different scenar-
ios. Several redeployments of the self-made transmitter might be required
to efficiently cover large areas; this might render the measurement campaign
unfeasible.
One of the potential alternatives is to measure signals directly from live
cellular networks. In this case, the redeployment time is shortened as only
the receiver needs to be repositioned. Moreover, obtained results are more
reliable since they are taken from a real network deployment. Another ben-
efit of using live cellular networks is the possibility of concurrent recording
of signals incoming from multiple visible cells. As each of the cell has its
own identifier - Cell ID, multiple cells can potentially be decoded from the
same data snapshot, leading to expansion of the recorded data set. Multi-
ple visible cells recorded during the same data snapshot can also be seen
as interference with respect to a target cellular signal. The ability to differ-
entiate among them can be beneficiary when studying the performance of
interference rejection or receive beamforming algorithms.
Although, as shown in Section A.2, many multi-antenna testbeds are re-
ported in the literature, none of them operates using live cellular signals as
for example Long Term Evolution (LTE). The measurements of live cellular
signals impose several constraints on a measurement system. Due to lack of
control of the transmitter, the TX-RX synchronization would only be achieved
if real-time signal decoding is performed. Moreover, the increased receiver
complexity with respect to a self-generated excitation signal can discourage
its possible usage. However, many research activities do not require any real
time processing and their target research objectives can be achieved offline, by
recording raw I&Q data samples and processing them later using software.
Works in [6] and [7] are some example use cases where offline processing is
used.
This work describes a novel measurement methodology, in which a large
multi-antenna testbed is used to record live cellular signals transmitted from
multiple base stations. The testbed was built for a wide range of studies re-
lated to V2X and UAV communications including spatial channel characteri-
zation and beamforming performance evaluation. The major focus is placed
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on the flexibility of the measurement system as this fully digital design is
based on Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) boards and can operate
with any cellular signals. The proposed methodology and hardware design
are complemented by the practical description of the offline post-processing
methods covering LTE signal reception using Matlab’s LTE toolbox [8] and
channel characterization using Space Alternating Generalized Expectation-
Maximization (SAGE) algorithm [9]. Up to the best of the author’s knowl-
edge, this is the first testbed with a large antenna array capable of working
with live cellular systems presented in the literature.
The rest of this article is structured as follows. An extensive literature
survey on the existing testbeds is presented in Section A.2. Section A.3 dis-
cusses the general system design requirements. It is followed by Section A.4,
focusing on the system implementation in both hardware and software. As
a part of the hardware description in Section A.4.2, the problem of establish-
ing phase synchronization between boards is described. Later in Section A.5
two examples of post-processing methodology are presented. Section A.6
presents the validation of the overall concept in real environments. Finally,
Section A.7 discusses the potential use cases in which the proposed testbed
is a suitable choice. The work is concluded in Section A.8.
A.2 Literature survey
Many research activities use large multi-antenna testbeds. Unfortunately,
very frequently these articles are focused only on the results obtained using
them, leaving only a small part of an article for the actual testbed descrip-
tion. However, the testbed design in both hardware and signal processing
steps is a non-trivial task. Usually, measurement setups can be divided in
three distinct categories: switched antenna testbeds, fully digital custom-built
testbeds (based on Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), Digital
Signal Processors (DSPs) or Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)) and
one’s built based on Software Defined Radios (SDRs). All types of a measure-
ment system have their distinctive features. If a real time, high throughput
capability is necessary, a dedicated ASIC-based testbed with algorithms be-
ing developed on FPGA chips is the most common design choice. If fast
prototyping and high reconfigurability are desired, SDR-based testbeds are
the best option.
In the remaining of this section, a literature survey presenting multi-
antenna testbeds is presented. Please note that the proposed literature list
is by any means not exhaustive, but is rather a subjective list of works where,
in the author’s opinion, the used testbeds were sufficiently described.
The literature on channel sounders built based on the switching antenna
systems is broad. The descriptions of multiple developed channel sounders
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can be found in the deliverables of some large international projects like
WINNER [5] or TSUNAMI [10]. Also, many smaller research activities use
the switched antenna systems. In [3], the 16-elements switched antenna sys-
tem was used to study the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) cluster-based propagation
channel. Similar work is presented in [11] where a real-time channel sounder
for V2V propagation studies at 5.9 GHz is presented with the focus on spa-
tial channel characterization. This article together with [12] are examples of
testbeds where a switched array is used in conjunction with a single USRP
board providing the Radio Frequency (RF) chain.
A comprehensive survey on different types of a fully digital custom-built
testbeds with large antenna arrays is presented in [13]. This work contains
three examples of testbeds built based on ASIC, FPGA and DSP components.
Their potential use cases are also discussed. Work in [14] presents a custom-
built testbed with a large 12-elements circular array used to study the po-
tential mismatches in the beamforming directions between Downlink (DL)
and Uplink (UL). Another large testbed using dedicated hardware is pre-
sented in [15]. It is a 16x16 multi-user MIMO system operating using indoor
Wi-Fi to study the effects of the increased number of users on a transmis-
sion bit rate. Interesting work on interference alignment techniques using a
multi-user MIMO testbed is presented in [16]. In this work, authors use a
customized testbed working in a 5 GHz band to measure and exploit the in-
terference channels caused by multiple users. Finally, authors in [7] focus on
receive beamforming using a testbed with a 4-element antenna array in the
2 GHz frequency band and [17] focuses on beamforming with side lobe level
reduction where beams are created using a testbed built with a dedicated
hardware and 8-element array.
There are many multi-antenna testbeds built based on SDRs reported in
the literature confirming the ongoing trends. Authors in [18] use a self-built
SDR setup to study the impact of imperfections in hardware and channel
estimation inaccuracies using a 4x4 multi-user multi-antenna setup. A four
antennas system to study the DoA estimation and digital beamforming for
jamming signal avoidance in satellite communication is described in [19]. The
authors use a single dual-port USRP equipped with an additional daughter-
board installed as RF-port extension. By using such, they are able to ac-
commodate all four antennas within a single USRP omitting the burden of
providing phase calibration between different boards as it would be required
if two dual-port USRPs are used.
Multi-antenna testbeds built by connecting multiple USRP boards in sub-
6 GHz bands are also available in the literature. The researchers from Lund
university developed a 100-antennas testbed for real time massive MIMO
evaluation [20] and together with Bristol University even larger 128-antennas
setup presented in [21]. However, their usage was still constrained to receive
self-generated cellular signal and was not extended to operate with live sig-
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nals. Works in [22] and [23] focus on adaptive beamformers using a 4 and
3 elements antenna arrays respectively, where each antenna is connected to
a different USRP board. In [24] and [25] the antenna arrays (up to 8 anten-
nas in the latter case!) are used for DoA estimation. Finally, a USRP-system
containing 4 synchronized nodes is used for the localization purposes in [26].
Although, as presented in this section, there are many multi-antenna
testbeds available in the literature, none of the acknowledged works use
them for reception of live cellular signals. Therefore, this article presents
a setup extendable to operate with arbitrary number of antennas; thoroughly
explaining the process of recording, decoding and utilizing the multi-site
transmitted cellular signals for various research purposes.
A.3 System design
System requirements
While designing the proposed measurement testbed, multiple different fac-
tors were considered. Although the first research directions to be targeted
using the designed testbed were already defined at the design phase (chan-
nel characterization for the cellular V2X communication), it was assumed
that in the future the proposed testbed will be used for some activities which
at this stage had not yet been defined. The ideal envisioned setup should
therefore provide flexibility of usage for various research activities includ-
ing spatial channel characterization or beamforming evaluation, possibly in
different frequency bands up to 6 GHz.
To satisfy the envisioned use cases, the designed testbed is required to
concurrently measure signals from multiple transmitters using multiple an-
tennas. For the reasons explained in the introduction, it was decided to
measure live LTE signals. This requirement imposes the use of fully digital
system where each antenna port has its own RF chain. The use of switch-
ing antenna system, although theoretically possible, would be cumbersome
to implement due to channel non-stationarity and challenging transmitter-
receiver synchronization. As some research activities may impose special
demands on an antenna array, including different number of antennas or a
specific antenna configuration, the designed testbed should be adaptable and
allow to accommodate different number of antennas with only little changes
to the overall hardware architecture.
General design
To address flexibility demands, it was determined that the designed plat-
form should be based on SDRs and be capable of recording and storing data
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snapshots containing raw I&Q samples with no real-time processing. By us-
ing SDR boards, one can benefit from their high reconfigurability, usual high
range of operating frequencies and recorded signal bandwidths. By record-
ing raw, unprocessed data samples, there is no risk that the real-time process-
ing would reduce or prevent certain future activities in post-processing. As
some of the potential use-cases may require precise location information, the
Global Positioning System (GPS) antenna need to complement the design.
In the described testbed we decided to use the NI USRP 2953R boards as
an SDR platform. The operating frequency range from 1.2 GHz to 6 GHz is
deemed to be sufficient to assure the flexibility demands. Each board con-
tains two RF chains, therefore multiple boards are required to build a large
multi-antenna testbed. The boards can record up to 40 MHz real time band-
width, which is sufficient to record live LTE signal (with maximum 20 MHz
bandwidth). By using additional National Instruments (NI) equipment, fur-
ther described in the next section, the remaining design requirements can be
fulfilled. A PXI chassis and its embedded controller allow to control multi-
ple boards, while a timing module is used to distribute a common synchro-
nization signal via Octoclocks, enabling coherent measurements across all
boards. In extreme situations, when desired array size (and therefore num-
ber of USRP boards) is larger than the amount of slots available within a PXI
chassis, these can be combined to create a multi-chassis acquisition system.
Although, the proposed system architecture matches the design require-
ments, for some use cases it is not sufficient. Beamforming applications or
DoA estimation algorithms require, a tight phase synchronization over all
antennas in order to exploit small phase differences in their signal processing
algorithms. The multi-USRP platform designed as proposed would not sup-
port these applications as it is known that the USRP boards are not phase-
coherent [24]. Therefore, an extra phase calibration procedure needs to be
implemented. Its details are described later in Section A.4.2.
A.4 System implementation
A.4.1 Measurement system
The presented measurement system is composed of a multi-antenna receiver,
as well as additional hardware used for transmission of the calibration signal
needed to phase-align all USRP boards, as will be described in Section A.4.2.
Figure A.1 presents the block diagram of the setup with calibration part high-
lighted by a green dashed line. Besides, Table A.1 summarizes the general
and implementation-specific configurations of the designed testbed. For the
envisioned use cases, 1.845 GHz operating carrier frequency was chosen. This
particular carrier frequency is the middle of LTE band 3 occupied by two
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Fig. A.1: Measurement system schematic
Danish telecom operators with more than 50 base stations deployed per op-
erator. Such choice allows to double the potential measurements using the
same testbed and antenna configuration.
The receiver features a 16-antennas Uniform Circular Array (UCA), which
has been manufactured on an aluminum ground plane. The reason for us-
ing UCA rather than a linear array, is its ability to scan the incoming signals
in all 360o without ambiguity. The number of antennas was selected as a
good trade-off between setup complexity and achievable system resolution.
Antennas are connected to 8 USRP 2953R boards, each providing two sep-
arate RF chains. All boards are connected to an embedded controller using
Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus. The synchronization signal is
generated by an Oven Controlled Crystal Oscillator (OCXO) and distributed
to all USRPs using an Octoclock.
The receiving part is complemented with an additional ninth USRP board
(and antenna located in the center of the array), used for generation of the cal-
ibration signal. The board is connected to the same embedded controller and
synchronized to the same synchronization signal using a second Octoclock.
In the remaining of this Section, each hardware element is described.
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Fig. A.2: Antenna array used in the setup
Uniform Circular Array design
The UCA is composed of 16 monopoles placed on a 1.5 m × 1.5 m aluminum
ground plane. The ground plane has been manufactured with bent edges to
reduce border effects arising due to its finite length and therefore limit the po-
tential up-tilt of the antenna radiation pattern. The array has been designed
to work in the downlink part of LTE Band 3 (center frequency of 1.845 GHz),
which corresponds to a circular radius of 20 cm, wavelength λ = 0.1625 m
and antenna spacing 0.475λ. Proposed design was simulated in CST Studio
- a software, among others, used for antenna design and simulation. Results
showed that array’s far-field radiation pattern can be very well approximated
by an omni-directional pattern in the azimuth domain. Antenna array is
meant to be installed on the roof of a vehicle, to facilitate drive tests. To min-
imize the risks of possible short circuit between antennas and ground plane
in case of rain and to prevent any physical damage, a Styrofoam radome of
25 cm radius covers the monopoles on the ground plane. Figure A.2 presents
the complete antenna array design before the radome installation.
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NI USRP 2953R
Eight USRP boards have been used as RF chains. Each board is equipped with
two separate RF chains, which are configurable using NI LabView Communi-
cations software. An additional ninth USRP was used as a transmitter for the
calibration signal. As already mentioned, this model of the USRP operates
in the frequency range from 1.2 GHz to 6 GHz, with up to 40 MHz real time
bandwidth, which is sufficient to record live LTE signal (that can occupy up
to 20 MHz bandwidth).
The USRP boards perform digital down conversion and stream the I&Q
samples via fast PCI bus to the controller. The described setup is able to
record the "raw" radio signals. The processing of the LTE signal, including
frame alignment, cell search, demodulation of the reference signals, etc. is
done offline using, for example, Matlab LTE toolbox.
NI PXIe-1085 and NI PXIe-8135
NI PXIe-8135 is a powerful embedded controller for PXI Express systems,
which can be used to control the measurement setup using LabView Com-
munications software as described later in Section A.4.3. The controller is in-
stalled within the PXIe-1085 chassis, which also contains sixteen hybrid slots
with up to 24 GB/s connection speed and 1 PXIe timing slot. Nine slots are
used as extension boards to connect all USRPs and Timing module (OCXO
board) is used in the timing slot. By using the chassis, there is a possibility
to use even more antenna elements as remaining empty slots can be used to
accommodate more receiving USRP boards and extend the system to larger
antenna arrays.
Octoclocks CDA-2990 and NI PXIe-6674T
Even though each USRP board is equipped with its own local oscillator, co-
herent data detection requires data to be collected with time and frequency
synchronized system, while beamforming or DoA estimation algorithms re-
quire even tighter phase alignment between all antennas. Frequency synchro-
nization between different boards can be achieved by providing an external
10 MHz reference clock. Also, a Pulse Per Second (PPS) trigger, in this case
generated by one of the USRP boards, must be distributed to all of the boards,
so that its rising edge initializes the reception on all boards.
The NI PXIe-6674T Timing Module provides a 25 parts per billion (ppb)
precision 10 MHz clock, which is installed as an extension board within the
PXI chassis. The 10 MHz clock is then distributed to two eight ports Ettus
Octoclocks CDA-2990 which further distribute it coherently to all nine USRP
boards. To avoid any ambiguities in delays and due to limited number of
ports per Octoclock, all eight receiving USRP boards are connected to the
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Fig. A.3: Assembled setup
single Octoclock (as shown on Figure A.1), while the USRP used for calibra-
tion purpose is connected to the second one.
Figure A.3 presents the assembled measurement setup before its connec-
tion with the antennas using 3-meter-long RG233 cables. It is worth to note
that although the proposed measurement system was designed (and is fur-
ther described) as a multi-antenna receiver, it can potentially be used as a
multi-antenna transmitter, nonetheless some changes to the overall design
methodology would be required. First, the receiver’s software as described
in Section A.4.3 would need to be upgraded to incorporate the transmitter.
Second, if the phase alignment between all transmitting antennas is required,
the proposed calibration would become insufficient and would need to be
redesigned to occur in real-time rather than in post-processing.
A.4.2 Calibration procedure
Time and frequency synchronization, as explained in previous section, is not
sufficient if signals recorded by the proposed testbed are to be used for beam-
forming or DoA estimation where phase differences are important. Even
though all USRP boards are phase coherent, they are not phase aligned (each
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Fig. A.4: Principle of calibration tone transmission
board starts receiving with a different unknown phase offset) and therefore
a calibration method is required to compensate this misalignment.
Different methods for calibration are proposed in the literature. All of
them are however related to the same principle - generation of the known
calibration signal and its redistribution to all USRPs. Authors in [24] and [26]
use an additional USRP board to generate the signal. By using a RF power
divider, the signal is distributed using antenna cables of the same length to all
boards. The drawback of this method is the eventual loss of one transceiver
chain in each receiving USRP just for calibration.
Over the air calibration is proposed in [22] and [25]. In both works the
calibration signal is transmitted wirelessly to the receiving array. In post-
processing the signal is filtered and phase-difference between boards is com-
puted assuming that it was only caused by the initial USRP phase difference.
As both works use linear array, the systematic phase difference occurring due
to unequal signal’s travel distance from the reference antenna to each antenna
element can be calculated beforehand and corrected.
In this project, a low power Out-of-Band (OoB) calibration signal is trans-
mitted from the additional antenna placed in the center of the array. In this
case, given the array symmetry, all antennas will receive the signal with equal
delay, power and phase as illustrated on Figure A.4. Therefore, no additional
phase shift between antenna elements is observed as if a linear array would
be used.
The calibration signal is a single tone transmitted approximately 5 MHz
away from the edge of the target LTE band with -50 dBm transmit power.
Such low power prevents significant interference to other systems potentially
transmitting in this band. OoB transmission is also beneficial as it does not
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interfere with the received LTE signal. Before the final decision on frequency
used to transmit the calibration tone, frequency spectrum is scanned with
a spectrum analyzer in order to avoid the choice of frequencies that are oc-
cupied by another system, potentially interfering with the calibration tone.
Figure A.5 presents a sample recorded signal in 1.8 GHz band with LTE (1)
and Calibration signals (2).
After samples are recorded, the first step before any array processing is
the system calibration. Calibration tone is separated from the received sig-
nal by means of digital filtering in frequency domain. Then the frequency
position of its actual peak is found based on maximum energy detector for
all the receiving antennas. Assuming the received phase of the signal on
one of the antennas as a reference, the phase difference can be computed for
all remaining ones. Finally, the entire received sequence is phase shifted for
the remaining fifteen data streams according to the computed difference. The
proposed calibration method effectively reduces the phase offset down to less
than 1o, which is sufficient for accurate beamforming and DoA estimation as
presented later in Sections A.6 and A.7.
A.4.3 Measurement software design
Measurements are conducted using LabView Communications software in-
stalled on the PXI embedded controller. The setup has been designed in a
flexible way, such that the duration of a measurement snapshot can be ad-
justed up to 350 ms of continuous recording. Limitation of recording time
is the result of limited size of Direct Memory Access (DMA) buffer of the
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Fig. A.6: Block diagram of the measurement software
USRP board. Besides snapshot duration, the recording periodicity can also
be adjusted. Its minimum value is limited by the time required to store all
the data on a hard drive. Therefore, the designed software offers a flexibil-
ity to record short snapshots at higher frequency or longer ones with a larger
measurement gap between them. This flexibility is especially valuable in case
of the drive tests or other use cases in which the receiver changes its position
with time.
Designed software is composed of three main threads as presented on
Figure A.6. First thread is responsible for generation of the calibration signal
and its transmission during the receiving time window. When the recorded
data is being processed and saved, the transmitter is inactive, to reduce the
potential interference caused to the other systems. Second thread is used for
periodic acquisition of the GPS information recorded using NI-compatible
magnetic mount GPS antenna, connected to one of the USRP boards. Finally,
the third thread receives the signal. Later it performs simple data compres-
sion to reduce the size of the data (which speeds up the saving process), adds
header information where GPS information is included and saves each snap-
shot independently on the hard drive. Finally, all three threads wait until the
new recording cycle begins according to the desired periodicity.
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A.5 Examples of post-processing methodology
In this Section, two different examples of post-processing are presented to
indicate possible use cases of proposed testbed. First the LTE signal demod-
ulation is presented, followed by channel estimation using SAGE algorithm.
The described post-processing is used in the upcoming sections during the
validation measurements to showcase the capabilities of the proposed setup.
Although data processing is usually use case dependent, the post-processing
presented in this section is very generic and can be used as a building block
for many diverse, more advanced, research applications.
A.5.1 LTE demodulation and beamforming
Received signal can be processed to demodulate LTE signals in order to ex-
tract common cell information (available in the Master Information Block (MIB)
and System Information Block 1 (SIB1)) or to estimate received channel and
use it as an input for SAGE processing. The demodulation can be done two-
fold. One way is to program the entire LTE receive processing by writing
code based on relevant 3GPP standards, as done for example in [27], where
the code for correlation-based network synchronization or channel estima-
tion was self-written. An interesting alternative is to use Matlab LTE toolbox.
It contains all the relevant functions for signal demodulation. Although this
toolbox is primarily used for the simulation-based evaluation of LTE system,
as shown in this work, it can also be used for demodulation of the live cellular
signals recorded with USRPs.
In the remaining of this section, the potential of using the LTE toolbox is
discussed by describing the receive beamforming processing. Although this
section is focused only on the receiving beamforming, other multi-antenna
combining techniques including Maximum Ratio Combiner (MRC) or even
single antenna processing can be achieved by replacing the beamforming
block with the desired antenna processing as described in [28].
Figure A.7 presents the flowchart of the data processing. Received sig-
nals impinging on the multiple antennas are first phase-calibrated and then
beamformed towards the desired angle as below:
y =
(
e−2π j
r
λ cos(ϕ) cos(θ−θ)
)H
· S (A.1)
where S is the phase-calibrated input data stream, θ and ϕ refer to the az-
imuth and elevation angle for a given beam, r is the radius of the antenna
array, λ is the wavelength and θ is the antenna position-dependent column
vector of angles of size [NRX × 1] where NRX denotes number of receiving
antennas. (·)H denotes the hermitian operator.
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Beamforming flow chart
Results comparison
Compare the reported SIB1 SINR among different beamformed directions θ
Phase Calibration
Calibrate the random phase offset of each of the USRP boards as in Section (IV)
Beamforming
Create a beam towards direction θ, according to equation (1) 
LTE receiver chain 
PSS and SSS synch. → Coarse channel estimation → MIB decode → Frequency offset 
correction → Full channel estimation (Input for SAGE estimation) → SIB1 decode
Fig. A.7: Post-processing flowchart for beamforming evaluation
After beamforming, the resulting data vector y is obtained and processed
by the LTE receiver, where using Matlab’s framework, first an LTE synchro-
nization procedure is performed based on LTE synchronization signals (PSS
and SSS). In the next steps, there is a frequency and time offset estimation
and correction followed by MIB decoding for selected (one or more) Cell-IDs.
In this way, all the necessary information required for channel Cell-specific
Reference Signal (CRS) extraction are obtained.
After down-sampling to the sampling rate corresponding to the band-
width of received LTE signal, channel reconstruction based on LTE CRSs
can be performed. Moreover, if the entire process is repeated for different
Cell-IDs, potential number of transmitting LTE base stations can be deduced.
Finally, provided sufficient signal quality, SIB1 can be decoded. If success-
ful, the Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) and Signal to Interference plus Noise
Ratio (SINR) of this control channel are computed.
A.5.2 Channel parameters estimation using SAGE
SAGE algorithm is a well-known, powerful tool to estimate the number of
signal taps, their gains, delays, DoAs and doppler shifts. Readers are referred
to [9] for details on the algorithm.
Only few examples in the literature can be found where SAGE was used
to estimate parameters of the live LTE signal. Even fewer works can be found
presenting the insights of its usage such as algorithm’s initialization. One
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example of such work is [27] where authors used continuous chunks of 50 ms
of recorded LTE signal (only the CRS grid) for SAGE estimation. At first,
they pre-initialize their algorithm to pre-estimate 30 multipath components.
After some SAGE iterations, the potential number of multipath components
is estimated and the results are refined by running additional 15 iterations of
SAGE only for the predicted number of paths.
In this work, similar to [27], the CRS signals are used for SAGE estimation.
The main reason for choosing CRS over any other common signals available
in LTE is the fact that CRS are equally spread over the entire frequency band
and they are always transmitted using the same deterministic pattern, which
can be learned from the MIB. Usage of the entire recorded LTE signal would
not be feasible as it contains unknown user-specific data transmissions. The
transmitted CRS pattern, used in SAGE as a blueprint for channel estima-
tion, is again re-created at the receiver using Matlab LTE toolbox based on
information from the MIB.
Contrary to the cited work, our SAGE implementation can work with a
flexible length of CRS sequence from 30 ms up to 300 ms. Such range is a
consequence of the flexible recording duration as explained in Section A.4.3.
Algorithm is initialized to estimate 50 paths. However, after initial five itera-
tions, all the taps with a path gain minimum 40 dB lower than a maximum
path gain are discarded as they are deemed to represent noise. Later another
ten iterations of SAGE are run for the remaining, limited number of taps. In
the upcoming section, the presented approach and algorithm’s implementa-
tion are validated using both self-generated and live LTE signals.
A.6 System Verification
First step after the design of a measurement testbed is its verification in a
known environment. This Section describes two measurement campaigns
used for testbed’s validation. In the first one, the proper recording, cali-
bration and implementation of a post-processing software (beamforming al-
gorithm and SAGE processing) are validated. By using self-generated LTE
signal in a Line of Sight (LoS) scenario, the expected DoA can be inferred
from the position of the receiving array and confronted with the estimated
one. Second validation campaign is used to test if the proposed testbed can
correctly operate with a live LTE signal with presence of interference.
A.6.1 Measurements using self-generated LTE signal
In the first measurement, the proposed testbed, its calibration and post-
processing methodology were tested in controlled scenario. The target of
this measurement was to estimate DoA of the transmitted self-generated LTE
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50m
90o
Measurement setup
135o
Self-generated 
LTE Signal
Fig. A.8: Concept of the first validation campaign
signal by using two different methodologies - beam sweeping and SAGE es-
timation. By using an additional USRP board, the self-generated LTE signal
was transmitted with 0 dBm transmit power as shown on Figure A.8. The
multi-antenna testbed was placed approximately 50 m away in a clear LoS
condition with respect to the transmitter. Two 100 ms snapshots of the LTE
signal were recorded and the antenna array was carefully positioned in two
orientations, such that approximately 90o DoA in orientation 1 and 135o DoA
in orientation 2 are expected. If estimation is correct, all building blocks
(hardware and software) of the proposed testbed will be validated.
First way of DoA estimation is beam sweeping. It uses the beamforming
methodology explained in Section A.5.1. Recorded signals for both orienta-
tions are in the post-processing beamformed towards 360 different directions
in the azimuth domain with a step of 1o. 0o elevation angle is assumed. For
each beamformed angle, the whole LTE demodulation processing is made
and provided successful decoding, SINR of SIB1 is computed.
Figure A.9 presents the computed SINR distribution for different beam-
formed angles. As expected, the maximum SINR values are obtained for
the angles close to 90o and 135o respectively, corresponding to the situations
when beam was pointed in the direction of the transmitter. The missing
SINR values for some angles are related to the angles where SIB1 was not
decodable due to insufficient SINR.
The same recorded snapshot was also used to estimate DoA based on
SAGE as explained in Section A.5.2. The estimated channel matrix using
LTE toolbox was used as an input for SAGE estimator set to estimate 50
paths. Figure A.10 presents the azimuth DoA versus gain for each estimated
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Fig. A.9: Angular distribution of SINR for self-generated signal
path. As expected, paths with the highest gain have their corresponding DoA
located at approximately 90o for orientation 1 and 135o for orientation 2. The
remaining paths have much lower power and are assumed as noise.
Results presented in this section validate the correct performance of the
proposed testbed, as both methods indicate the expected DoA. This prelimi-
nary measurement was an important step to show the proper operation of the
proposed calibration system and assures that the post-processing methodol-
ogy can be used with over-the-air transmitted signals. However in this test,
only the self-generated LTE signal was used. Therefore, a second measure-
ment campaign was performed in which the live LTE signals were recorded.
A.6.2 Measurements using live LTE network
After measurements using self-generated LTE signal, the target of the sec-
ond campaign was to validate the performance of the measurement testbed
and post-processing using live LTE signals, with inherited interference from
other cells. The measurement equipment was put inside a university van and
transported to rural location as shown on Figure A.11.
In this location the same set of tests as explained in the previous section
were performed. 100 ms snapshots were recorded twice. In between two
recordings, the antenna array was turned by 180o. The array was again placed
in the LoS conditions with respect to the base station located approximately
1.5 km away. Based on GPS coordinates of the van and the serving Base
Station, it was determined that the expected angles are approximately 230o
for the first orientation of the array and 50o in its second position. During the
post-processing, the decoded serving Cell ID was carefully checked to belong
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Fig. A.10: Estimated DoA of self-generated signal using SAGE
to the expected Base Station.
Figures A.12 and A.13 present the obtained results using beam sweep and
SAGE respectively. Using both methods and for two considered orientations
of the array the maximum SINR and path gain correspond to the expected
angle. It is worth to notice that the computed SINR is much higher than in
the first test using self-generated signal. Even though the distance from the
receiver to the base station was much longer with respect to the first tests,
the considerable increase of transmit power (real base stations transmit with
power above 40 dBm while our transmitter was set only to 0 dBm) contributes
to the increased SINR values. Contrary to the self-generated signal, as shown
on Figure A.12, the SINR difference between its peak values at the expected
DoAs and the values for other angles is much lower than in case of the self-
generated signal. It is an expected behavior as even in a LoS scenario, due
to distance between the transmitter and the receiver the level of multipath is
higher than in the first experiment where a low power self-generated signal
was transmitted only from 50 m distance.
Results obtained in this section show, that the proposed testbed and post-
processing methodology can reliably be used for various research activities.
First, they validate the correct reception and demodulation of real LTE sig-
nals, a fundamental step required before any further research activity can be
conducted. The correct DoA estimation shows the robustness of the setup
even in the presence of interfering signals coming from different cells further
expanding the potential of the proposed testbed.
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Van orientation 1 (230o)
Van orientation 2 (50o)
Fig. A.11: Location of the measurement campaign with real LTE signals
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A.7 Potential applications of the measurement
testbed
In this Section a set of possible options for testbed usage is discussed. Some
of the applications are related to the already conducted research activities,
while others are planned as a future work or are foreseen as new potential
projects. The objective of this section is to give the reader a perspective on
how the testbed can be used and to encourage a reflection on its other possi-
ble applications.
A.7.1 Conducted measurement campaigns
At the time of writing this article, the proposed testbed was already used
by the authors in two different measurement campaigns. In the first cam-
paign, related to studies of Vehicle-to-Network (V2N) communications, the
described testbed was placed inside a car with the antenna array installed on
its roof and multiple drive tests were performed in which more than 6000
snapshots were recorded in different environments. The recorded data was
used for different research purposes.
First, for validating the performance of multi-antenna receivers: beam-
forming and MRC are studied in [29]. The study focuses on the downlink
interference observed by a vehicle and its impact on beamforming and MRC
performance. It is observed that, on average, the performance of both re-
ceivers is comparable. However, in the situations where there is one sin-
gle dominant interferer coming from a specific direction, the use of receive
beamforming can help mitigating this interference by steering the beam in
the different direction and leads to an average 3 dB SINR improvement over
the MRC receiver that performs diversity combining. Moreover, in post-
processing by taking the signal from only one antenna stream and remov-
ing the remaining ones, the single antenna receiver is emulated and used in
comparison with multi-antenna receivers to showcase the expected antenna
processing gains.
The same dataset was processed using SAGE in [30]. The focus of this
work is on experimental assessment of uplink beamforming on the vehicle
terminal. In the first part, three different direction acquisition methodologies:
beam sweeping, DoA estimation and naive beamforming towards the direct
path to the serving cell are compared to understand the trade-off between
their complexity and accuracy. It was determined that the beamforming di-
rection obtained using beam sweeping methodology tends to lead to higher
overall SINR than by using DoA estimation. Not surprisingly, in clear LoS
scenarios, the DoA estimation leads to comparable SINR as naive beamform-
ing towards the direct path to the serving cell.
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In the second part of this study, after DoA estimation of each snapshot
using SAGE, two different direction tracking algorithms are studied to un-
derstand their possible use to alleviate the frequency of time-consuming di-
rection acquisition. By comparing the estimated DoA using SAGE with the
prediction of the tracking algorithm, it was determined that in rural and sub-
urban scenarios, the directions of incoming signals can be predicted without
the need for performing any direction acquisition even for distances exceed-
ing 1 km. Finally, the impact of 3-dB beamwidth of the antenna beam on the
tracking algorithm’s performance is studied.
The second measurement campaign conducted using the proposed setup
was targeted to better understand propagation characteristics of the Air-to-
Ground (A2G) channel between a cellular-connected UAV and a base station.
As can be seen on Figure A.14, the proposed setup was placed inside a cage
and lifted with a crane in order to record cellular signals in the air up to 40 m.
The work in [31] is related to spatial channel characterization of the A2G
channel and targets the changes in the main path’s DoA during the vertical
flight of a UAV. Snapshots recorded at different heights are used as an input
for SAGE to estimate DoAs of incoming signals. Moreover, by computing the
Angular Spread (AS) of the incoming signals for different heights and mea-
sured environments, the authors study from which height one can assume
that only the dominant LoS path between a Base Station and a UAV exists
and the impact of multipath components can be neglected. Surprisingly, the
results show that even 20 m above the roofs of the buildings, the multipath
components still contribute to the overall received signal power and cannot
be neglected.
Finally, in [28], similar to the previously described application, the very
same snapshots recorded in the air were used to compare the performance of
multi-antenna receivers in UAV scenarios. In contrast to the results obtained
during the vehicular campaign, in the air the beamforming constantly out-
performs MRC receiver. It is related to the fact that, comparing with ground,
more often there is a dominant strong LoS path from the transmitter. When
beamformed towards this direction, the MRC receiver can be outperformed.
A.7.2 Future work and other testbed applications
In the future work, the same recorded data snapshots can be further post-
processed. So far only the conventional beamforming, pointing towards the
estimated DoA was studied. Different beamforming algorithms, as for exam-
ple, null-steering or side lobe level reduction techniques can be implemented
to study their potential to mitigate the strongest interferers and therefore
further improve the received SINR. Up to this point, the performed channel
characterization for the A2G channel focused only on the spatial properties
of the incoming signals. Contrary to the work in [27] other parameters in-
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Fig. A.14: Designed testbed lifted in the air during measurement campaign focusing on a UAV
A2G channel characterization
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cluding Path Loss or delay spread were not yet examined and can be a part
of a future work.
The proposed testbed and the described measurement activities are ex-
pected to be easily adjustable when the new 5th Generation (5G) networks
becomes widely available. As already described in the introduction, 5G with
its new use cases will open the possibility for more studies on various chan-
nel and system-level functionalities. It is presumed that the proposed general
design would remain valid and only the implementation specific parameters
such as operating frequency (and therefore antenna array) or recorded band-
width would have to be adjusted. In order to cope with large 5G bandwidths
(up to 100 MHz), it may be necessary to replace the currently-used USRP
boards with a model allowing to record larger bandwidths. In case the pro-
posed post-processing method, based on the LTE toolbox, the complimentary
5G toolbox is already available and could potentially be used as a replace-
ment.
Although the presented testbed was designed to receive the LTE signals
(both self-generated and live from deployed customer networks), it may also
be used to receive any kind of excitation signal provided the operating fre-
quency and bandwidth are within the limits of the USRP boards and that the
used antennas are suitable to receive signals from the target frequency band.
This paves the way for a new variety of use cases. One example can be the
experimental validation of channel charting algorithms [32]. The main con-
cept of channel charting can be summarized as a user localization technique
performed by the network, based only on the received estimated UL channel.
If the signals are recorded with a multi-antenna system, the slowly changing
features such as DoA can be estimated. Provided that many samples from
different locations are recorded (and therefore multiple copies of estimated
UL channel are obtained) several machine learning algorithms are used to
map these slowly changing channel features into the precise estimation of
user’s position. By deploying an extra transmitter with a self-generated sig-
nal, the proposed multi-antenna testbed can be used to record these signals.
Later in the post-processing the charting algorithms can be validated.
A.8 Conclusions
In this work a large multi-antenna measurement setup used to record multi-
site cellular signals such as LTE is presented. It can be used for various
research activities including multi-antenna channel characterization in the
emerging use cases such as V2X or UAV communications. After hardware
description, a calibration method required for phase alignment of USRPs is
proposed and validated during measurement campaigns with self-generated
LTE signals. Two post-processing methods were discussed using Matlab LTE
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testbed for beamforming evaluation and SAGE for channel parameter estima-
tion. Finally, results from measurement campaigns are discussed, where live
LTE signals were recorded and used for DoA estimation using both SAGE
and beam sweeping methodologies. The setup is shown to be a versatile
tool, perfectly suitable to record signals incoming concurrently from multi-
ple transmitters in situations where the same recorded raw I&Q samples can
be used for many diverse research activities.
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B.1. Introduction
Abstract
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) communication is known to suffer from signifi-
cant interference due to the clearance of the radio paths with ground base stations.
Multi-antenna receive combining has the promise of alleviating the impact of inter-
ference, translating to improved connectivity performance. In this paper, we evalu-
ate the performance of Conventional Beamforming (CB) and Maximum Ratio Com-
bining (MRC) receivers for UAV communication based on live Long Term Evolu-
tion (LTE) networks. Our measurement setup consists of nine Universal Software
Radio Peripheral (USRP) boards and a circular antenna array with sixteen elements.
The LTE signals are recorded at different UAV flight heights in urban environments,
and processed offline. Results show similar Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ra-
tio (SINR) performance by MRC and CB, with CB slightly outperforming MRC
provided knowledge of LTE signal structure is used for the beam selection. No sig-
nificant dependency from the flight height has been observed. The outage probability
analysis further emphasizes the benefits of using CB in the studied scenarios.
B.1 Introduction
The use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), commonly referred to as ’drones’,
is expected to grow rapidly in the next few years, fueled by multiple new use
cases. In [1], the authors indicate different data traffic patterns which char-
acterize UAV-ground communication links. Many surveillance applications
will require extra uplink capacity to transmit video feeds from cameras in-
stalled on a UAV [2]. On the other hand, ground-to-UAV communication,
traditionally referred as downlink, will be largely dominated by Commu-
nication and Control (C2) messages, which can be characterized as a low-
throughput messages containing commands for UAV flight path alternation.
Cellular networks such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) are considered a
promising solution for future UAV communication, due to their widespread
coverage and instantaneous availability. The potential of LTE in the context
of UAV communication was recognized by the Third Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) and a study item [3] was created. However, cellular networks
are optimized for terrestrial communications. Relevant parameters such as
antenna down-tilt or power control settings are set with the aim of maximiz-
ing the performance of ground-level communications.
Since it is not provisioned to change cell-wide settings, research activity
focused on assessing the quality of UAV communication over existing cel-
lular networks. In [4] and [5], the radio channel characterization based on
experimental measurement campaigns was studied with particular focus on
path loss modeling. It has been observed that at sufficiently high UAV flight
altitudes, the propagation becomes more similar to free-space. This is due to
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the more probable Line-of-Sight (LOS) link between Base Station (BS) and the
UAV. However, as shown in [6], the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio
(SINR) observed by UAVs is significantly lower in comparison to the terres-
trial User Equipment (UE) given the LOS conditions on the vast majority of
interfering links. This problem was further addressed in [7] and [8] where
analytical models for interference and coverage were developed.
Multiple research activities have focused on interference mitigation schemes
for UAVs. Physical layer techniques, such as beamforming and multi-antenna
received signal combining, are expected to improve the SINR levels experi-
enced by UAVs. In [9], the authors show promising simulation results of
interference mitigation using different multi-antenna techniques including
narrow beam antenna selection and Interference Rejection Combining (IRC).
As multiple analytical attempts to quantify and combat the interference
impact were made, only a few experimental studies were performed. Stud-
ies based on real network measurements can help mitigate the simulation
bias and assess the problem in real propagation conditions. Very often they
allow to detect previously unforeseen problems and effects overlooked in
simulation assumptions. In [10], authors discuss the impact of non-ideal an-
tenna pattern and time-variant UAV orientation on UAV connectivity using
IEEE 802.11 network. In [11], authors experimentally quantify the uplink in-
terference introduced to the network by the UAV. Based on the input from
the network operator, they estimate the interference caused by their UAVs
constantly transmitting the uplink data to the network. Those interference
levels were later used in [12] to simulate the performance of interference can-
cellation schemes using an ideal IRC receiver.
Even though these studies showed the potential of the multi-antenna tech-
niques, the methodology used within cannot fully reflect their performance
in a real network. In the existing literature, the experimental input is in-
deed limited to the interference power levels, and receiver performance is
still evaluated by assuming ideal knowledge of the radio channel responses
of the received signals. This may severely bias the estimated outcome of the
studied receivers. A workaround to this problem is to test the multi-antenna
techniques directly on recorded live network signals to quantify their actual
benefits.
In this work, we experimentally evaluate the performance of multi-antenna
techniques at UAV flight heights, based on live Long Term Evolution (LTE)
cellular signals. In view of recorded I/Q samples from live cellular networks,
the link performance of Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) and Conven-
tional Beamforming (CB) techniques is compared with single antenna UAV
links. By using Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP)-based setup and
offline signal processing, we measure the average SINR of different LTE con-
trol channels and use it as a metric to compare single antenna links to MRC
and CB using multiple beam selection strategies. Further, we also study the
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performance in low-SINR regime, by discussing the applicability of multi-
antenna techniques for ensuring uninterrupted connectivity.
The rest of the paper has the following structure. In Section B.2 the mea-
surement methodology is described. This is followed by the description of the
post-processing method in Section B.3. Section B.4.1 discusses the levels of
interference experienced at the UAV. This section is followed by Section B.4.2,
where the performance of multi-antenna techniques is studied. The work is
concluded with Section B.5.
B.2 Measurement Methodology
B.2.1 Hardware setup
The measurement setup consists of a sixteen-antennas uniform circular ar-
ray, which is connected with eight fully synchronized and calibrated USRP
boards. Each of the boards is equipped with two receiver (RX) chains. The
boards are then connected to a PXI-8820 controller using a PXIe-1085 chassis
which acts as a data hub. On Figure B.1, the block diagram of the setup is
presented. The main advantage of using USRPs and the PXI controller is the
possibility to record a large amount of data without any real-time processing.
UAV-based setups are usually power-limited and due to payload limitations
their usage is reduced to the simple scanner-like measurements. By using
our setup, measured samples can later be used as input in a wide range of
activities ranging from channel propagation studies to advanced transceiver
design.
Antenna array
Sixteen monopole antennas disposed in an uniform circular array were man-
ufactured to record signals from the downlink (DL) part of LTE Band 3
used by two Danish network operators (center frequencies of 1.815 GHz and
1.87 GHz). They are installed on an aluminum ground plane and are con-
nected to the USRP boards using three-meter-long RG233 cables.
Although it is highly unlikely that first autonomous UAVs will be equipped
with many antennas, by using this amount one can set the focus on the
comparison among different receiver techniques in their upper-bound per-
formance limits. It is worth mentioning that due to raw signal recordings, in
Section B.4.2 the performance of MRC with reduced number of antennas is
also studied by simply discarding the data recorded by some of the antennas.
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Fig. B.1: Measurement setup schematic
USRP and PXI controller
Eight USRP 2953R boards are used to record the LTE DL Band 3 signals at 40
MS/s. They perform digital down conversion and stream the I/Q samples
via fast Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus to the PXI controller.
To ensure the perfect time/frequency alignment among the eight boards, the
external 10 MHz clock is generated by the timing module NI PXIe-6674T and
redistributed to all boards by two Octoclocks CDA-2990.
Since digital beamforming algorithms require alignment in both frequency
and phase, a calibration procedure for the receiving USRPs is required. An-
other USRP board is used for transmission of a single-tone out-of-band signal
from the antenna placed at the center of the array. Given the omni-directional
radiation pattern, all sixteen antennas receive the calibration tone at the same
time and with the same phase. By using one of the antennas as a reference,
the random phase offset of each USRP can be compensated.
Assembled setup
The described setup was assembled in a metal structure and was safely lifted
using a crane as presented in Figure B.2. The antenna array was attached
to the structure and covered by a hemisphere radome to prevent any short-
circuit in case of rain. The radome was tested to be transparent for the radio
waves at the measured frequency.
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B.2.2 Measurement campaign
Seven different locations in Aalborg, Denmark were selected for the measure-
ments: three in the city center (surrounded by tall buildings with average
height 20 m and multiple BS), one in the suburbs (surrounded by houses
and limited number of BS), one in a rural area (with limited coverage and
interference levels) while the remaining two in the industrial part of the city.
Combined altogether, they provide a set of diverse propagation environments
observed by flying UAV.
In each location, the designed setup was lifted using the crane up to a
40 m height. Starting from the ground, 100 ms snapshots of LTE signals were
taken every 5 m. On average, eight snapshots were recorded for each of the
two network operators at each height. To avoid the possible signal blockage
due to the existence of the metal cage and the ground plane, half of the
measurements were taken with the antenna array pointing downwards (as
can be seen at the right side of Figure B.2) while another half with the array
pointing upwards. There were on average 156 snapshots taken per location.
Fig. B.2: Assembled setup lifted to 40 meters high by a crane (left) and zoomed (right)
B.3 Post-processing
The performance of CB and MRC is studied in the post-processing. The case
of a UAV equipped with a single antenna receiver processing is also included
as a benchmark. Other techniques, such as IRC and advanced beamform-
ing (with for example multiple beams or null-steering), are left for future
work. The total number of 1069 snapshots are independently processed as
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presented in Figure B.3. The signal received by each antenna is phase shifted
to compensate for the random phase offset introduced by each USRP board.
Further processing depends on the receiver technique and is described in the
next subsections.
The following notation is used. The received and phase-calibrated NRX
input data streams are collected in a matrix S of size [NRX × Nsamp], where
Nsamp = 4 · 106 corresponds to the number of recorded samples. yi is the
resulting vector of size [1× Nsamp] after beamforming operation on signal S
and r is the single complex number after equalization of various LTE physical
channels.
Single-antenna 
processing
Conventional 
Beamforming (CB)
Comparison 
Compare the reported SIB1 SINR values for single-antenna, MRC and optimal beam
Maximum Ratio 
Combining (MRC)
Phase Calibration
Calibrate the random phase offset of each of the USRP boards
Pre-processing
Create NB beams
LTE receiver chain 
PSS and SSS synch. estimation MIB Frequency offset 
correction Full channel estimation SIB1 decode.
• Process NMRC
data streams
• Process only one 
data stream
Optimal beam 
selection 
based on:
• Received Signal 
Power, 
• RSRP, 
• RSRQ, 
• SIB1 SINR
• Process independently 
for all beams
Fig. B.3: Post-processing flow chart
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B.3.1 Single-antenna receiver
After phase calibration, only the first row (NRX = 1) of the recorded data
matrix S is processed by the LTE receiver which is designed based on the
Matlab LTE toolbox. The reception methodology follows the procedure im-
plemented in a typical LTE UE. First, the received signal is downsampled
to 1.92 MHz and synchronization to the network is performed based on the
LTE Primary and Secondary Synchronization Signals (PSS and SSS). The cor-
relation between all 504 Physical Cell Identities (PCIs) and received signal is
computed. After frame offset correction, attachment is made to the cell with
the strongest power at the output of the correlator.
In the next step, after synchronization and coarse channel estimation
based on the synchronization signals, Physical Broadcast Channel (PBCH)
containing Master Information Block (MIB) is equalized using a matched fil-
ter. After MIB decoding information on the bandwidth of the LTE signal is
retrieved. This information is used to resample the signal to the sampling
rate matching the given bandwidth. Later, the frequency offset is estimated
and corrected, which is followed by the estimation of the channel matrix
over the entire operational bandwidth based on the Cell-specific Reference
Signals (CRS). From the estimated channel matrix the Reference Signal Re-
ceived Power (RSRP) and the Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) are
computed following the 3GPP specifications [13].
Finally, provided sufficient signal quality, the LTE receiver attempts to de-
code the System Information Block 1 (SIB1) using as before a matched filter
for the detection of Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH). If success-
ful, the Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) and SINR of this control channel are
computed. Due to the length of the recorded snapshot, there are on average
five instances of SIB1 message in each of them. The computed SINR values
are averaged and a single value per snapshot is reported. Due to the averag-
ing and different SIB1 locations in the time-frequency grid among different
cells, the effect of the different cell loads of the network can be captured.
B.3.2 Conventional beamforming receiver
To evaluate the performance of beamforming, in pre-processing, Nb = {16, 360}
beams pointing towards different azimuth and elevation angles are created
and the received signal impinging the array is weighted by each of these
beams. The resulting signals yi are independently decoded at the receiver for
each created beam i ≤ Nb. Later, after the receiving process is done for all
of the beams, the optimal one is selected, while others are discarded. CB is
used to create a beam with the half-power beamwidth equal to 22.5o.
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The received and phase-calibrated input data streams S are weighted as
below:
yi =
(
e−2π j
r
λ cos(ϕi) cos(θi−θ)
)H
· S (B.1)
where θi and ϕi refer to the azimuth and elevation angle for a given beam i,
r is the radius of the antenna array equal 20 cm, λ is the wavelength equal
to 0.1652 m or 0.1603 m for two network operators and θ is the antenna
position-dependent column vector of angles of size [NRX × 1]. (·)H denotes
the hermitian operator.
After beamforming, all the yi beams are processed identically by the LTE
receiver as a single-antenna stream. The next step is to decide which of the
created beams should be used by the receiver for further processing of the
data channels. The so-called optimal beam is the beam which maximizes the
UE performance quantified by one of the various metrics. Given the near
real-time requirements and UAV power constraints, the following metrics
for selecting the optimal beam, varying with receiver complexity are investi-
gated:
• Received signal power: This is the simplest and least computationally-
heavy metric proposed. The receiver computes the power level Mi of
the beamsteered input signal before the LTE receiver for each of the
beams i, based on the given formula:
Mi = 10 · log10
(
|yi|2
)
(B.2)
• RSRP: After the channel estimation for all of the beams, their respective
RSRP is computed. Since this metric is constantly measured by the
ground-level UE to assess the quality of the signal from the attached
and neighbor cells (for the handover procedure), its use does not require
any additional processing. The metric can be written as: Mi = RSRPi.
• RSRQ: The optimal beam is the beam which maximizes the RSRQ met-
ric. The difference between using RSRP and RSRQ metrics lies in the
fact that RSRQ accounts for the existence of interference while RSRP
does not. The metric is therefore: Mi = RSRQi.
• SIB1 SINR: This is the most computationally-heavy method requiring
long LTE Receiver processing to estimate the SIB1 SINR: Mi = SINRi.
The optimal beam Bopt is the beam which maximizes the given metric as
below:
Bopt = argmaxi=1:Nb Mi (B.3)
After selection of the optimal beam, processing is ultimated and other
beams are discarded.
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B.3.3 MRC receiver
After phase calibration, a subset of signals received from NMRC antennas
(with 2 ≤ NMRC ≤ 16) is processed. Upon time and frequency offsets esti-
mation, the receive combining is performed as follows:
r = (hHh)−1hHx (B.4)
where x denotes the [NMRC × 1] vector of a received resource element over
the NMRC antennas, h is the corresponding estimated channel vector, and r is
the resultant estimated data symbol. Note that (B.4) is applied for both MIB
and SIB detection. The remaining operations follow the steps of the single
antenna receive processing.
B.4 Performance analysis
B.4.1 Single antenna performance from a UAV’s perspective
Before the evaluation of multi-antenna techniques, the performance of a sin-
gle antenna receiver is analyzed to show the signal degradation experienced
by the UAV as it takes off to the air. The analysis is performed over all the
recorded snapshots.
RSRP results for single antenna receiver
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Fig. B.4: Median RSRP and SINR values of a single antenna receiver against height
Figure B.4 depicts the reported median RSRP and SINR values consider-
ing all the recorded locations for the single antenna receiver. As expected, as
the height increases, the received signal becomes strongly affected by inter-
ference resulting in a SINR drop from 4 dB at the ground level up to 0 dB
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at 40 m. The sudden SINR drop was observed at about 10 m. This may be
due to the UAV leaving the BS’s main beam, which is pointed downwards
towards the ground. At higher heights, with increased radio clearance, this
issue is mitigated by reception of signal from a different BS.
RSRP results allow to notice a distinct behavior. It can be observed that
there is a separation of the results, based on height. From ground level to
approximately 15 m, the RSRP values vary and increase with height from
−76 to −72 dBm. After reaching 20 m - the average height of buildings in
Aalborg, the reported RSRP stabilizes at around −72 dBm. This behavior
was used to split the recorded snapshots into two groups, indicated by the
dashed line on the figure: take-off zone with limited interference (0 - 15 m) and
low flight level zone with increased interference levels (20 - 40 m).
B.4.2 Performance evaluation of multi-antenna receivers
All the results presented next are based on measurements collected from all
locations for the aforementioned sets of heights. There was no significant
difference in the observed receiver performance depending on the recorded
location. Implicitly, the same data set was used for all the receiver types con-
sidered in this paper. The usage of SINR gains as a metric for the comparison
is therefore feasible.
MRC with 2, 4, 8 and 16 antennas array
First, the gain of the MRC considering the different number of antenna ele-
ments with respect to the single antenna case is analyzed. As already men-
tioned, the processing is performed over subsets of the received signals.
Figure B.5 shows a clear improvement in the receiver’s performance as
the number of elements is increased. In the take-off zone, by adding only a
second antenna a gain of 2.5 dB is observed, while the sixteen-antennas array
provides a gain of 7.1 dB. However by adding more antenna elements, the
additional gain decreases rapidly to only 1.1 dB. The observed array gains
are also significantly lower with respect to the theoretical ones computed
as Garray = 10 · log10 (NRX). As an example, theoretical array gain G for
NRX = 16 number of elements is 12 dB and is 4.9 dB higher than the mea-
sured one. Both phenomena are the result of the observed interference on the
CRS which affects the quality of the channel estimation. With an increased
number of received antennas, the estimation error becomes more significant
resulting in a lower-than-expected gain. It is expected that by replacing the
least square channel estimator with a more advanced method, the perfor-
mance gain can be slightly improved.
Very little difference was noted while comparing the SINR gains for the
take-off and low level flight zones. Even with increased interference levels
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Fig. B.5: Comparison of median SINR gains of MRC over a single antenna receiver
at the higher heights, the overall performance drop of MRC was comparable
with the respective performance drop of a single antenna receiver resulting
in a comparable gain. In the worst case, for the four-antenna receiver a drop
of 0.5 dB was observed.
Conventional beamforming
Second study considered the performance gains of using the CB for UAV
communications. The simple strategy, where Nb = 360 beams are uniformly
spaced only in the azimuth plane assuming ϕ = 0o elevation angle was stud-
ied. Figure B.6 shows the obtained performance gains with respect to a single
antenna receiver, considering the beam selection criteria as described in Sec-
tion B.3.2. The gain of MRC with sixteen antennas was added as a reference.
In an upper-bound case of a beam-selector using an optimal SINR method,
gains of 9.46 dB over a single antenna receiver and 2.52 dB over MRC were
observed.
Surprising results were observed by looking at the performance of dif-
ferent beam-selectors. Using the received signal power as selection criterion
provides the smallest gain among the considered cases. This gain is relatively
similar to the one using RSRP as a beam selector, even though the latter ex-
ploits the structure of the LTE signal. Only if metrics with knowledge of
interference are exploited (RSRQ or SINR), the observable gains are higher
than the MRC ones. Lastly, it can be observed that the performance gains
are higher for low flight level zone than the gains that can be attained at the
take-off zone. CB technique appears to benefit in scenarios where the LOS
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SINR gain of beamforming receiver over single antenna receiver
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Fig. B.6: Comparison of beamforming gains over a single antenna receiver
path exists regardless of increased interference levels.
Other beam steering strategies were also considered. A performance gain
of less than 0.1 dB was observed if beamforming was done considering dif-
ferent elevation angles ϕ (at a below 1o resolution). An average performance
drop of approximately 12% was observed if the number of possible beams
Nb was reduced to sixteen, although the similar trends between different se-
lectors as on Figure B.6 were observed. This was expected as the subspace
covered by the beams was reduced. However, it can be argued that the per-
formance loss is negligible comparing with the reduced complexity of the
beamformer.
From a receiver perspective, the reported values for RSRP and RSRQ are
already available and their use as beam selection criteria is straightforward.
Even better performance can be achieved by using SIB1 SINR reported val-
ues, but this information is not as easily accessible to the receiver, as are the
RSRP and RSRQ measurements. It requires the receiver to perform decod-
ing of additional physical channels to attain it, which requires considerable
processing time.
To complement this study, Figure B.7 presents how the optimal elevation
angle changes with the height. As expected, in the take-off zone the optimal
elevation angles are significantly higher than above the rooftops where sig-
nals are usually coming with low elevation angle. These findings can poten-
tially justify the beam-steering only within an azimuth plane, thus reducing
receiver complexity.
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Fig. B.7: Measured optimal elevation angle
Outage comparison
One of the most important aspects of UAV connectivity is its reliability. In
case of very low SINR, there may be no connection between BS and UAV,
referred later as an outage, which can result in a life-threatening accident. In
this work, a snapshot is defined to be in outage, if none of the SIB1 messages
was decoded correctly. Implicitly, outage also occurs in all cases when MIB
decoding failed.
In all previous studies, snapshots detected to be in outage were assigned
a fixed low SINR value, such that their effect was captured in the median
calculation. Figure B.8 presents the percentage of snapshots being in outage
regardless of the measured height. The 6.4% (68 out of 1069) of snapshots
processed using a single antenna were not decoded correctly. By using any
of the multi-antenna techniques, this value can be greatly decreased. Sur-
prisingly, beamforming techniques can help to further reduce the outage
percentage compared to MRC. As beamforming is being done before any
LTE processing, by co-phasing the received signal, the robustness of PSS/SSS
synchronization is improved and number of outages further reduced. There
were no outages reported for CB case with SINR used as a beam selector.
This indicates that for all snapshots, there is at minimum one beam ensur-
ing network connectivity and the observed outage is not related to limited
received signal strength.
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B.5 Conclusions
In this work, the performance of multi-antenna receiver techniques for UAV
communications was studied. Due to the interference resulting in imperfect
channel estimation, the observed gains of MRC were lower than theoretical
and saturated with increased number of antennas. Beamforming methods
are promising alternatives to the MRC. They outperform MRC if LTE channel
knowledge is exploited and provide similar gain also when a limited number
of beams is considered. Surprisingly, height dependency has a very little
impact on the observed performance, with similar results observed at both
take-off and low height flying zones. It is expected that the observed changes
can become more significant at an increased flight height.
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C.1. Introduction
Abstract
Spatial channel characterization of a cellular Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Air-
to-Ground (AG) communication link is a vital step to understand the potential of
beamforming in the take-off zone, when a UAV flies in the vicinity of other objects.
In this paper, we evaluate the variation of mean Angle of Arrival (AoA) and Angular
Spread (AS) with height based on the experimental measurements using live Long
Term Evolution (LTE) networks. The LTE signals are recorded at different heights
from a ground level up to 40 m in rural and urban environments. Space-Alternating
Generalized Expectation-Maximization (SAGE) algorithm is used for the estimation
of the angular parameters. Results show similar mean AoA at different heights, with
less than 55 degrees deviation in urban environment and no more than 20 degrees
change in rural scenarios. Observed AS is reduced to less than 30 degrees at increas-
ing heights as the Line of Sight (LoS) propagation becomes dominant. However the
comparison between urban and rural environments clearly indicates the presence of
relevant multipath components in the urban scenarios even 20 m above the rooftops
level.
C.1 Introduction
Reliable connectivity is vital to ensure foregoing development of Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) as low altitude platforms in safety, security or deliv-
ery applications. Nowadays, most of the commercially available UAVs use
proprietary communication systems working in the Industrial, Scientific and
Medical (ISM) bands for Air-to-Ground (AG) communication. These com-
munication methods are not easily adaptable when UAVs are to be reliably
controlled over large distances in beyond visual Line of Sight (LoS) scenar-
ios. Existing cellular networks are an encouraging solution given their world-
wide deployment [1]. Their major drawback lies in their design principle to
provide ubiquitous connectivity for ground users.
It is important to characterize the radio channel to understand the limita-
tions of cellular connectivity for UAVs. Widely-used terrestrial channel mod-
els [2–4] were created for ground-level communications and as shown for
example in [5], are not extendable for flying UAVs. The study in [6] presents
a comprehensive survey over research activities on UAV channel characteri-
zation. Empirical research focusing on a cellular bands, as presented in this
work, is mostly related to large-scale fading statistics for AG channel or its
small-scale fading distribution. Deterministic and stochastic radio channel
characterization focus also on a LoS probability estimation based on the en-
vironment and UAV’s flight height.
Authors in [7] report that at sufficient heights, path loss on the AG link
approaches the free space model due to a high LoS probability. This leads
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to increased interference levels as more signals from strongly interfering cells
are received [8]. Network [1] and receiver side [9,10] beamforming were iden-
tified as possible solutions to mitigate this interference, as transmit/receive
energy can be focused in a desired direction. Their applicability is thus
strongly dependent on the common LoS assumption of the AG link at the
UAV’s flying heights.
Even though, in most applications the UAV is expected to fly at the higher
heights, in some scenarios (’last-mile’ delivery services, disaster recovery)
and during take-off or landing procedures it will be surrounded by infras-
tructure where LoS propagation assumption can be violated. The potential
of using beamforming in these scenarios depends on spatial channel char-
acteristics. In [10], a fixed-beam solution was proposed and evaluated with
system-level simulations, in which different number (2, 4 or 6) of fixed beams
(with 90o or 50o beamwidth) were used to quantify the UAV performance.
Even though the presented results are promising, Angle of Arrival (AoA)
and Angular Spread (AS) characteristics at different flying heights need to be
better studied, in order to investigate the potential of beamforming solutions.
Only by measuring the AS of incoming signals and its AoA stability, the op-
timal beamwidth can be found and the design questions on, for example,
periodicity of beam selection be addressed. To the best of the authors knowl-
edge, there were no experimental studies focused on spatial signal character-
ization at the so-called take-off heights - spanning from the ground level up
to the heights where only LoS propagation can be assumed. Understanding
the propagation characteristics in the take-off zone is indeed important for
addressing the possibility of maintaining a reliable connection in this inter-
mittent flying phase.
In this paper we empirically study the small-scale spatial characteristics of
a UAV channel at the take-off heights based on measured live cellular signals.
Multi-antenna Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP)-based setup and
Space-Alternating Generalized Expectation-Maximization (SAGE) algorithm
are used for Long Term Evolution (LTE) signal measurements and AoA and
AS estimation from the ground-level up to 40 m in different propagation
environments. These two aspects are presented as a part of a research project
focused on a complete UAV channel characterization based on large scale
measurement campaigns using live LTE networks.
The rest of the paper has the following structure. In Section C.2 the mea-
surement procedure is described. The description of the post-processing,
from signal decoding up to the AS computation is presented in Section C.3.
Section C.4 discusses the obtained small-scale spatial channel characteristics.
The work is concluded with Section C.5.
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C.2 Measurement Methodology
C.2.1 Hardware setup
The block diagram of the measurement setup, previously described in [9],
is shown on Figure C.1. A sixteen antennas Uniform Circular Array (UCA),
connected with eight dual-port USRP 2953R boards is used to record the cel-
lular signals. The boards are connected with a data hub PXI-8820 controller
using a PXIe-1085 chassis.
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Fig. C.1: Measurement setup schematic
Since the main target of this study is to evaluate the spatial channel char-
acteristics, it is inevitable to use a large antenna array to achieve good spatial
resolution. The concept of using an actual UAV was quickly ruled out due to
the payload limitations, as each of the antennas require its own receive (RX)
chain. In addition, advanced channel estimation algorithms including SAGE
are usually time consuming and not suitable for the real-time flights using a
battery-limited UAV. The main advantage of using our setup is the possibility
to record a large amount of data without any real-time processing. One of
the unforeseen benefit is the fact that recorded samples can later be used as
input in a wide range of activities ranging from channel propagation studies
to advanced transceiver design.
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Antenna array
An UCA composed of sixteen monopole antennas was manufactured to record
signals from the Downlink (DL) part of LTE Band 3 used by two Danish mo-
bile operators (center frequencies of 1.815 GHz and 1.87 GHz). The circular
radius is 20 cm, which corresponds to a wavelength λ = 0.1625 m and an-
tenna spacing 0.475λ. The reason for using an UCA rather than a linear array,
is its ability to scan the incoming signals in all 360o without ambiguity. The
number of antennas was selected as a trade-off between setup complexity
and achievable minimal detection resolution of 22.5o. The UCA is installed
on an aluminum ground plane and is connected to the USRP boards using
three meter-long RG233 cables.
USRPs and PXI controller
Eight USRP 2953R boards record the cellular LTE signals at 40 MS/s and
stream the I/Q samples to the PXI controller. Spatial channel estimation stud-
ies require perfect time/frequency/phase alignment among all antenna ele-
ments. Time and frequency synchronization was achieved by generating the
external 10 MHz clock by the timing module NI PXIe-6674T and redistribut-
ing it to all boards by two Octoclocks CDA-2990. To achieve a tight phase
synchronization between all USRP boards, a method inspired by [11] is intro-
duced. An additional USRP board is used for transmission of a single-tone
out-of-band signal from the omni-directional antenna placed at the center of
the array. Assuming perfect antenna patterns, all sixteen antennas receive
the calibration tone at the same time and with the same phase. By using one
of the antennas as a reference, the random phase offset of each USRP board
can be compensated. The described procedure was shown to lead to a phase
offset error below 3o.
Assembled setup
The described setup was assembled in a metal structure and was safely lifted
using a crane as can be seen on Figure C.2. The ground plane with the
installed antenna array was attached to the external of the structure. The
antenna array was additionally covered by a hemisphere radome to prevent
any short-circuit in case of rain. The radome was tested to be transparent for
the radio waves at the measured frequency.
C.2.2 Measurement campaign
Measurements were conducted during a two-day campaign in Aalborg, Den-
mark. Seven different measurement locations, shown in Figure C.3, were
selected. Two of the measurement locations were in a rural area with limited
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building density, but still within the coverage area of two Base Stations (BS)
located in a close proximity. The remaining five locations were distributed
in the urban part of Aalborg in residential and industrial areas. Such choice
allows us to sample various propagation environments where a UAV may fly
in and compare their spatial channel characteristics. The average transmitter
height in Aalborg, of the BS towers operating at the recorded frequency is
26.3 m and the average antenna downtilt is 5.3o. The Inter-Site Distance (ISD)
is only 580 m, leading to the measurement equipment being surrounded by
BS in all urban locations. A reader is referred to the Section II in [12] for
detailed description of the measured environment.
Fig. C.2: Assembled setup (top-right) lifted in various environments
In each location, the designed setup was lifted using the crane from the
ground level up to a 40 m height. 100 ms snapshots of two LTE networks in a
1.8 GHz band were taken at every 5 m step starting from the ground. At each
height the measurement equipment was stabilized using robes to avoid un-
intended turning due to the weather conditions, which could affect the AoA
estimation. For each of the network operators, an average of eight snapshots
were recorded at each height. To avoid signal blockage and self-shadowing
due to the location of the antennas and the metal cage, measurements were
repeated in two different antenna orientations - upwards and downwards as
can be seen on Figure C.2. On average 156 snapshots were taken per location.
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Fig. C.3: Map of measured locations in Aalborg, Northern Denmark
C.3 Post-processing
In this section the entire post-processing is described starting from the raw ac-
quired data up to angular spread calculation. The method is analogous to the
approach presented in [13]. The received and phase calibrated sixteen data
streams are used to decode LTE signals in order to obtain Cell-Reference Sig-
nals (CRS). Then the original CRS pattern is reconstructed based on received
Master Information Block (MIB) and subtracted from the received CRS such
that only the received channel information is used by SAGE [14] algorithm to
estimate the received signal parameters. Finally, AS can be calculated based
on results obtained from multiple snapshots. In the next subsections a de-
scription of each step is provided.
LTE receiver
Data recorded independently for each snapshot is provided as an input to a
Matlab software that runs the LTE receiver processing. The first step is the
initial synchronization to the cell with highest correlation measured over syn-
chronization signals. Next, after time/frequency offset correction, the MIB is
decoded using the Maximum Ratio Combiner (MRC) equalizer. Based on the
information encapsulated in a MIB payload, received signal is downsampled
to the correct sampling rate and the CRS grid is recovered. To avoid estima-
tion uncertainty, a Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) of System
Information Block 1 (SIB1) is computed. An empirically-found threshold is
imposed and all the snapshots with SINR lower than 0 dB are discarded.
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SAGE algorithm
SAGE is an Expectation-Maximization (EM) type of algorithm capable of ac-
curate estimation of complex gain αi, delay τi, azimuth AoA ϕi and doppler
νi for each estimated propagation path i. Path’s gain and respective AoA
are of particular interest in this study. For each recorded snapshot, SAGE is
initialized to estimate a large number of paths. We set Npaths = 50 paths in
this study. Received, noisy CRS grid is provided as an input to the SAGE
algorithm together with regenerated ’true’ transmitted CRS pattern based on
information recovered from the MIB. After ten iterations of the algorithm,
from the estimated gain-AoA pairs, these with the path gain minimum 15 dB
below the strongest path are excluded and treated as noise. Imposed number
of iterations and cutoff threshold, come from a sensitivity study based on a
preliminary simulation analysis.
When SAGE processing is complete for all the snapshots recorded at the
given height, the AS can be estimated. To avoid the signal wrap-up around
0o, estimates for all snapshots are angle-shifted such that the angle of the
strongest path is 180o. Figure C.4 depicts two example sets of SAGE results
that reflect different propagation conditions: LoS (left) and multipath (right).
The presented results show the combined SAGE estimates from all the snap-
shots recorded at the same height (40 m and 30 m respectively) in an urban
environment. The presented example of multipath propagation will be fur-
ther commented later, when obtained results are discussed.
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Fig. C.4: Typical set of SAGE results with dominant LoS (left), and multipath propagation (right)
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Angular Spread estimation
In this work, the method proposed by [15] and used among others in [16,17]
is applied. Angular spread AS is computed as below:
AS =
√√√√√∑Nsnapshotsk=1 ∑Npathsi=1 ∣∣ϕk,i − ϕ̄k∣∣2 ∣∣αk,i∣∣2
∑
Nsnapshots
k=1 ∑
Npaths
i=1
∣∣αk,i∣∣2 (C.1)
where Nsnapshots is a number of snapshots recorded at the given height, αk,i
and ϕk,i are the estimated gain and azimuth AoA for each path i and snapshot
k. ϕ̄k is the mean Angular Power Spectrum (APS) for snapshot k calculated as:
ϕ̄k =
∑
Npaths
i=1 ϕk,i
∣∣αk,i∣∣2
∑
Npaths
i=1
∣∣αk,i∣∣2 (C.2)
C.4 Spatial channel characterization
C.4.1 Estimation of mean Angular Power Spectrum
The mean direction of the APS is one of the key parameters in beamforming
operation, as this is the direction towards which the beam should be pointed
to capture the most of the incoming signal energy. Its height dependency pro-
vides an input on the required beamwidth such that selected direction can
remain constant during vertical movement of a UAV provided that mean APS
fluctuations are smaller than the selected beamwidth. On the other hand, if
the fluctuations are large and the mean direction of the APS encounters major
changes with height, a UAV would require to perform frequent beam selec-
tion, which may be infeasible in the practical systems and would compromise
the reliability of the communication link.
Figure C.5 presents the geometrical representation of the mean deviation
of APS (∆APS), defined as the difference in a mean azimuth direction of the
incoming signal recorded at the 40 m and a given height. Mean APS at the
40 m is averaged over all snapshots and used as a reference value since it
most likely represents the LoS direction towards the serving cell. Then for all
remaining heights, their mean APS and ∆APS can be computed. This study
requires the same signal to be decoded at each height, as signals coming from
different BS would have a different mean direction.
Figure C.6 presents the variations of the mean APS with respect to the
height. There are two locations with a gap in the curves (15 to 20 m and 40 m
in Urban 3 and 25 m in Urban 1) meaning that the signal from the target cell
was not decoded at these heights due to the high level of interference from
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Fig. C.5: Geometrical representation of mean APS deviation
surrounding BSs. Apart from the measurements taken in the Urban 2 spot
(which coincide to be the most-dense location surrounded by tall buildings),
the observed deviation is small at the higher heights and only increase at
the lower heights (below 15 m) when surrounded by the infrastructure. In
all locations, the mean signal direction did not change more than 60o. In
rural areas the observed change was even smaller and did not exceed 22o. In
a real development, this would indicate, that unless surrounded by the tall
buildings, the target beam direction found at the flying heights can be kept
constant throughout the UAV’s descend and the beam scan procedure does
not need to be performed very frequently. On the other hand, the strategy of
using a fixed beam with large beamwidth (as 60o) can negatively affect the
receiver performance as more interfering signals can potentially be received,
thus reducing the SINR.
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Fig. C.6: Measured mean Angular Power Spectrum deviation at different heights
C.4.2 Estimation of Angular Spread
AS is the metric which is used to characterize the energy spread of the in-
coming signal in the spatial domain around its mean direction. It is one of
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the metrics, which can provide an input on the required beamwidth, suffi-
cient to capture most of the incoming signal power. Its height dependency
can be helpful to understand what is the required clearance over the rooftops
when LoS propagation becomes dominant, or in other words, down to which
height a landing UAV can rely on LoS links and beamforming before entering
a rich multipath scenario.
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Fig. C.7: Measured angular spread at different heights
Figure C.7 presents the overall AS, estimated at different heights, for the
different environments. In urban scenario, there is a clear descending trend
as the UAV flies higher. At the ground level (0 to 10 m) there were multi-
ple snapshots with multipath signal propagation coming from widely sep-
arated angles, contributing to the fairly high values of the AS. It is worth
to mention, that the overall AS computed for these heights was 69o, which
well corresponds to the 68o - the mean AS value proposed in 3GPP channel
model [2]. As the UAV flies higher than the rooftops (15 m and higher) the
LoS propagation becomes dominant as AS decreases.
A small increase in AS is observed at 30 m in the urban locations. SAGE
estimates obtained from snapshots recorded in this scenario at 30 m are
shown at the right side of Figure C.4. Three multipath clusters, marked in the
figure, can be visually identified based on the quantity of estimates and their
path gains. They are most probably caused by reflections from the rooftops.
These multipaths contribute to the larger estimated AS. Analysis for larger
heights (see one example on the left side of Figure C.4) does not reveal the
identifiable multipath clusters.
Angular spread measured in the rural scenarios is generally lower than
the one estimated from the urban locations, and does not depend on the
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height. As expected, in the rural area, due to the absence of scatters in the
vicinity of the measurement equipment, estimated AS is low even at the lower
heights and there is only a slight decrease observed at the highest measure-
ment positions. While comparing the AS estimated at 40 m for both sce-
narios (as indicated by the arrow on Figure C.7), there is more than a ten
degrees difference, with the rural AS being narrower. It clearly indicates, that
even a 20 m clearance over the rooftops is not sufficient to assume only LoS
propagation as obtained results clearly show the presence of some multipath
components. In case a so-called pencil beam is used, this can lead to a vast
amount of power being left outside of the main beam region.
The low (22.5o) resolution of our measurement equipment becomes a lim-
iting factor for our study, as in general, the computed AS values for higher
heights are larger than expected. However, over 15 m, they are constantly
lower than 60o, which can give an indication that this beamwidth is sufficient
to capture most of the incoming signal energy.
C.5 Conclusions and future work
In this paper the spatial channel characteristics for cellular UAV air to ground
link were analyzed. Mean angular power spectrum was found to not de-
viate more than 60o between the ground and a 40 m height in scenarios
when signals from the same cell were decodable at each height. The devi-
ation was even smaller and did not exceed 22o in rural scenarios. Angular
spread was found to be height and location dependent. In urban scenarios
angular spread decreases with height as fewer multipath components can
be observed, while in rural scenarios the observed decrease is significantly
smaller since AS is low also at the lower heights due to limited number
of obstructions. The computed angular spread does not exceed 60o at the
heights above the rooftops. This further confirms the assumption that com-
munication is dominated by LoS links and in case beamforming is used, gives
an indication on the optimal beamwidth. Due to the resolution limitation of
our equipment, in the further steps, similar study should be performed with
more precise equipment in different measurement environments. The dense-
urban ’metropolitan’ scenario with skyscrapers should be considered as one
of the most challenging environments for UAVs. In addition, the impact of
the UAV’s fuselage on incoming AS should be investigated.
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D.1. Introduction
Abstract
Cellular Vehicle to Everything (C-V2X) communications with its safety and info-
tainment services will require a high performance receivers to cope with challenging
throughput, latency and reliability requirements. With increasing levels of interfer-
ence due to cell densification and introduction of the roadside units, single antenna
receivers may not be able to provide the required quality of service. In this work we
experimentally study the performance of multi antenna receivers based on more than
150 km of data recorded during experiments using a customized software defined ra-
dio testbed. The performance of sixteen antennas Maximum Ratio Combiner (MRC)
is compared with the receive beamforming technique for the live cellular signals in
the 1.8 GHz band. This study is followed by an analysis of the impact of interfer-
ence and measurement environment on the receiver’s performance. The results show
that receive beamforming can outperform MRC in low-interfered scenarios with high
Line of Sight (LoS) probability, like highways or rural areas, while ensuring com-
parable performance even in dense urban scenarios where LoS communication can-
not be guaranteed.
D.1 Introduction
Cellular Vehicle to Everything (C-V2X) communications will enable new vari-
ety of services leading to safer vehicle transportation. It is usually composed
of two different communication modes. Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) communi-
cations will provide the driver with the sensor information available in the
surrounding vehicles enhancing the road awareness and leading to faster
reaction in unexpected situations. On the other hand, Vehicle to Infrastruc-
ture (V2I) communications will be used to provide high bit rate infotainment
content as well as sensor information from distant vehicles. According to [1],
connected vehicles will create up to 700 Mbps average downlink throughput
per single vehicle.
Cellular networks (especially Long Term Evolution (LTE) and upcoming
5th Generation (5G)) are expected to cope with challenging throughput, la-
tency and reliability requirements [2] and ensure C-V2X connectivity. The
current standardization work [3,4] focuses mostly on the sidelink (V2V) as-
pects (especially the out of coverage scenarios) as it is assumed that 5G with
techniques like Network Slicing, Edge Computing and Content Caching [5]
will provide the expected data rates and meet the latency requirements im-
posed on the V2I communications.
However the scalability of the V2I communications is still an open is-
sue. With the amount of cars on today’s roads, the network load can become
a potential bottleneck of vehicular communications. Cell densification by
means of small cells or Roadside Units (RSU) are expected to serve the in-
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creased number of vehicles at the expense of increased interference levels and
latency-harming handovers.
From the vehicle manufacturers perspective, ensuring the best possible
connectivity for the newly produced vehicles is a main objective. As noted
in [6], the increased number of antennas installed on a vehicle should lead
to higher Signal to Noise and Interference Ratio (SINR) and therefore higher
throughput and lower number of retransmissions. In this way car vendors
can compete among themselves to provide better quality of services or add
new features due to enhanced throughput and reduced latency.
Nowadays C-V2X tests are usually conducted using vehicles equipped
with a LTE modem capable of 2x2 Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
transmission [7]. The authors in [8], discuss the challenges of mounting larger
antenna arrays on the vehicles. However, their objectives are mostly referred
towards V2V communications disregarding V2I mode as similar to a typical
User Equipment (UE). It is expected that certain types of cars (trucks, buses or
large industrial vehicles) are less space constrained and therefore installation
of large antenna arrays will become possible.
In this work we investigate the potential of using a large antenna array
on the vehicle terminal based on experimental measurements from live LTE
networks using a Software Defined Radio (SDR) measurement system. We
study the performance of receive beamforming and Maximum Ratio Combin-
ing (MRC) techniques for SINR improvement over a single antenna receiver
in the real scenarios, as the vehicle would experience in a currently deployed
networks. Rural, suburban, dense urban and highway scenarios are of inter-
est in this study. We further investigate the impact of the measuring environ-
ment (interference distribution and characteristics of the measured scenario)
on the performance of both receiver types. For the best of our knowledge,
it is the first experimental study related to the benefits of using multiple
antenna techniques for the V2I communications, as previous works focus ei-
ther on experimental vehicular channel characterization [9,10] or simulation
assessment of receive beamforming [11] or combining [6] techniques.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section D.2 describes the
measurement equipment and conducted campaign. It is followed by the de-
scription of post-processing methods presented in Section D.3. Starting from
Section D.4.1 first the performance of multiple antenna techniques in differ-
ent scenarios is studied followed by a more detailed analysis of the impact
of interference on the observed performance in Section D.4.2. The work is
concluded in Section D.5.
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D.2 Measurement Methodology
D.2.1 Measurement equipment
In this work we use the measurement setup thoroughly described in [12]
or [13] and shown on Figure D.1. It is composed of sixteen antennas uni-
form circular array manufactured for 1.8 GHz LTE band 3 and connected to
the measurement system built based on Universal Software Radio Periph-
eral (USRP) boards. In total eight boards are used as each board contains
two independent transceiver ports. Additional ninth board is used for cali-
bration procedure. Synchronization signal is distributed by Timing Module
via Octoclocks to all boards such that after offline calibration there is a tight
synchronization between all boards. The setup is used to record raw I and Q
samples of LTE signal. In this way, different receiver types can be evaluated
with the same portions of data during an offline processing as described later.
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Fig. D.1: Schematic of the measurement setup
The assembled setup was placed inside a van, while antennas (sixteen
monopoles) were manufactured on a 1.5 m2 ground plane installed on top of
the van as shown on Figure D.2. In order to enhance the measurement ca-
pabilities, network scanner TSMW from Rohde & Schwarz capable of record-
ing up to 32 cells operating within the set band was used together with the
measurement setup. Both measurement equipment and the scanner contain
a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver such that the data recorded by
both systems can be correlated.
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Fig. D.2: A van with measurement equipment (inside) and antenna array mounted on a ground
plane (roof)
D.2.2 Measurement campaign
Measurement campaign was conducted in a vicinity of Aalborg in northern
Denmark. While driving, measurement setup was used to record 100 ms
snapshots of LTE signal every 5 s and store them for offline post-processing.
In parallel, network scanner recorded the network information with approx-
imately 100 ms granularity. Four routes were chosen for the experiment
representing different propagation environments and are summarized in Ta-
ble D.1. Each route was driven twice, each time recording the carrier fre-
quency of a different network operator operating within the LTE band 3. In
total more than 150 km were driven and more than 6000 snapshots were
recorded. Please note that the speed of the vehicle varied from stationary
(while waiting at the red lights) up to 100 km/h on a highway.
Figure D.3 presents the three driven routes. Route 4 although not shown
here due to space constraints is also used for the analysis of the interference
as described later.
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Fig. D.3: Three driven routes
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Table D.1: Characteristics of the measured environment
Route index Measurement environment Short description
Route 1 Dominant rural and suburban Small houses and
meadows, seldom
deployed Base Sta-
tions (BS)
Route 2 Highway and urban Blocks up to the 3rd
floor in the urban part,
medium density of BS
Route 3 Highway and dense urban Blocks up to the 6rd
floor, high density of
BS
Route 4 Suburban University buildings,
high density of BS
D.3 Post-processing
In this section post-processing of the recorded data is described, for both
measurement setup and the scanner. Each of the data snapshot is processed
independently using Matlab in order to compare the performance of differ-
ent receiver types: a single antenna receiver, MRC and receive beamforming.
Scanner information is processed in order to better understand the level of
interference in all measured points. The entire process was thoroughly ex-
plained in [12], therefore in the next subsection only the summary of process-
ing is outlined.
D.3.1 Receiving techniques
To study a single antenna receiver, one of the sixteen recorded data streams
is used, while others are discarded. The signals recorded by the selected
antenna are processed in the receiver built based on the Matlab LTE toolbox.
In the receiver, synchronization based on the synchronization signals, channel
and frequency offset estimations are performed. Two LTE control channels -
Master Information Block (MIB) and System Information Block 1 (SIB1) are
decoded and the SINR of the latter is computed and used as a metric for
comparison among different receivers. Post processing using MRC is very
similar to the single antenna receiver but the processed signal is obtained
by combining the sixteen recorded data streams. We refer to [12] for further
details on the receiver processing.
In order to assess the performance of the receive beamforming technique,
one need to know the optimal direction where the beam should be pointed.
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As in this work we focus on the ideal performance of the technique (and
assume no Angle of Arrival (AoA) information available), for each snap-
shot 360 beams pointing towards different directions (in both elevation and
azimuth planes) using conventional beamformer with 3 dB beamwidth of 22.5o
are created. By performing the entire processing for each of the beams, the
optimal one can be found as the beam which results in the highest SIB1 SINR.
This beam is used for comparison with other receiving techniques, while oth-
ers are discarded.
D.3.2 Scanner processing
Scanner recordings were processed in order to characterize interference in
the vicinity of the receiver. For each of the snapshots, scanner records the
information of up to 32 different cells providing among others the Cell ID and
Reference Signals Received Power (RSRP) of each decodable cell. Knowing
the Cell ID of the serving cell (based on the information decoded from the
MIB), this entry can be excluded from the scanner data. In this way, it will
only contain the list of interfering BS with respective RSRPs. In this work
two different metrics on how to quantify interference are used. First, the
Dominant Interference Ratio (DIR) is computed as below:
DIR = 10 log10
max(RSRP)
∑Kk=1 RSRP(k)−max(RSRP) + n
(D.1)
where RSRP is a vector of K interfering RSRPs and n is the thermal noise
power computed as:
n = −174 + 10 log10(b) (D.2)
where b is the bandwidth of the decoded LTE network in Hz (15 or 20 MHz).
Computed DIR can reveal if there is a strong dominant interferer potentially
harming the performance of the receiver.
As a second metric to describe the interference, the sum of interferers is
computed as a total number of interferers with reported RSRP higher than an
arbitrary value of -100 dBm. Imposed threshold is used to exclude the cells
which due to the low RSRP are only sporadicly reported by the scanner. Since
in most cases each interfering signal comes with different AoA, it is worth
to study its impact on the performance of the receive beamforming. It is
worth to notice that there were some special case snapshots for which scanner
reported only one cell (a serving cell), meaning that in a given measurement
position interfering signals were too weak to be decoded.
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D.4 Performance analysis
D.4.1 Performance evaluation of multi-antenna receivers
First, the instantaneous SINR reported for each snapshot and receiver type is
plotted against the covered distance for three different routes on Figure D.4.
As can be noted, the SINR values vary rapidly with distance, due to large
and small scale fading. It is worth to indicate that as each of the snapshots is
treated independently, each receiver is always connected to the best serving
cell without any handover-related considerations.
Two general trends are visible. As expected the single antenna receiver
(blue line) generally results in the lowest reported SINR value. The per-
formance of MRC (black line) and receive beamforming (magenta line) is
roughly comparable, but some parts of the route where beamforming pro-
vides substantial gain over MRC can be visually identified and are marked
with dashed rectangles on the figure. After recovering the GPS information
for the identified snapshots and plotting them on the map (green and blue
points on Figure D.3) one can notice that the regions where beamforming
performs better than MRC are highway and rural parts where a higher prob-
ability of Line of Sight (LoS) link to the BS is expected.
The Empirical Cumulative Distribution Functions (ECDFs) of computed
SINR are presented on Figure D.5 for three studied routes to quantify the
SINR of each receiver type. In up to 20% of cases, the SINR of the single an-
tenna receiver is lower than 0 dB which can potentially harm the connection
reliability. Moreover, single antenna receiver has approximately 2 dB lower
average (50-th percentile) SINR in the dense urban scenario than in rural and
suburban environments, which can be explained by the increased levels of
interference due to cell densification. This performance drop is negligible for
the MRC and receive beamforming as both methods benefit from the spatial
diversity.
Fore each route, there is on average 5 to 8 dB SINR gain of both multi
antenna techniques over a single antenna receiver. The average gains in this
range were expected as the simulated maximum directional gain of the array
was ~8 dB. Only a few snapshots with SINR lower than 0 dB were recorded,
which indicates the benefits of using multiple antenna system for improved
network connectivity. Slight gains (up to 1.5 dB) of beamforming over MRC
are visible especially in the upper tail of the ECDFs, further confirming higher
beamforming gains in visually identified regions and similar performance
elsewhere. As highway accounted for a substantial part of the second route,
the observed beamforming gains are higher than in different environments.
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Fig. D.4: Instantaneous SINR for different receiver types measured at routes 1, 2 and 3
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Fig. D.6: Impact of number of interferers on receive beamforming SINR
D.4.2 Impact of interference on the performance of multi-
antenna receivers
Trying to better understand the origin of improved beamforming perfor-
mance with respect to the MRC receiver, in this subsection we focus on the
impact of interference on these two receiver types. All results displayed next
are generated from the entire set of measurements. Figure D.6 presents how
the instantaneous SINR of receive beamforming changes with the number of
significant interferers. While black dots represents the measured data, the
red line shows the computed mean for each number of interferers. As ex-
pected, the lower the number of interferers, the higher the SINR. With fewer
interferers, probability of interfering signal being captured within the main
lobe of the receiver is generally lower leading to higher SINR.
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Figure D.7 shows how the instantaneous beamforming gain over the MRC
receiver ∆ computed in dB scale as:
∆ = SINRbeam − SINRMRC (D.3)
changes with the number of interferers. Looking at the averaged values, it
is clearly visible that the performance of both receivers is comparable in a
presence of multiple interference sources. Receive beamforming provides up
to 2.5 dB average SINR gain when there are no significant interferers decoded
and only the sporadic, low power interfering sources are present.
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Fig. D.7: Impact of the number of interferers on receive beamforming gains
In order to capture the influence of all reported interferers, Figure D.8
presents how the beamforming gain ∆ depends on the DIR, while Figure D.9
presents the histogram of the gains for the special case of snapshots where
scanner did not report any interference. Interestingly, beamforming provides
higher average gain in cases when DIR is high. Also points corresponding to
high beamforming gains visually identified at Figure D.4 in most cases are
related to the high DIR. These gains can be intuitively explained as there is
a high probability that the AoA of the strongest interferer would be located
outside of the main beam of the receiver and due to the lower antenna gain
in this direction its power would be reduced. MRC on the contrary does not
account for the interference and suffers from its presence. It is expected that
the Interference Rejection Combining (IRC) receiver would perform signifi-
cantly better than MRC in studied scenarios given its capability of suppress-
ing a limited number of relevant interferers. However, it would require an
accurate estimate of the interferers’ channel responses, which might not be
feasible in practice.
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Fig. D.8: Dependence of DIR on receive beamforming gains
Fig. D.9: Receive beamforming gains when no interference was reported by the scanner
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Table D.2: Location of the strongest interfering source
Percentage of snapshots with the interferer coming
from the same BS
37%
Percentage of snapshots with the interferer coming
from different BS
63%
Histogram presented at Figure D.9 further confirms the assumption that
beamforming can provide higher gains with a limited number of interfering
sources. Theoretically, if there is no interference, the performance of both re-
ceive beamforming and MRC should be identical. This can be observed at the
figure as for the most occurrences there is no gain for any of the methods or a
very limited gain of MRC. However in reality, there can always be some inter-
ference sources which were not decoded by scanner for example due to their
low SINR. This situation may not only occur for low power interferers, but
also in case of multiple interfering signals with significant power and similar
AoA, that cannot be decoded due to their strong mutual interference. In the
latter cases, as marked by the black rectangle, beamforming can provide a
substantial gain over MRC.
Finally, as an indication for further study, the potential impact of the geo-
graphical location of the strongest interfering source on the observed results
is studied. As most of the BS towers are usually composed of three cells with
antennas pointing towards different sectors, Table D.2 quantifies how often
the strongest observed interferer comes from the different sectors of the same
BS. Surprisingly, even though different sectors are usually spatially separated
(each cell points into another direction) in 37% of the measured cases the
strongest interferer is located at the same BS tower. Although no correlation
between beamforming gain ∆ and location of the interferer was found, this
information indicates that if imposed, cooperation between just the different
sectors of the same BS should improve the overall system performance.
D.5 Conclusions
In this work, the performance of multi-antenna receiver techniques for C-
V2X communications was studied based on data recorded in experimental
campaign. The observed 8 dB average SINR gains with respect to a sin-
gle antenna system are comparable for both MRC and receive beamforming.
However as our measurements indicate, instantaneous gains depend on the
measured environment. Obtained results indicate superior performance of
beamforming techniques over MRC in LoS scenarios (highway and rural ar-
eas) while ensuring similar performance in urban environments. Moreover,
receive beamforming was found to provide up to 2.5 dB SINR gain over the
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MRC receiver in a presence of a strong single dominant interferer. In scenar-
ios with larger number of weaker interferers the performance of both multi
antenna receivers was found to be comparable.
As an indication for further study, it has been found that in 37% of the
cases, the strongest interfering source was located at the same BS tower. In
such cases interference mitigation techniques may be used for signal qual-
ity improvement.
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E.1. Introduction
Abstract
This work evaluates the concept of uplink beamforming for vehicular communications
in the sub-6 GHz frequency bands to improve throughput, latency and coverage of
the vehicle to Base Station (BS) link. The data recorded in the experimental measure-
ments using live cellular signals are used to study the performance of two direction
acquisition methods: the Angle of Arrival (AoA) estimation and downlink-based
beam sweep. Next, the feasibility of signal tracking techniques exploiting the loca-
tion of the vehicle and the BS are investigated to alleviate the need for continuous
direction acquisition. The results show that the downlink-based beam sweep leads to
higher Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) than beamforming based on the
estimated AoA. Evaluated tracking techniques are shown to be capable of correctly
estimating the beamforming angle for distances in order of hundreds of meters when
BS’s location is known to the vehicle.
E.1 Introduction
Data traffic patterns in vehicular applications differ widely from the ones
generated by typical User Equipments (UEs) [1]. Direct communication be-
tween vehicles will be used for communication between proximate vehicles.
In addition, cellular technologies can be used for delivering potentially high
data rate sensor information and for enabling eventual information exchange
among distant vehicles. In such cases, the existing cellular infrastructure will
be used to deliver the information requiring the reliable, low latency, high
bit rate uplink. As presented in [2], in cellular networks, the uplink coverage
radius is generally much lower than its downlink counterpart due to lim-
ited transmit power of the device. Limited coverage (especially in the rural
and suburban areas), together with large amount of connected vehicles con-
stantly transmitting their sensor data, leads to uplink transmission being the
potential bottleneck of the future vehicular communications.
Only few works target the uplink in the vehicular communications. In [3],
the usage of Roadside Units (RSU) is discussed as a network element installed
to gather data from connected vehicles. In this way, both coverage and con-
gestion problems are solved by introducing additional signal transceivers to
enhance network’s capacity. However, the challenges still persist as it is hard
to believe that RSUs will be globally deployed along all the roads. Beamform-
ing algorithms exploiting millimeter wave frequencies [4] are a promising set
of techniques to solve the high uplink throughput requirements imposed on
the connected vehicles. However due to the large propagation losses, they
might not be able to mitigate the potential coverage holes of the communica-
tion system.
The concept of using multi-antenna arrays is proposed in [5]. Authors
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note that installation of large antenna arrays, heavily constrained on the
smaller vehicles, can be feasible on larger vehicles as trucks or buses. Al-
though the main concept of the work in [5] is to improve downlink connec-
tivity, it is easily extendable to the uplink communications. By using uplink
beamforming, one can expect to improve the uplink throughput, reliability
of the link or extend the coverage thanks to directional array gain.
These gains will only be achievable in the presence of a strong direc-
tional path towards the Base Station (BS) and with transmitter (vehicle) being
aware of the direction towards which it should point the beam. In addition,
a robust direction tracking procedure will be required to follow the immi-
nent changes in the optimal beamforming angle, which can be challenging
to achieve in the practical systems due to multipath propagation. Their ap-
plicability may become feasible in the rural and suburban areas with limited
number of scatterers. In rich multipath urban scenarios, the potential uplink
coverage/throughput bottleneck should be less harmful due to cell (and RSU)
densification and therefore beamforming technologies may not be necessary.
In this work we present and experimentally evaluate the novel approach
of using beamforming in the 1.8 GHz band for uplink vehicular communica-
tions in rural and suburban scenarios. We discuss the potential benefits and
drawbacks of using different direction acquisition methods including beam
sweeping and Angle of Arrival (AoA) estimation. Further we study two
different methods for direction tracking exploiting measured live downlink
Long Term Evolution (LTE) signal and Global Positioning System (GPS) infor-
mation. The main aim is to assess the feasibility of practical implementation
and benefits of beamforming, addressing the challenges related to finding the
optimal beamformed direction.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section E.2 discusses the
potential methods for selection of the uplink beam’s direction. In Section E.3
two tracking algorithms are proposed. This is followed by Section E.4 de-
scribing the conducted measurement campaign. The obtained results are
shown in Section E.5.1 and E.5.2 for direction acquisition and tracking re-
spectively. The work is concluded in Section E.6.
E.2 Acquisition of beamforming direction
Uplink beamforming in sub-6 GHz frequency bands has not been widely
utilized in cellular networks due to the device’s hardware complexity and a
limited gain with respect to other transmission modes [6]. The installation
of multiple antennas would entail the need for additional transceiver chains
impacting the price and energy consumption of the device. Additional space
would be required to physically design antenna arrays with a desired spac-
ing between elements. Even though vehicles are expected not to inherit these
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constraints applicable to the typical UEs, a major challenge persists. Vehicle
would need to learn the optimal beamforming direction to focus the trans-
mitted signal and benefit from high directional gains. Below, three possible
ways of acquiring the beamforming direction are discussed.
Downlink-based AoA estimation
Assuming a cellular network operating in Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode,
one can try to estimate the AoA of the received downlink signal based for ex-
ample on Cell Specific Reference Signals (CRS) using estimation algorithms
like Space Alternating Generalized Expectation-Maximization (SAGE) [7].
Then, by assuming channel reciprocity, the same direction would be used
for uplink beamforming. This method can also be applied to the networks
operating in the Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) mode with both up-
link and downlink occupying similar frequency bands as for example LTE
bands 3 or 7 [8]. The drawback of the AoA estimation lies in the compu-
tational complexity of the estimation algorithms. Also, in the case of FDD
networks, the underlining assumption that the main downlink AoA is also
the optimal uplink angle may not always be valid.
Downlink-based beam sweep
Another technique utilizing downlink cellular signals for finding the signal’s
direction is beam sweeping. In this method, a vehicle would use a subset
of the possible beams to receive the downlink signals. Assuming the same
TDD/FDD constraints as in the previous method, the beam resulting in, for
example, the highest Reference Signals Received Power (RSRP) would be
used for uplink transmission. Comparing with AoA estimation, beam sweep-
ing should lead to more accurate beam selection, as potential non-idealities
of the estimation process, especially in the estimation of weaker multipath
components, are avoided. The complexity however still persists as sweeping
through multiple beam options would be time consuming.
BS-indicated precoding index
This technique is a mirror image of the methodology used for downlink
beamforming in LTE [9]. A vehicle, would transmit its uplink data using
a subset of beams. After BS estimates which of the beams would lead to the
strongest received Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR), it would
report its choice as a precoding index to the vehicle. This methodology does
not set any specific condition even on the FDD bands and assuming slow ve-
hicle’s velocity, it should lead to the most accurate results. However, it would
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require standardization efforts and implementation in the BS therefore it is
not included in the analysis conducted in this paper
E.3 Signal tracking techniques
Due to computational complexity (SAGE) or time required to perform the
beam sweep, none of the discussed direction acquisition methods can be re-
peated with a high frequency. It is rather expected that the chosen direction
acquisition method will be accompanied by a tracking algorithm used to
estimate the imminent changes of the acquired direction over a short time
before next direction acquisition procedure is performed. The valid question
is therefore, for how long can the signal be tracked before there is a need
for another direction estimation using one of the aforementioned methods?
This distance would depend on the environment and is expected to be much
longer in the rural and suburban areas rather than dense urban ones where
frequent changes of direction are expected due to the multipath propagation.
As a part of this work, we experimentally evaluate the length of the tracking
distance based on the conducted measurement campaign utilizing live cellu-
lar signals. Two different signal tracking techniques are studied depending
on information available at the vehicle.
Beam tracking with no GPS information
This simple tracking method, as presented on Figure E.1, assumes that GPS
coordinates of the serving cell are not known to the vehicle. At the beginning
there is a so-called warm up phase. In two positions, separated by a driven
distance d, the real direction is acquired using one of the methods presented
in Section E.2. Then the change in the beam direction ∆β is computed as the
difference between beamformed directions in these two positions. Since the
GPS coordinates of the BS are not known, it is assumed that the same change
trend will continue and the angle should be adjusted linearly based on the
driven distance, as for example after distance 2d is driven, the beamformed
angle should be adjusted by 2∆β. This simple tracking method has some
limitations. Only if the distance to the BS is sufficiently long one can assume
the angular change of the beam direction will persist. Otherwise, for the
same driven distance the angle change would be much lower than ∆β if after
the warm up phase the vehicle would start to recede from the BS leading to
incorrect estimation of the angle.
Beam tracking with GPS information available
By exploiting the GPS information of the BS, the impact of the distance to
the BS can be removed. In this method, as presented on Figure E.2, in each
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Δβ Δβ
Acquired direction
Correctly estimated direction
Falsely estimated direction
Base Station
d
GPS-estimated direct path
(not available)
Warm up phase
Beam failure distance
Fig. E.1: Beam tracking exploiting only acquired signal direction
position the direct path towards the BS can be computed based on the GPS
coordinates. After initial direction acquisition in the first point, the predicted
beamformed angle after distance d is estimated based on the change in the
angle of the direct path ∆γ. In this method, the angle change ∆γ can be
constantly adjusted as the difference between angles of the direct paths in
the last two positions removing the impact of the distance to the BS.
E.4 Measurement campaign and post-processing
Given the practical difficulties of obtaining uplink measurements in real cel-
lular networks, the methodology used in this study is based on a measure-
ment campaign where live cellular signals are recorded in the downlink by
using a multi-antenna software defined radio setup. The raw measured sig-
nals are processed offline, and different direction acquisition methods and
signal tracking techniques are studied. Our analysis is based on the assump-
tion that the main signal direction estimated in the downlink can be used for
uplink transmission. This holds in case of TDD or FDD modes with suffi-
ciently close operational bands, as highlighted in Section E.2. The downlink
SINR is used to compare the direction acquisition techniques, by pointing the
beams towards the acquired direction to receive the signal; while downlink-
estimated AoA is used to assess the performance of tracking techniques.
The measurement campaign was performed in Aalborg in northern Den-
mark. In the measurement campaign, the downlink LTE signal from two
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Δγ Δγ
Fig. E.2: Beam tracking exploiting GPS coordinates of the serving cell
Danish mobile operators operating in 1.8 GHz band was recorded using a
multi-antenna measurement setup based on the Universal Software Radio
Peripheral (USRP) boards thoroughly described in [10]. USRPs provided a
set of fully digital receiver chains for a sixteen antennas circular array that
was used to record the raw I&Q samples of the LTE signal for the offline
post-processing. Every five seconds, a snapshot containing 100 ms of LTE
signal was recorded. In total four different routes were driven across subur-
ban, rural and highway scenarios spanning more than 150 km distance [5].
One example of such route is presented on Figure E.3, together with the ve-
hicle used to conduct the measurements.
Post-processing for direction acquisition
After the measurement campaign, in the offline post-processing the direction
acquisition methods are studied. For each snapshot recorded in the measure-
ment campaign, after synchronization to the network and channel estimation,
the AoA of the incoming signal is estimated using SAGE [11]. After centering
the receiver beam at the estimated angle, the SINR of LTE System Informa-
tion Block 1 (SIB1) control channel is computed. On the other hand, to study
the downlink-based beam sweep, the data from each snapshot is indepen-
dently beamformed using 360 different beams pointed in different directions
in azimuth domain. The beam with the highest reported RSRP is used for
further decoding of the SIB1 control channel and SINR computation. Finally,
since together with the LTE signal, the GPS coordinates of the vehicle were
saved, knowing the GPS coordinates of the BS, the angle of the GPS-based
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Fig. E.3: The example of the driven route in a suburban environment and the measurement
vehicle
direct path towards the serving cell is estimated. The SIB1 SINR is again
computed after centering the beam towards the found angle. The same beam
shape with Half Power Beamwidth (HPBW) of 22.5o is used for all methods.
Post-processing for signal tracking techniques
Figure E.4 presents the AoA estimated with SAGE together with the com-
puted GPS-estimated direct path towards the BS for a driven fragment of
the road, after removing the impact of the vehicle’s heading direction. As
can be noticed, there are multiple fragments where estimated angle grad-
ually changes with the driven distance and signal tracking seems feasible.
As measurements were conducted over large distances, for each driven road
there are multiple positions where serving cell changed. This can be noticed
on the figure with abrupt changes of the GPS-based geometrical direct path.
The first step is to split the recorded data into chunks of continuous snap-
shots connected the same serving cell. In order to facilitate the studies on
tracking techniques, only the chunks of the road containing minimum ten
continuous snapshots were used. Please note that due to varied speed of the
vehicle, the distance between snapshots is not uniform distributed.
To study the quality of beam tracking algorithms, the metric called beam
failure distance is defined and shown on Figure E.1. For each snapshot, the
difference between the estimated angle using tracking techniques and the real
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Fig. E.4: The estimated AoA compared with GPS-based to the BS
AoA found based on the direction acquisition of the strongest path estimated
using SAGE is computed as a tracking error. Assuming the vehicle will center
the uplink beam towards the estimated angle, we check if the tracking error
is lower than the half of the HPBW. In such a case even though the uplink
beam is not precisely centered, more than half of the transmitted energy
will propagate towards estimated AoA. In case the tracking error is higher
than HPBW, it is assumed that beam tracking failed and the beam failure
distance has been reached. In this situation direction acquisition as explained
in Section E.2 is required. Please note, that our definition of the beam failure
distance is less strict that the beam coherence time defined in [12], as we
do not rely on the alignment with the BS’s beam but only on its physical
location.
E.5 Performance analysis
E.5.1 Acquisition of beamforming direction
Figure E.5 presents the Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF)
of the computed downlink SINR for the signals beamformed towards the
acquired directions using the AoA estimation and downlink-based beam
sweeping. Additionally, the performance of blind beamforming towards the
GPS-estimated direct path and single antenna receiver are added as a ref-
erence to compare the loss with respect to the AoA estimation. Due to the
reasons explained in Section E.2, downlink-based beam sweep provides up
to 1.6 dB median SINR gain over an AoA-based beamforming and 5 dB gain
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Fig. E.5: Comparison of downlink performance of direction acquisition techniques in suburban
and rural scenarios
over a single antenna system. Quite surprisingly, centering the beam towards
the estimated AoA provides only a slight gain versus centering the beam on
the GPS-estimated direct path. This can be explained, as in more than 70% of
the snapshots estimated AoA was approximately the same as the direct path.
Please note that measurements were taken in the rural and suburban areas
where the likelihood of main AoA coinciding with the direct path is higher
than in the dense urban scenarios.
Although, one should not expect that the presented downlink SINR would
fully reflect the observed uplink SINR at the BS due to the presence of mul-
tiple users and different interference patterns, the presented trends should
persist in the rural and suburban areas where interference is limited. Based
on the obtained results, it is clear that the downlink-based beam sweep is
more reliable method for direction acquisition than AoA estimation. More-
over, if sweeping operation is not possible, centering the beam towards the
GPS-estimated direct path to the BS should be considered in place of AoA
estimation due to reduced computational cost and similar performance.
E.5.2 Signal tracking techniques
Figure E.6 compares the performance of studied signal tracking techniques
for different widths of the beam. The ECDF of the beam failure distance -
the distance when tracking error became larger than the half of the HPBW
are presented. As expected, for both techniques, the wider the beam, the
longer the tracking distance, as better is the tolerance for the small tracking
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Table E.1: Periodicity of direction acquisition methods based on the computed tracking distance
for various speeds
Periodicity of direction acquisition
With GPS information No GPS information
Speed/HPBW 60o 45o 22.5o 60o 45o 22.5o
30 km/h 62 s 49 s 27 s 24 s 18 s 9 s
50 km/h 37 s 29 s 16 s 14 s 11 s 5 s
80 km/h 23 s 18 s 10 s 9 s 7 s 3 s
100 km/h 19 s 14 s 8 s 7 s 5 s 2.5 s
errors. This results in a trade-off between directional gain of the array and
the tolerance for the direction mismatch. Using the narrowest beam (22.5o)
and exploiting the GPS coordinates of the BS, in 50% of the cases the track-
ing distance is longer than 220 m. With the wider beams, median tracking
distance can stretch out to 400 m for 45o HPBW or 500 m if HPBW is 60o.
Table E.1 presents the required periodicity of triggering direction acquisition
methods for different vehicle speeds computed based on the median beam
failure distance.
As can be noticed, there is a significant improvement if the GPS coordi-
nates of the BS are used for the tracking. This can be explained, as in most
parts of the driven roads, the distance to the BS was not constant and var-
ied from positions very close to the BS where angle change was large even
for small driven distances, up to positions located far away from the serving
cell, where this change was negligible. The knowledge of BS’s location and
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therefore the distance helps to improve the tracking performance such that
the expected periodicity of direction acquisition procedure can be extended.
In all cases the median tracking distance is in a range of seconds, allowing
the time consuming direction acquisition techniques to be performed less
frequently or more accurately by, for example, allowing more iterations of
SAGE algorithm or more precise beam scan. The upper-bound limits of the
tracking performance are constrained by the coverage of the serving cell and
the amount of continuous snapshots being recorded.
Focusing on the low tail presented at the Figure E.6, in more than 20%
of the cases the tracking distance is shorter than 200 m. This situation can
partially be justified, due to the assumed methodology. The tracking error
is computed as a difference between estimated angle and computed AoA.
For some parts of the road, due to the multipath propagation, the real AoA
of one of the first estimated snapshots (after the warm up phase) was com-
puted from the unexpected direction (as can also be seen at the beginning of
Figure E.4), leading to instant beam tracking failure. It is expected, that by
extending the warm up phase to more than two snapshots or by reducing the
distance d between direction estimations the tracking performance would be
improved.
E.6 Conclusions
In this paper the concept of uplink beamforming for vehicular communica-
tions using sub-6 GHz bands is analyzed. Different methods of direction
acquisition and techniques for signal tracking are discussed. Presented con-
cepts are experimentally evaluated based on live LTE signals recorded during
extensive measurement campaigns. The results show that beamforming to-
wards the direction found using the downlink-based beam sweep should lead
to improved performance over an AoA estimation. In rural and suburban sce-
narios, the acquired direction was found to be tractable over large distances
in the range of hundreds of meters, extending the required direction acqui-
sition periodicity to tenths of seconds. The availability of GPS coordinates
of the serving cell can further improve the tracking performance and lead to
more than a 100% improvement of tracking distance versus schemes which
do not use information on the GPS coordinates of the BS. Results presented
in this paper show that the sub-6 GHz uplink beamforming can be a feasible
technology to enhance uplink coverage for the vehicular communication.
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F.1. Introduction
Abstract
Cellular networks will be one of the main pillars in the development of future ve-
hicular communications. However, Downlink (DL) and Uplink (UL) channels must
be improved to cope with the required reliability and high throughput of the com-
ing vehicular use cases. Vehicle side solutions which benefit from the high antenna
gains could improve the performance of the UL channel whose coverage is limited
by UL transmit power. In this paper we experimentally evaluate the performance of
a directional antennas switching system based on live Long Term Evolution (LTE)
measurements. A total of more than 150 km have been driven comprising different
radio propagation scenarios. The results show considerable improvements of Refer-
ence Signal Received Power (RSRP) and Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ),
together with a reduction of handovers specially in scenarios with high Line-Of-Sight
probability. Additionally, it has been found that the UL throughput does not improve
with the increase of antenna gain probably due to the UL Power Control mechanism
used in LTE.
F.1 Introduction
Future vehicular communication systems will be required to deal with high
Uplink (UL) and Downlink (DL) data rate demands together with reliable
connectivity. Cooperative sensing and awareness, teleoperated driving or
infotainment are some examples in which the required UL throughput can
reach up to 25 Mbps [1].
The next 5th Generation (5G) radio technology is expected to cope with a
plethora of services with diverse requirements, including vehicular commu-
nication [2,3]. Previous studies have proposed the use of Base Station (BS)
adaptive beamforming in sub-6 GHz bands [4] and the exploitation of the
millimeter wave spectrum [5] to increase the system throughput. However,
their practical deployment is subjected to the computation complexity of the
Angle of Arrival (AoA) and the reduction of range with the increase of fre-
quency. This could be counteracted by the massive deployment of Road Site
Units which would improve the coverage and throughput at the cost of in-
creased number of handovers, latency and cost-inefficiency if deployed in
low-populated areas. The use of Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) communications
by means of using surrounding vehicles as relays in order to leverage better
channel conditions is proposed in [6]. Nevertheless, its performance is con-
siderably affected in scenarios with low density of vehicles or in congested
systems.
Long Term Evolution (LTE) is another suitable system whose already
deployed infrastructure, scalability and ubiquitous accessibility make it a
potential candidate to serve the vehicular use cases. This technology is
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also well-suited to experimentally study potential solutions which would
be later applicable in future 5G networks. Authors in [7] have shown the
coverage challenge in vehicular scenarios through Reference Signal Received
Power (RSRP) measurements. The presented results demonstrate insufficient
range for many vehicle data applications. Besides that, UL coverage is even
more critical due to the limited UL transmit power.
Alternative solutions applied from the vehicle side become attractive for
car vendors due to their possible implementation without standardization.
In [8], authors have shown the potential DL Signal to Interference and Noise
Ratio (SINR) gains of using receive beamforming on the vehicle side. How-
ever, receive beamforming requires expensive and synchronized hardware
equipment in addition to high computational complexity of AoA estimation.
The use of directional antennas at the vehicles is a well-known [9] alternative
to beamforming. Its implementation is much simpler though it presents limi-
tations of the available pointing directions. Although previous approaches
have considered the theoretical potential of this solution, upcoming high
throughput vehicular use cases claim for the experimental evaluation of its
performance.
In this work we experimentally evaluate the use of a switched-based sys-
tem of directional antennas on the vehicle terminal in both UL and DL. We
compare the performance of the switching antenna system with a benchmark
case of omni-directional antenna configuration. We conduct measurements of
RSRP and Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) by the vehicle terminal
in live LTE networks. The measurements include a wide variety of different
radio propagation scenarios where the solution could be deployed. Further-
more, we investigate the impact of the antenna gain over the UL throughput
and the Handovers (HOs) performance.
The reminder of this paper is structured as follows: Section F.2 describes
the measurement equipment and the antenna switching methodology. The
campaign itself is described in Section F.3. Section F.4 compares the results of
the directional and omni-directional antennas systems analyzing the signal
strength and quality, UL throughput and the mobility performance. Then,
Section F.5 discusses main findings. Finally, Section F.6 concludes the paper.
F.2 Measurement methodology
F.2.1 Measurement equipment
The measurement equipment consists of a switching antenna system with
six directional antennas connected to a LTE modem through a Single Pole,
8 Throw (SP8T) Radio Frequency (RF) switch. The system is controlled by
an embedded computer which interacts with the LTE modem, RF switches
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Fig. F.1: Measurement equipment setups for the directional (top) and omni-directional (bottom)
antennas configurations
and a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver. For comparison purposes,
a second system is used consisting of an omni-directional antenna attached
directly to the second LTE modem. Both systems as shown on Figure F.1 are
independent from each other. The antennas of both systems are mounted on
the roof of a van as shown on Figure F.2.
Antennas
Six SENCITY Spot-S Railway Cellular directional antennas are used. They have
8 dBi of peak gain at the target frequency 1.8 GHz chosen as most densely
deployed LTE band in Denmark. The 3 dB beamwidth of each antenna is 70o.
As shown on Figure F.3, the antennas are positioned on a roof of the vehi-
cle following the hexagon pattern covering sectors of 60o. Please note that
the discrepancy between the nominal 3 dB beamwidth and the width of the
sector causes a desired overlap between sectors in case of the potential GPS
inaccuracies.
In the second system, an omni-directional SmartDisc antenna with a 3.15
dBi gain is utilized. The same antenna model is also used as the supple-
mentary receive diversity antenna in the directional system (Figure F.1). Its
purpose is described later in Section F.2.3. Directional antennas have 4.75 dB
higher gain than the omni-directional antenna. This difference must be con-
sidered in the RSRP and RSRQ performance comparison.
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Fig. F.2: A measurement vehicle with the antenna structure on the roof
LTE modem
The AirPrime EM7565 LTE Cat-12 embedded cellular modem is utilized to
provide LTE connectivity and measurement reports of the RSRP and RSRQ
of the serving cell. It has one main RF port for DL/UL transmissions and
one auxiliary RF port for enabling receive diversity. This downlink-only port,
disabled in the omni-directional system as having no effect on the uplink,
is used in the directional setup to improve the mobility performance of the
modem as explained in the next Section. The modem is set to operate only
in the LTE mode at band 3 (1.8 GHz).
RF Switches
Two RF switches are used in the system of directional antennas. The SP8T
switch is used for selecting among the six directional antennas. Its input port
is connected to the main RF port of the modem and its outputs to the six
directional antennas and to the Single Pole, Double Throw (SPDT) switch.
The purpose of of the SPDT switch is to interconnect the omni-directional
antenna to the auxiliary RF port of the modem as a receive diversity antenna
or through the SP8T switch to the main RF port where is used for the ini-
tial BS attachment procedure. This procedure will be further addressed in
Section F.2.3.
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Other modules
For the interaction between hardware modules an UP board is used as an
embedded controller. Additionally, the u-blox 7 GNSS receiver obtains the
geographical coordinates and orientation of the vehicle with 5 Hz update
rate. These information are later used in the antenna selection process.
F.2.2 Antenna switching methodology
The antenna selection algorithm is based on the known GPS location of the
serving BS and the position of the vehicle terminal. The selected antenna is
the one which best points in the shortest geometrical direction towards the
serving cell. The six antennas are divided in sectors of 60o which define the
switching bounds between antennas. The real-time algorithm continuously
obtains the serving Cell ID from the LTE modem. For every GPS update, it
calculates the angle of the shortest path between BS and the vehicle account-
ing for its present orientation (direction of travel). The angle is translated into
the selection of one of the antenna sectors. Readers can refer to the example
illustrated on Figure F.3 to observe how the antenna is selected according to
the vehicle orientation and location.
It can be observed that the knowledge of the BS’s location is indispens-
able since without this information proposed methodology could not be
applied and would have to be replaced by other techniques like periodic
beam-sweeping or AoA estimation. The proposed method assumes that the
strongest signal comes from the direct path between the vehicle terminal and
the serving cell. This assumption is valid in Line-Of-Sight (LOS) scenarios
predominant in rural and suburban scenarios. However when direct path is
obstructed (None-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS) conditions, dominant in dense urban
deployments), the strongest signal might come from a completely different
direction. In these conditions, the performance of the proposed system could
degrade. However as shown using ray-tracing simulations in [10], even in
NLOS urban scenarios there can be a time-distance correlation of AoA usu-
ally still coming from angles similar to LoS.
F.2.3 Initial cell attachment and mobility performance
The use of directional-antennas can influence the initial cell attachment. At
the start of the system, the modem has to acquire the LTE connection to the
cell which presents the best radio link. Directional antennas might influence
the initial attachment by means of the gain into the pointing direction. In a
possible unlucky scenario, a modem initialized using a directional antenna in
a given direction can attach to a suboptimal far-located cell even though there
is a much stronger candidate in a different direction coinciding with the null
of the chosen antenna beam pattern. To mitigate this potential suboptimal
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choice of the serving cell, in this work first the omni-directional antenna is
connected to the main RF port of the modem and is used for the initial cell
attachment. Only after acquiring the network connectivity, the antenna is
switched and the directional one is used towards the direction of the serving
cell.
Mobility management is another aspect influenced by using directional
antennas. In cellular systems network triggers the HO decision based on the
measurement reports from the modem. Using directional antenna would en-
hance/mitigate the measured neighbor signals power from some directions
leading to changed mobility pattern. In some situations, as shown later in
this work, it may be a desired behavior as a modem can longer remain con-
nected to the same cell reducing the handover rate. However in some other
situations it may downgrade the network performance as the modem would
prolong the connection to a weak cell overlooking the more suitable one in
the direction where antenna null is located. As a trade-off, in this work the
omni-directional antenna used first for the initial attachment, is later con-
nected to the modem’s auxiliary RF port. In this way, using receive diversity
mode, the modem in its measurement reports, report the best neighbor signal
power received among two different antenna ports. In this situation the nulls
of the directional antenna are mitigated, however its directionality behavior
is preserved. Please note again, that the auxiliary RF port is downlink only
and the omni-directional antenna does not influence the uplink studies of
this work.
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Table F.1: Characteristics of the measured environment [8]
Route index Measurement envi-
ronment
Short description
Route 1 Dominant rural and
suburban
Small houses and mead-
ows, seldom deployed
Base Stations (BS)
Route 2 Highway and urban Blocks up to the 3rd floor
in the urban part, medium
density of BS
Route 3 Highway and dense
urban
Blocks up to the 6rd floor,
high density of BS
Route 4 Suburban University buildings, high
density of BS
F.3 Measurement campaign and post-processing
F.3.1 Measurement campaign
The measurement campaign was conducted in Aalborg, Denmark. Four
routes with different radio propagation environments were driven as de-
scribed in Table F.1. The driven roads comprise a total of more than 150 km
and the speed of the vehicle varied from 0 km/h in urbanized areas up to
100 km/h in the highway. Readers can refer to [8] for further details on
the driven routes. The LTE connectivity was provided by a Danish network
operator whose BSs locations were known. While driving, omni-directional
and directional antennas systems were simultaneously measuring RSRP and
RSRQ metrics with 500 ms periodicity such that more than 16000 measure-
ments were collected. In both systems, a continuous full-buffer UL transmis-
sion was carried out and UL throughput was measured by the controller.
F.3.2 Post-processing
Prior to the analysis, the recorded data is filtered in the post-processing.
When a HO occurred, some instances of RSRP and RSRQ were measured be-
fore the antenna was effectively switched towards the new BS location. These
values have been filtered to ensure that the measured RSRP and RSRQ corre-
spond to the time traces where the directional antenna was pointing into the
desired direction. Additionally, the omni-directional and directional systems
differ from signal attenuation introduced by the hardware modules between
antennas and RF ports (see Figure F.1). Since the RSRP is measured in the
modem RF port, the reported values are altered. Hence the RSRP values have
been compensated to include the impact of the antenna gain.
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Fig. F.4: ECDFs of the measured RSRP of the serving cell
F.4 Results
F.4.1 RSRP and RSRQ
The following results comparing downlink RSRP and RSRQ for both sys-
tems are showed for the time instances in which both systems are connected
to the same serving BS (more than 85% of snapshots). The Empirical Cu-
mulative Distribution Functions (ECDFs) of the measured RSRP in the four
driven routes are presented on Figure F.4. A continuous gain on the mea-
sured RSRP by directional antennas with respect to the omni-directional case
can be observed. This gain is slightly reduced in the more urbanized sce-
narios (Routes 2 and 3) due to higher probability of NLOS. The observed
median gains in three routes are slightly higher than expected theoretical
antenna gain difference (4.75 dB). This may be due to the constructive fast
fading of the channel. The effects of the destructive fading, or the NLOS
propagation are mitigated due to the use of an auxiliary omni-directional an-
tenna in the directional system which observes independent channel due to
physical separation from the directional system. In general, routes 3 and 4
present the largest RSRP values due to high density of BSs in these scenarios.
Route 1 shows the lowest values due to longest distance to the serving BSs
common in rural scenarios.
The signal quality enhancement can be assessed by means of the RSRQ.
The ECDFs of the measured RSRQ are presented on Figure F.5. With the
use of directional antennas, the RSRQ experiences a constant gain over the
omni-directional antenna case of approximately 1 dB. Hence, the directional-
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Fig. F.5: ECDFs of the measured RSRQ of the serving cell
ity of the antennas not only improves the signal strength, but also the quality
thanks to the attenuation of interfering signals coming from different direc-
tions than the serving BS.
F.4.2 UL Throughput
A full-buffer UL transmission let us assess the UL throughput performance.
Although, in this work, the instantaneous cell load information was not ac-
cessible, due to the sufficient amount of samples, one can assume the similar
average load and therefore fair comparison between both antenna systems.
The ECDFs of the UL throughput in the different scenarios are shown on
Figure F.6. The observed plots show almost no UL throughput improvement
with the use of directional antennas, which contradicts the experienced im-
provement of the DL channel by means of RSRP and RSRQ gains.
The UL throughput performance could be affected by the UL Power Con-
trol (PC). In LTE, the Open-loop UL PC scheme [11] is primarily used for
compensating the channel Path-Loss (PL). As the network is not aware of
the vehicle’s antenna system, its directional gain is observed by the reduced
PL and fully-compensated by UL transmit power reduction. Only in scenar-
ios with high PL, the transmitted power can reach the maximum allowed
value (23 dBm). In those conditions, the UL transmitted power remains con-
stant and a throughput gain should be observed. However, very high PL
scenarios correspond to RSRP values much below -100 dBm which are barely
experienced in our results.
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Fig. F.6: ECDFs of the measured UL throughput of the serving cell
F.4.3 Mobility performance
The measured values of RSRP are reported to the network to be used as in-
puts in the mobility management. The gains in RSRP indicate the improved
radio link with serving BS for longer time and can potentially lead to the re-
duction of observed HOs resulting in lower latency and higher reliability as
number of potential failed HOs or radio link failures would also be reduced.
The number of performed HOs on each route is shown on Figure F.7. A con-
siderable reduction of HOs of 57.1% and 42.8% is observed in Routes 1 and
4 while almost no reduction is observed in Routes 2 and 3. This is explained
by the higher probability of LOS links in Routes 1 and 4 leading to extended
attachment to the same cell, whereas in Routes 2 and 3 (the urbanized en-
vironments) due to the BS density and NLOS propagation frequent HOs are
still observed.
F.5 Discussion
Directional antennas have shown a potential improvement in the DL commu-
nication with RSRP and RSRQ gains as well as HO reduction. As expected,
higher gains/reduction is observed in the rural and suburban environments
where directional systems are expected to be most beneficial. Despite lower
gains and no handover reduction in the urban scenario, it is worth to recall
that the uplink related coverage and reliability issues are not as harmful as in
the rural scenarios as other network-side techniques may be used to eliminate
the problem.
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Fig. F.7: Number of successful HOs
The UL throughput performance has experienced no improvement re-
gardless the difference of the antenna gain. This finding is also valid in case
any beamforming technique is used in place of directional antennas. It leads
to the conclusion that without the network knowledge of the antenna system
used by the vehicle, there will be no visible improvement for the car manufac-
turers of using an advanced antenna system. However, already today, if the
network is aware of the problem, communication standards can enable the
possibility to circumvent this issue. The so-called user specific closed-loop
power control scheme can be used to differentiate users and avoid discount-
ing the transmit power to those benefiting from high antenna gains [11].
F.6 Conclusions
We have experimentally evaluated the performance of a directional antennas
switching system implemented in the vehicle terminal. The DL performance
has been analyzed with RSRP and RSRQ measurements. Comparing with an
omni-directional antenna, directional antennas improved the RSRP in more
than 4.75 dB (antenna gain difference) in LOS scenarios. The RSRQ was also
improved with an average gain of 1 dB. The improvement of the mobility
performance has been corroborated with a HOs reduction of almost 50 % in
rural and suburban scenarios. In urbanized scenarios the reduction of HOs
is insignificant due to NLOS situations. However, the enhancement of the DL
metrics is not translated into an increase of the UL throughput. This is likely
due to LTE power control mechanisms which aims at similar receive power
levels for all the served UEs.
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G.1. Introduction
Abstract
The usage of beamforming in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has the potential of
significantly improving the air-to-ground link quality. This paper presents the out-
come of experimental trial of such a UAV-based beamforming system over live cellular
networks. A testbed with directional antennas has been built for the experiments. It
is shown that beamforming can extend the signal coverage due to antenna gain, as
well as spatially reduce interference leading to higher signal quality. Moreover, it has
a positive impact on the mobility performance of a flying UAV by reducing handover
occurrences. It is also discussed, in which situations beamforming should translate
into the uplink throughput gain.
G.1 Introduction
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) will require a reliable and high uplink
throughput communication link to ensure flight’s safety and serve foreseen
use cases such as package delivery or surveillance [1]. For example, up to
50 Mbps of continuous uplink throughput will be required to send uncom-
pressed video from a UAV to a cloud for machine learning image process-
ing [2].
Cellular systems including Long Term Evolution (LTE) are a potential
candidate to cope with the stringent requirements and provide worldwide
connectivity to UAVs. However increased Line of Sight (LoS) probability
towards interfering base stations due to lack of obstructions in the Air-to-
Ground (A2G) channel results in a Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ra-
tio (SINR) reduction [3]. In the downlink, the interference will result in lower
service reliability for a UAV, while higher uplink interference radiated by a
UAV to the network will result in decreased performance of other incumbents
of the cellular systems, such as ground users or other UAVs.
There are many proposed solutions on how to deal with interference
while maintaining UAV connectivity. In [4] and [5] authors discuss how
massive Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) and 3D beamforming at
the base stations can be utilized for UAV connectivity. In [6] and [7] authors
claim that Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) and cell-free massive
MIMO can outperform 3D beamforming and provide even better UAV con-
nectivity. Finally, there are multiple [8,9] attempts to optimize the path of a
flying UAV in order to contain the radiated/absorbed interference.
Use of multiple antenna techniques at a UAV, such as beamforming, is yet
another foreseen solution which in addition does not require any network
hardware changes. Simulations in [10] showed the potential of UAV-side
beamforming to boost signal strength while spatially reducing interference
towards unwanted directions. However this benefits were only shown in
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simulation and no experimental validation is available in the literature.
Practical implementation of a beamforming system is a non-trivial task
due to space/weight/power constraints of the UAV. Use of directional anten-
nas is one possible simplification of beamforming. Although it reduces the
arbitrary number of directions to the number of antennas, it facilitates the
development time and cost of the hardware platform, accelerating research
activities.
In this work, a complete design of a flexible UAV testbed using direc-
tional antennas for beamforming evaluation is presented and further used in
a measurement campaign to understand the promises of uplink directional
communication for cellular-connected UAVs. The contributions of this paper
are twofold. First, to the best of the authors knowledge, it is the first paper ex-
plaining in detail the hardware implementation of a UAV-based directional
antenna’s switching system. Second, this paper contains the measurement
results of a first trial of beamforming-enabled UAV flying over real cellular
networks, discussing insights and potential benefits of this technology.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section G.2 the high-
level system design is presented together with the remarks on the flexibility
aspects of the platform. It is followed by Section G.3 focused on the imple-
mented beam steering algorithm. Section G.4 describes the results of a mea-
surement campaign conducted using live cellular networks. The discussion
on potential benefits of uplink beamforming is made in Section G.5.
G.2 System Design
The proposed system was designed to operate using live cellular networks
with the target of being used for a number of different research activities
from Path Loss (PL) measurements and interference characterization up to
uplink throughput studies. The system as presented in Figure G.1 is com-
posed of an antenna array, consisting of six directional patch antennas and a
monopole omni-directional antenna. Two Radio Frequency (RF) switches, an
embedded computer and a LTE modem complement the design. When fly-
ing, the system can either operate autonomously with the mission (trajectory,
switching algorithm, data transmission etc.) programmed on the embedded
computer or directly controlled from the ground using Secure Shell (SSH)
connection. This design was initially inspired by [11], where an array of
directional antennas was used to establish WiFi connectivity.
The testbed was mounted using a customized carbon fiber structure on a
DJI M600 drone. Its total weight is approximately 2 kg, allowing for more
than 35 minutes of continuous flight time. It can be powered using a simple
power bank as all components accept a standard 5V power source. The final
assembled setup is shown in Figure G.2.
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Fig. G.1: Schematic of the designed testbed
Fig. G.2: Assembled setup on a UAV
Two RF Switches are used. Single Pole 8 Throw (SP8T) switch connects
all antennas (omni and directional) to the main antenna port of the LTE mo-
dem. Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) switch connects the omni-directional
antenna to its auxiliary port. Switches are controlled by the embedded com-
puter built based on Intel’s UP board.
The cellular modem used in the platform is a Sierra Wireless EM7565.
Please note that the modem is not only used to provide the network (and
SSH) connectivity, but it is also used to provide valuable network informa-
tion which can be used for research purposes. These include among others
measurement reports from up to eight cells, quantified as Reference Signals
Received Power (RSRP), Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ), Received
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Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and SINR. Moreover the information of the
serving cell is accessible and can be used, for example to quantify a number
of network handovers.
In this work, the modem is set to operate in LTE-only mode in the desired
band 3 (1.7 GHz uplink and 1.8 GHz downlink frequencies). The auxiliary
antenna port can be used as a receive diversity port as explained later in Sec-
tion G.3. It can be activated within a modem using AT commands. GPS infor-
mation is acquired from the Ublox-7 GPS module connected to the embedded
computer and is used to provide real-time location and heading orientation
to the system.
G.2.1 Antenna design
The antenna array is composed of six identical patch antennas deployed on
a hexagonal cylinder-like structure. In this way patch antennas are equally
spaced and pointing at different directions, as shown in Figure G.3. Fig-
ure G.4 (left side) presents the simulated radiation pattern of one directional
antenna using CST studio with the designed Half Power Beamwidth (HPBW)
of approximately 70o giving a desired, slight overlap between different patches.
The elevation angle is approximately 61o. The directivity of the final design is
6.9 dB with a realized gain of 6.4 dB. The bigger ground plane located behind
each patch antenna helps to increase the front to back ratio to above 15 dB
and the Side Lobe Level to -10 dB.
The omni-directional antenna located at the ground plane at the bottom
of the cylinder is a simple monopole. It provides approximately 2 dB gain as
shown on the right side of Figure G.4. The simulated S11 parameters of both
antennas are shown in Figure G.5. Only one patch antenna is shown as the
others are considered to be identical. As shown, the designed antennas cover
the frequency range from 1.7 GHz to 1.9 GHz (with the magnitude of S11
below -15 dB) where both uplink and downlink of LTE band 3 are located.
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Fig. G.4: Simulated far field antenna pattern for both antenna types
All antennas are connected with the RF switches using the SMA cables of the
same length placed inside the designed structure.
G.2.2 Design flexibility
UAV measurements are usually costly and time consuming, therefore flexi-
bility and versatility of the measurement platform are desired. The modular
design of the testbed facilitates changes of only single elements in case dif-
ferent frequency bands or antenna configurations are to be studied. This can
greatly reduce the development time since most of the hardware elements
can be reused.
Another example of flexible design is the addition of a monopole omni-
directional antenna. Very often experimental results of beamforming are to
be compared with a reference antenna. By adding this antenna at the design
phase, the potential set of measurements can be maximized without the need
to exchange the hardware or even land the UAV.
G.3 Beam switching algorithm and mobility man-
agement
The beam switching algorithm implemented in this testbed relies on three key
information. Serving Cell ID provided by the LTE modem, together with the
known a priori list of GPS coordinates of Base Stations (BSs) are used to iden-
tify the location of a serving cell. By knowing the instantaneous GPS location
and heading of the UAV, the antenna which points towards the direction of
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Fig. G.5: Simulated S11 parameters for patch antenna (red) and monopole (blue)
the desired BS is selected. In the LoS-dominant scenarios, often observed in
cellular-connected UAVs, this kind of simple antenna-selection algorithm can
be used without the need for real-time beam training techniques.
Figure G.6 presents the execution of the beam switching algorithm during
one of the preliminary validation measurements. During the flight, the UAV
approached the serving BS whose position is highlighted in the figure, flying
over a straight trajectory. The UAV kept constant heading towards north.
Real time computed antenna index was saved for offline analysis. While
flying, the chosen antenna changed four times as illustrated in the figure.
Directional antennas may affect the mobility management protocols. In
cellular systems, the serving cell of a user is selected based on highest mea-
sured and reported RSRP by the modem. The directional antenna pattern
would enhance/mitigate signals from neighbor cells located at specific direc-
tions leading to potentially suboptimal cell selection. The proposed testbed
offers the flexibility to mitigate the occurrences of wrong cell selection by ac-
tivating the omni-directional antenna on the auxiliary receiving port. In this
configuration, the modem reports to the network the highest RSRP value re-
ceived from the two different antenna ports. The UE can then measure cells
over all directions, thus mitigating the effect of the nulls of the directional
antenna while preserving its gain in the beam direction.
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G.4 Measurement campaign
G.4.1 Measurement scenario
The target of the measurement campaign was to understand the impact of
beamforming on a UAV’s uplink performance when connected to the cellu-
lar networks. The measurement campaign took place in the city center of
Aalborg, Denmark. Full buffer uplink transmission was implemented in the
measurement system, in which a large file was uploaded to a local server. To
isolate the effect of beamforming from the varied network load, the measure-
ments were taken during night hours, when limited activity of the ground
users was experienced.
Two UAV flights were conducted over the same path shown in Figure G.7.
In the first flight, the UAV was using the real-time chosen directional antenna,
together with omni-directional antenna activated on the auxiliary receiving
port. During the second flight, only the omni-directional monopole antenna
was used connected to the main antenna port. Both flights were performed
during one mission without landing the UAV. The mission was repeated for
two different heights: 10 m (imitating a ground-level scenario) and 40 m
(maximum height allowed by the regulations due to airport proximity). UAV
flew with a constant speed of 10 km/h and throughout all flights its head-
ing was kept constant towards north regardless of the moving direction. To
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facilitate understanding, in Figure G.7, black dots represent the location of
serving cells observed during measurements. Each dot represent a cell tower
with a three sectors (cells) of a mobile network.
G.4.2 Results
While flying, every 200 ms the LTE modem installed on a UAV reported some
LTE metrics measured with the selected antenna. First, downlink RSRP and
RSRQ are studied to show the effect of antenna directionality.
The Empirical Cumulative Distributed Function (ECDF) of the recorded
downlink RSRP for both antenna systems is presented in Figure G.8. A con-
tinuous RSRP gain by the directional antennas with respect to the omni-
directional case can be observed. This, together with median RSRP gains of
approximately 6.5 dB, corresponds to the directional antenna gain, therefore
validating the proper execution of the beam switching algorithm. In general
observed values of RSRP decreased with height proving that the deployed
cellular systems are optimized for the ground communication.
Second studied metric is downlink RSRQ as presented in Figure G.9. The
shown results lead to an interesting remark. There is no gain in RSRQ for
directional antenna system if a UAV is flying at 10 m while there is a sub-
stantial gain observed at 40 m. The reason for this is the increased benefit of
spatial interference mitigation observed at higher heights. When flying above
rooftops, strong interfering signals from a large number of cells become vis-
ible leading to RSRQ decrease when omni-directional antenna is used. Con-
versely, due to spatial interference filtering when UAV is using a directional
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Fig. G.8: ECDF of the measured RSRP of the serving BS
antenna, the RSRQ values increased leading to a 3 dB gain. Higher RSRQ
usually leads to higher order modulation and coding schemes being used at
the transmitter and therefore translates into improved data rates. At the low
heights, the impact of interference is negligible and observed RSRQ values
are similar regardless of the antenna system.
After studying downlink metrics, next in Figure G.10, the ECDF of up-
link throughput is considered. Not surprisingly the results follow the ones
observed in [12], where similar study was conducted for vehicular commu-
nication. As the entire flight was carried in the high RSRP regime, due to
uplink power control operating in the linear region, the directional antenna
gain was compensated by the network issuing lower uplink transmit power
in the directional antenna case. At a first glance, the shown results indicate,
that there is no user-centric benefit of using high directional antennas at the
UAV. However, as discussed later, the potential benefits will become visible
if UAV flies in the low RSRP regime or when number of UAVs in the same
region is increased.
Finally, the impact of directional antennas on the network mobility is stud-
ied in Figure G.11, where total number of handovers per flight is presented
for all four flights. Here, one can observe that, when using directional an-
tennas, the total number of handovers can be reduced with respect to a UAV
flying at the same height with an omni-directional antenna. This is due to the
capability of the UAV to maintain connectivity to the same cell by pointing
the antenna towards its direction. At 10 m the total number of handovers was
reduced from 12 to 5, while at 40 m, there were no handovers when using di-
rectional antennas, as the UAV kept connectivity to the same cell throughout
the entire flight!
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G.5 Conclusions and Discussion
In this work, a multi-functional UAV platform for beamforming experimen-
tation is presented and used in a measurement campaign using live LTE net-
work. Although using only six antennas (directions) may seem as a limitation
when studying beamforming performance, it is worth to note that one can
steer the UAV in an arbitrary direction and therefore point the beam towards
all the possible angles, as UAV’s heading information is acquired from the
GPS.
G.5.1 Uplink throughput improvements
Presented measurement results indicate that even when equipped with beam-
forming system, a UAV is not benefiting from uplink throughput improve-
ment due to uplink power control compensating the higher antenna gain. It
is worth to note that such gains are instead expected to be observed in the low
coverage scenario (as cell edge or even network edge - as seashore). In such
cases, a UAV will transmit with maximum power and uplink power control
will not be able to fully compensate the antenna gain. This will lead to beam-
forming gain translating to coverage extension and thus relative throughput
improvement.
The conducted measurements consisted of only a single flying UAV. It is
expected that with more UAVs, their radiated uplink interference will impact
the observed uplink throughput. As a potential future work, we recommend
conducting experiments or simulations showcasing the impact on the net-
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work performance of multiple UAVs equipped with beamforming capabili-
ties. Our hypothesis is that, the spatially shaped interference would not only
result in the improved downlink RSRQ of each UAV, but will also result in
improved uplink SINR levels at the base stations (with respect to UAVs with
omni-directional antennas) leading to higher uplink throughput.
G.5.2 Beamforming impact on mobility
As presented in the previous section, beamforming can help reducing the
number of handovers due to longer connection to the same serving cell. This
may be seen both as positive (less handovers means better reliability and
lower latency since service interruptions during handover time are avoided)
but also as negative (longer connectivity can potentially result in better cell
being disregarded). In this measurements a naive beamforming strategy was
used. It is expected, that when using other beamforming strategies, as for
example interference aware RSRQ-based beam switch, beamforming can be
used to steer the connectivity towards less interfered directions, possibly re-
sulting in improved network performance.
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H.1. Introduction
Abstract
High-throughput unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) communication may unleash the
true potential of novel applications for aerial vehicles but also represents a threat for
cellular networks due to the high levels of generated interference. In this article, we
investigate how a beamforming system installed on board a UAV can be efficiently
used to ensure high-throughput uplink UAV communications with minimum impact
on the services provided to users on the ground. We study two potential benefits of
beamforming, namely, spatial filtering of interference and load balancing, consider-
ing different beam switching methodologies. Our analysis is based on system-level
simulations followed by a series of measurement campaigns in live Long-Term Evo-
lution (LTE) networks. Our results show that using UAV-side beamforming has a
great potential to increase uplink throughput of a UAV while mitigating interfer-
ence. When beamforming is used, even up to twice as many UAVs may be served
within a network compared with UAVs using omni-directional antennas, assuming
a constant uplink throughput target. However, to fully exploit the potential of beam-
forming, a standardized solution ensuring alignment between network operators and
UAV manufacturers is required.
H.1 Introduction
Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) communications have shown potential to en-
able a plethora of new services, such as delivery of goods or infrastructure
inspection [1]. Reliable and ubiquitous command and control (C2) connec-
tivity everywhere in the air is required to support beyond visual line of sight
flights [2]. The C2 link itself may however not be sufficient to satisfy some
demanding use cases as surveillance or real-time video broadcasting UAVs.
In such scenarios, a minimum guaranteed uplink bit rate of 10 Mbps is re-
quired to satisfy the demands of transmitting video frames in high definition
to the cloud servers [3], [4].
Cellular networks have been recognized as the most promising wireless
technology to serve UAVs [5]. Due to their almost everywhere deployment, as
well as favorable signal propagation characteristics at lower frequency bands,
cellular networks have been shown to be capable of meeting the requirements
imposed by the C2 communication link [6]. However, due to increased line
of sight (LoS) probability of the air to ground (A2G) channel, uplink stream-
ing UAVs may create immense uplink interference toward multiple base sta-
tions (BSs), impacting their observed uplink signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) [7]. This impact is expected to be even more severe when the
predicted number of UAVs flying simultaneously over the same region (e.g.,
city) grows, harming not only the selfish uplink demands of other UAVs but
negatively impacting the coexistence with ground user equipments (GdUEs),
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GdUE
UAV
Fig. H.1: Impact of uplink interference created by flying UAVs
as presented in Figure H.1.
Different techniques aiming at coping with increased interference levels
and providing UAV connectivity have been proposed in the literature. Mas-
sive multiple input multiple output (MIMO) with 3D beamforming capabil-
ities assumed at the BSs is proposed among others in [8], [9] and [10]. By
pointing the beams toward the flying UAVs, the potential communication
link can be strengthened, while other links may observe reduced interference
as the beams are pointed in different directions. Interference coordination
among multiple cells is proposed in [11]. The work in [12] further extends
the concept of interference mitigation and investigates the possible UAV
assistance in the process. The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
within the Release 15 studies on UAV enhancements for Long-Term Evolu-
tion (LTE) [13] proposes among others a UAV-specific power control settings
such that highly interfering UAVs can be issued to lower their transmit power
and therefore reduce the interference.
Although all of the mentioned solutions show the potential of serving a
future flying UAV, they may require hardware changes at the network side.
This, especially in the early deployment phase, when only a limited number
of UAVs are expected, may be costly and not profitable. Furthermore, even
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when the number of flying UAVs increases, UAVs should be able to fly any-
time and anywhere, demanding large investments in the cellular networks.
Implementing a beamforming system on board UAVs is recognized as
an alternative solution in [14] and [15]. The authors show the effects of the
directional antenna pattern on observed interference and SINR levels, indi-
cating the potential benefits of this solution. They also indicate that it is much
cheaper to invest in UAVs, and it may allow them to fly anywhere. However,
both works are limited only to the performance of the C2 link, without con-
sidering high uplink throughput communication.
In this work, the potential of UAV-side beamforming to satisfy high up-
link throughput demands of UAVs is thoroughly investigated using both
system-level simulations and experimental measurements over live cellular
networks. The main focus is to show how beamforming can be used to spa-
tially filter the radiated interference and in effect improve the uplink perfor-
mance of UAVs while ensuring fair coexistence with GdUEs. Additionally,
the potential of beam steering for load balancing is studied, showing how a
UAV’s uplink throughput can be improved by steering the beam toward the
directions of less interfered/loaded cells. To achieve this goal, a Reference
Signal Received Quality (RSRQ)-based beam switching algorithm is proposed
and compared with conventional Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP)-
based beam switching. Finally, both presented concepts are validated during
a series of measurement campaigns using a real UAV with a set of directional
antennas and connectivity to live LTE networks.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section H.2, the expected
benefits of using beamforming are explained followed by a presentation of
two studied beam switching algorithms. Further, in Sections H.3 and H.4,
the system-level simulation settings and results are presented, respectively.
Section H.5 presents the results of the measurement campaign, further val-
idating the performance of UAV-side beamforming. Discussion and recom-
mendations reflecting on the obtained results are provided in Section H.6.
The work is concluded in Section H.7.
H.2 The benefits of beamforming on board a UAV
A beamforming system installed on a UAV can bring many potential benefits
stemming from not only antenna gain but also directionality. These benefits
can be grouped into two categories: spatial filtering of interference and load
balancing due to beam steering. Both are further described below, focusing
on uplink (UAV to BS) communication link.
• Spatial filtering of interference: Due to high LoS probability, a trans-
mitted signal from a UAV will be received by many cells, effectively re-
ducing their uplink SINR and thus leading to decreased uplink through-
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put of their users. The problem becomes more severe if there are mul-
tiple UAVs flying over the same region. Their uplink interference will
accumulate leading to even worse overall system performance in the
affected cells.
Using beamforming and focusing the signal toward the direction of a
serving cell, a UAV can minimize the amount of radiated energy toward
other BSs located outside of the main antenna beam. This principle
is known as spatial filtering of interference [16]. By spatially filtering
the interference, only a limited number of cells, coinciding with the
direction of the main beam will be interfered. Limiting interference
will lead to higher uplink SINR levels observed in the network and thus
improved uplink throughput for the users in these cells - both GdUEs
and UAVs.
• Spatial load balancing: Any user of the cellular network may expe-
rience connection to high and low loaded cells, which lead to differ-
ent achievable throughput. Flying UAVs will require a constant, high
uplink throughput to meet the demands of some use-cases. However,
UAVs, as all other users in the network, can be attached to a high loaded
cell, which is not able to meet UAV communication requirements.
By using beamforming on board a UAV, the freedom of choosing the
beamforming direction can be used for spatial load balancing. By steer-
ing the beam away from a loaded cell, a UAV’s uplink throughput can
potentially be improved as the network may perform a handover to a
different cell. Although load balancing is practically available in the
network even without beamforming [17], it requires cooperation be-
tween multiple cells to know their instantaneous load. In this article,
we demonstrate how beamforming together with RSRQ-based beam
switching can be used to achieve load balancing without the coopera-
tion requirements imposed on cellular networks.
H.2.1 Studied UAV beam switching algorithms
In this article, two UAV beam switching algorithms are studied. First, the
RSRP-based beam switching method is used. In this case, a flying UAV in-
stantaneously selects the beam resulting in the highest RSRP, providing a
handover threshold ∆A3 is satisfied [18]. Such beam selection ensures the cell
with the strongest received signal power is used.
To showcase load balancing properties, RSRQ-based beam switching is
also implemented. In this case, a UAV chooses the beam based on the high-
est RSRQ, which is defined as the ratio between the measured RSRP and
the total received power including desired and interfering signals [19]. Fig-
ure H.2 explains how the RSRQ metric captures the effects of network load
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High RSRQ Low RSRQ
Cell Load: HighCell Load: Low
Fig. H.2: The principle of using RSRQ-based beam switching for load balancing
and can be used for load balancing purposes. As presented in the figure,
a flying UAV is located in the proximity of a high loaded cell, which does
not have sufficient available resources to meet the UAV’s uplink demands.
When the loaded cell is serving its ground users, the flying UAV receives
these downlink transmissions as interference, effectively reducing the mea-
sured RSRQ toward this direction. However, when the UAV is pointing its
beam toward a more distant but less loaded cell, even though the distance to
the cell is larger, the amount of observed interference is limited, resulting in
a higher RSRQ; therefore, a connect to the less loaded cell is made.
H.3 System-level simulation settings
In the first part of this article, system-level simulations are used to show
the potential impact of beamforming in multi-UAV scenarios. A dynamic
system-level simulator thoroughly described in [14] is used. To best show the
practical aspects of the proposed results, a real network topology of a Dan-
ish network operator was implemented in the simulator, with real locations,
heights, antenna patterns and orientations of more than 150 cells represent-
ing the city of Aalborg and its suburbs. Contrary to the work in [14] focusing
on a rural network and sub-GHz frequency bands, in this article, the imple-
mented network represents a system deployed at a 1.8 GHz carrier frequency
and 20 MHz bandwidth.
A height-dependent UAV channel model derived in [20] is used in the
simulator. The channel model used for GdUEs is the urban macro model
from 3GPP specifications [21]. Further, we consider open-loop power control.
The algorithm can be described as follows:
PUL = min{PmaxUL , P0 + αRSRPest + 10 log10 M}, (H.1)
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Table H.1: Parameters used in system-level simulations
Parameter Value
Simulation area 40x40 km
Network layout Real imported network layout
Number of cells 162
System bandwidth 20 MHz
Carrier frequency 1800 MHz
Total number of GdUEs Scenario dependent, 750 or 1200
UAV’s flying height 40 m
GdUE’s height 1.5 m
UAV’s velocity Scenario dependent, 30 km/h or hovering
GdUE’s velocity Pedestrian speed (5km/h)
UAV’s channel model Height-dependent model [20]
GdUE’s channel model Urban Macro
Uplink traffic Full buffer model
Max uplink transmit power 23 dBm
Uplink power control P0 -58 dBm per PRB (180 kHz)
Uplink power control α 0.75
Handover event A3 with ∆A3=3 dB
Number of iterations 100
Length of one iteration 20 s
where PUL and PmaxUL represents the used and maximum allowed uplink trans-
mit powers, respectively. RSRPest and M represent the estimated RSRP and
number of scheduled uplink resource blocks. Finally, P0 and α are two net-
work controlled parameters, which are adjusted in this simulation with re-
spect to the imported network layout such that most of the users can transmit
with lower power than PmaxUL . Table H.1 summarizes the most relevant settings
of the simulator.
Flying UAVs are equipped with six directional antennas and a switching
system, as described in [14] and presented in Figure H.3. Each of the six
antennas points toward a different direction and has a beamwidth of 60o. All
antennas have 6.6 dBi directional gain and -13 dB front-to-sidelobe ratio. The
antenna system orientation is fixed with respect to the fuselage.
H.3.1 Considered scenarios
To show the benefits of beamforming, three different scenarios are studied,
as summarized in Table H.2. First, Scenario 1 focuses on the potential of
beamforming for spatial filtering of interference. A low-loaded network is
designed with a target of two average active GdUEs per cell moving with
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Fig. H.3: Modeled antenna beam configuration of a UAV
pedestrian speed. Different numbers of flying UAVs are dropped within the
simulated area. UAVs fly at 30 km/h in a random direction at 40 m height.
This setup emulates the envisioned package delivery scenario and represents
last-mile delivery service.
Scenario 2 focuses on showcasing the spatially controlled load balancing
using beamforming. For this reason, a ’crowd’ of static 50 GdUEs is generated
in the 100 m×100 m central, most urban region with a limited number of
UAVs drawn at 40 m height hovering right above the crowd. The remaining
GdUEs are drawn uniformly within a network, considering low load as in
Scenario 1. This scenario emulates any event in which many users are located
in a certain place and flying UAVs are used to either monitor or for real-time
broadcasting of video footage.
Finally, in Scenario 3, the focus is placed on the worst case scenario in
which a loaded network is generated. In addition, five randomly placed
crowded events, as described in the previous scenario, are drawn and are
happening simultaneously. UAVs are drawn randomly within the frame of
the city and behave as in Scenario 1.
Two different beam switching algorithms are used in all three scenarios
as explained in Section H.2. For comparison, in all three scenarios, the case
of UAVs using omni-directional antennas is also studied. Each scenario is
repeated 100 times. In each iteration, UAVs and GdUEs are randomly repo-
sitioned and move with the assigned scenario-dependent velocity for 20 s.
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H.3.2 Measurement KPIs
To understand the impact of beamforming on the performance of UAVs and
GdUEs, the following key performance indicators (KPIs) are considered:
• UAV-originated uplink interference over thermal noise (IoT): The over-
all uplink interference quantified per cell, normalized such that 0 dB
represents the average IoT when no UAVs (only GdUEs) are available
in the network.
• Uplink SINR: Average uplink SINR of users with active uplink trans-
missions. Studied separately for UAVs and GdUEs.
• Uplink throughput: Average uplink throughput. Studied separately
for UAVs and GdUEs. Because the main objective of this work being to
study the performance of beamforming to meet high uplink throughput
demands of UAVs, a 10 Mbps target is used in some analysis. This
represents the minimum requirements for real-time video streaming.
H.4 Simulation results
H.4.1 SCENARIO 1 - spatial filtering of interference
First, the focus is on spatial filtering of uplink interference using beamform-
ing as described in Section H.2 and labeled as Scenario 1. Figure H.4a
presents the average levels of UAV-originated uplink IoT averaged over dif-
ferent cells. With more flying UAVs, the overall IoT values increase as more
uplink transmissions are made. Spatial filtering of interference becomes visi-
ble when a larger number of UAVs is simultaneously flying, with more than
4 dB reduction of interference power for the case of 100 UAVs. Both beam
switching algorithms result in a similar IoT increase. The slightly lower av-
erage IoT levels in the case of RSRP-based beam switching are a result of
the uplink power control algorithm, as in Equation (H.1), where path loss is
estimated based on RSRPest. RSRP-based switching always selects the beam
with the best RSRP, leading to the lowest uplink transmit power and therefore
lowest radiated interference.
Second, in Figure H.4b, the uplink SINR values averaged over all flying
UAVs are shown. The impact of spatial filtering can be seen. The results are
clearly correlated with the IoT results discussed earlier. With a larger number
of UAVs, increased interference leads to reduced SINR values with a more
than 5 dB SINR drop for 100 UAVs.
Finally, the impact of interference and reduced SINR on uplink through-
put of the UAVs can be seen in Figure H.4c. The overall throughput val-
ues drop with more UAVs in the network. Spatial filtering of interference
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(a) Rise of UAV-originated uplink Interference observed by the cells
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(b) Uplink SINR of flying UAVs
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(c) Average uplink throughput of flying UAVs
Fig. H.4: Simulation results of scenario 1
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Fig. H.5: Average uplink SINR of ground users
impacts the observed throughput values, leading to improved performance.
Some interesting observations can be made. With only a single flying UAV,
uplink throughput observed with an omni-directional antenna and using
RSRP-based beam switching is almost identical and is consistent with the
measurement results presented in [22]. This is because, with only a single
UAV, spatial filtering of interference is not yet visible as there are no other
interfering UAVs to affect the performance. In addition, uplink power control
compensates the antenna gain leading to the same average uplink through-
put.
Given a low-loaded network, even with 40 UAVs, the benchmark 10 Mbps
uplink throughput, marked using the dashed line, is exceeded regardless of
the antenna system. However, with more UAVs, only using beamforming,
the target value can be achieved. Finally, this figure also indicates that about
two times more UAVs can be supported in the network when beamform-
ing is used compared to omni-directional UAVs assuming the same uplink
throughput target.
A fair coexistence between flying UAVs and GdUEs is necessary for smooth
adoption of UAVs into the cellular paradigm. To showcase how beamform-
ing impacts the performance of ground users, Figure H.5 presents the average
uplink SINR of all GdUEs. Similarly to Figure H.4b, the SINR values drop
with more UAVs. However, due to spatial filtering of interference, the drop is
reduced if UAVs use beamforming. The improved uplink SINR can be trans-
lated into better overall uplink throughput ensuring improved performance
of GdUEs in the presence of UAVs.
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H.4.2 SCENARIO 2 - impact of spatially controlled load bal-
ancing during a crowded event
The potential of using beamforming for load balancing while flying over a
crowded event is discussed in this subsection. Figure H.6 presents the ob-
served values of uplink SINR and uplink throughput for 1, 2 and 5 flying
UAVs. By studying only a limited number of UAVs, the effect of load bal-
ancing can be isolated from the spatial filtering effect discussed previously.
The SINR values for both beamforming strategies are similar regardless of the
number of UAVs. However, the uplink throughput in the case of RSRQ-based
beamforming is twice the throughput when RSRP-based beam switching is
used. This indicates the potential of using RSRQ as a beam switching metric
to improve load balancing properties.
Note that the overall SINR and throughput of UAVs are still relatively
low, even when RSRQ-based beam switching is used. This can be explained
as follows. When a UAV is able to connect to a relatively low loaded cell,
such cell is still likely to be one of the closest physically located cells. In such
a case, all the GdUEs located in a crowd are still causing a significant uplink
interference to the UAV’s serving cell, limiting its SINR and the UAV’s uplink
throughput.
The impact of spatially controlled load balancing on the GdUE’s perfor-
mance is rather limited with respect to the already studied spatial filtering
and therefore not shown in the paper. If a UAV is connected to the same
cell, it competes for an already limited set of resources with GdUEs, limiting
their potential uplink throughput. If a UAV is connected to a low loaded cell
located in close proximity, it acts as an interferer to the cell serving GdUEs,
effectively reducing their uplink SINR.
H.4.3 SCENARIO 3 - Performance of spatial filtering and
load balancing in a loaded network
Finally, the potential of beamforming is studied in the presence of a loaded
network with multiple events happening in different places. As in Scenario 2,
Figure H.7 presents the average uplink SINR and throughput for different
numbers of flying UAVs. Both spatial filtering of interference and load bal-
ancing effects are visible when analyzing the uplink throughput results. Not
surprisingly, spatial filtering gains are dominant when a larger number of
UAVs is flying and interfering the network.
Load balancing gains are a major reason for throughput improvement
with a limited number of UAVs, when interference-based load balancing can
still be used to connect to a low loaded cell. The load balancing gains disap-
pear however with a very high number of UAVs and result in similar uplink
throughput to the one obtained using RSRP-based beam switching as fewer
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(b) Uplink throughput when UAVs fly in loaded cell
Fig. H.6: Simulation results of Scenario 2
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(a) Uplink SINR of flying UAVs in a loaded network
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(b) Average uplink throughput of flying UAVs in a loaded network
Fig. H.7: Simulation results of Scenario 3
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Omni-directional 
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6 directional 
antennas
Fig. H.8: Active UAV during one of the measurement campaigns
and fewer cells remain low-loaded and interfered.
To obtain the target 10 Mbps uplink throughput, an RSRQ-based beam-
forming strategy is to be used even with a limited number of UAVs. The
overall network load is indeed too high to achieve the target when omni-
directional antennas or RSRP-based beamforming is used.
H.5 Experimental measurement campaigns
After disclosing the potential of uplink beamforming using system-level sim-
ulations, a set of measurement campaigns was conducted to experimentally
validate the spatial filtering of interference and load balancing properties of
beamforming as well as to analyze UAV-GdUEs coexistence.
The measurements were conducted using the platform presented in [22],
consisting of a UAV with six directional antennas, one omni-directional an-
tenna and an LTE modem, as presented in Figure H.8. The antennas used in
the measurement system are virtually identical with the model used in the
previously described simulations. Both measurement campaigns were con-
ducted using a real LTE network deployed at 1.8 GHz with UAVs flying over
the same region (and network) as implemented in the system-level simulator
and presented in Figure H.9.
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Fig. H.9: Map of Aalborg, presenting the uplink ∆IoT observed at different cells
Due to practical restrictions, this initial measurement campaign was con-
ducted using only a single flying UAV. Nevertheless, as argued in Section H.4,
even a single flying UAV is sufficient to experimentally validate the presence
of spatial filtering or load balancing.
H.5.1 Validation of spatial filtering of interference
The first measurement campaign focused on validating in practice the spa-
tial filtering of interference. The goal of this study is to compare the uplink
IoT levels observed within a network in the case that a UAV is using omni-
directional transmission or beamforming. To achieve this goal, two thirty-
minute flights were performed in Aalborg, Denmark, in which a UAV hov-
ering at 100 m constantly executed a full-buffer uplink transmission. During
the first flight, the UAV used the omni-directional antenna, while during the
second flight, transmission was beamformed toward a predefined direction.
The IoT information was obtained based on network IoT KPI data provided
by the network operator. The measurements were taken during nighttime
hours, in which the overall non-UAV interference in the network is negligi-
ble.
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Fig. H.10: Experimentally observed spatial interference mitigation when using beamforming
To validate the spatial filtering, the average interference increase ∆IoT is
computed in dB as follows:
∆IoT = IoTOmni − IoTBeamforming − IoTNo UAVs. (H.2)
Figure H.9 presents the obtained ∆IoT values per cell across the network.
The UAV position together with the antenna patterns are presented. The
obtained results are visualized using a color code, in which green colors
represent cells where the omni-directional antenna created higher levels of
interference than the directional antenna (∆IoT > 0dB); red colors represent
cells which where interfered more using the directional antenna (∆IoT <
0dB). The darker the colors are, the larger the difference.
The obtained results give visual indication that omni-directional transmis-
sion creates more spatially spread interference than beamforming. In some
cells, omni-directional transmission create more than 7 dB higher interference
than the beamforming system. Only a limited number of cells observe higher
interference when beamforming is used. However, even in these cases the
increase in interference is limited and does not exceed 2 dB.
In Figure H.10, similar results obtained using different beamforming di-
rections are presented. The results are presented in terms of total IoT per
cell located at a relative angle with respect to the flying UAV. When a UAV
uses an omni-directional antenna, cells located in every direction are being
interfered. However, when using beamforming, only cells located within the
main beam observe interference higher than 4 dB. Moreover, within the main
beam direction, the interference levels observed for the very same cells when
using both antenna systems are comparable. Due to uplink power control,
beamforming can therefore spatially filter interference without increasing it
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in the direction of the main beam.
Finally, the average IoT when there are no UAV transmissions is presented
to further indicate that when measuring during nighttime hours, most of the
interference observed in the network is initiated by a flying UAV, and the
impact of GdUE-originated interference can be omitted from the analysis.
H.5.2 Validation of load balancing
The target of the second measurement campaign was to showcase the poten-
tial of using beamforming for load balancing while ensuring the coexistence
between UAVs and GdUEs. Similar to Scenario 2 of the simulations, mea-
surements were used to show the possibility of triggering a network han-
dover when switching the beamforming direction, thus escaping a loaded
cell to improve UAV uplink throughput. Four Release 13-compatible, Cat. 18
mobile phones [23], with installed Qualipoc [24] software to measure net-
work parameters were used as GdUEs. They were all located in the same
place and connected to the same cell. All phones were programmed for a full
buffer uplink transmission such that a loaded cell was created (referred to
later as cell A). A UAV was set to hover at 40 m right above the GdUEs, also
performing a full-buffer uplink transmission.
For the first 15 minutes, the flying UAV was using an omni-directional
antenna and based on the recorded logs, it attached to the same cell as the
GdUEs (cell A). Further, for the next 15 minutes, the UAV was programmed
to use the directional antenna pointing in the opposite direction of the lo-
cation of cell A. Eventually, the change in the antenna system triggered a
handover procedure to a different cell (referred to later as cell B).
This beam switching1, although simplified, resembles the RSRQ-based
beam switching, as studied in the simulation phase. By pointing the beam
away from cell A, a network handover toward cell B was triggered. The
conducted measurements reflect similar conditions as in Scenario 2 from the
system-level simulations; as in both cases, a UAV flew directly over a group
of GdUEs.
Figure H.11 presents the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF)
of recorded UAV uplink throughput during the measurements, while in Fig-
ure H.12, the ECDF of the GdUE uplink throughput is presented. It is clearly
visible that both types of devices benefit from load balancing. Initially, the
UAV observes low uplink throughput because it was connected to a loaded
cell A. The median throughput of the UAV increases approximately five times
after handover to cell B is performed.
Similar behavior is observed regarding uplink throughput of GdUEs. The
low throughput due to a large number of active devices (4 GdUEs and 1 UAV)
1Please refer to [22] for details of how the switching was implemented.
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Fig. H.11: Uplink throughput of the UAV during load balancing experiments
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Fig. H.12: Uplink throughput of the GdUEs during load balancing experiments
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Fig. H.13: Uplink transmit power of the GdUEs during load balancing experiments
increases by more than 12% when the UAV switches cell and frees the re-
sources. Theoretically, the throughput should increase by 25%. The lower
gain is due to the interference generated by the UAV to cell A. Figure H.13
presents the ECDF of uplink transmit power for all GdUEs. There is more
than a 10 dB increase in the average transmit power when the UAV transi-
tions from being a user of the same cell to an interferer (handover from cell A
to cell B).
Although the actual power control policy implemented in a real network
is unknown, the obtained results indicate that the UAV uplink transmission
to cell B resulted in strong interference to cell A, and all GdUEs in cell A were
set to a higher uplink transmit power to compensate otherwise decreased
uplink SINR. We believe that the real network is using an SINR estimate
to make fast adjustments of the UE uplink transmit power on top of the
usual open-loop power control based on RSRPest. However, in the performed
simulations, these fast adjustments were not implemented. Nonetheless, our
obtained experimental results are aligned with the results reported by other
researchers in [25].
H.6 Discussion and recommendations
In the remainder of this article, we summarize our findings, discuss their
impact and provide some guidelines on the potential future improvements
needed for seamless integration of UAVs within a cellular network. The
experimental results provided in Section H.5 validated the concepts stud-
ied using system-level simulations presented in Section H.4. In the authors’
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opinion, they provide valuable information on how today’s network can han-
dle UAV traffic and show that there is still a lot to be done to meet all UAV
requirements within a cellular network framework.
UAV-side beamforming has shown a great potential to mitigate uplink
interference by spatially directing the uplink transmission only in a desired
direction. This behavior leads to improved uplink throughput of flying UAVs
and ensure fair coexistence with GdUEs. Bearing in mind that there are
multiple network-side interference mitigation techniques already in use or
proposed, UAV-side beamforming should be regarded as a complementary
technique, further used to reduce interference. The promises of beamform-
ing are also clearly visible when a UAV is flying in a high traffic cell. In
this situation, beamforming can be used to steer the connectivity and poten-
tially improve UAV uplink throughput with limited interference impact on
the nearby cells.
H.6.1 UAV-controlled beamforming
In the simulations and during the described experiments, a mobile network
(simulated or real-world) did not possess any knowledge of flying UAVs and
their beamforming capabilities2. In such a situation, it is up to the UAV to
choose the desired beamforming direction. During the simulations, beam
switching was performed considering RSRP or RSRQ metrics. During the
measurements, due to limitations of the used modem, the executed beam-
forming direction was chosen manually based on the analysis of network
topology.
Leaving the beamforming decision to the UAV itself, although already
providing visible gains, is clearly suboptimal from both UAV and mobile net-
work operator perspectives. A UAV, even if a smart beamforming algorithm
is implemented, would have to assume the beamforming direction without
any guarantees that it is beneficiary. As an example, during the measurement
campaign validating load balancing, the UAV might direct the beam toward
a cell that is even more loaded, or even worse, in the direction where there
are no cells at all. Although eventually a UAV may find a correct beamform-
ing direction (by performing trial and error beam sweeps), while sweeping,
the uplink throughput requirements of a UAV may not be satisfied.
When the beamforming decision is taken by the UAV, the potential spa-
tial interference reduction gains are also suboptimal. Assuming a multi-UAV
scenario, it may happen that each UAV chooses its beamforming direction
independently in such a way that the interference radiating from all UAVs
will accumulate in a certain geographical region. In the worst case, the
2While performing the measurements, we used a regular SIM card with a commercial data
plan
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highly interfered region, would observe similar interference as if all UAVs
are equipped with an omni-directional antennas.
H.6.2 Network-assisted beamforming
To fully embrace the potential of beamforming on the UAVs, a network needs
to not only possess the knowledge but also be in control of beamforming
decisions of each UAV. If the network has the capabilities to signal the beam-
forming direction to each UAV present within a certain geographical area,
highly optimized interference and load balancing procedures can be used. If
multiple UAVs are present, an optimized network would be able to redirect
their beams over base stations located at directions for which mutual harm is
avoided.
A load balancing procedure would become beneficial if a UAV demands
constant high uplink throughput. Due to the larger amount of visible cells
by a UAV, the network would be able to proactively redirect a UAV to a
cell in which the trade-off between low cell load and potential impact on
GdUEs is satisfied. By doing so, the demands of the UAV can be satisfied
and coexistence with GdUEs improved3. One example can be a UAV flying
over a city center and being connected to a cell located in the suburban or
residential area with a lower load.
Network assistance will also become beneficial during crowded events. In
Scenario 2 of the simulations presented in Section H.4.2, due to high uplink
IoT, a UAV flying over a crowd of users observed limited uplink throughput,
not matching the minimum 10 Mbps target. It is expected that with network
assistance, a handover to a cell with low IoT can be made and the minimum
throughput target can be achieved.
H.6.3 UAV-specific uplink power control
Another way that the network can benefit from UAV-sided beamforming is
by introducing a UAV-specific uplink power control. Please note that as
of Release 15, a UE-specific power control is already available and can be
used to differentiate the uplink power assignments for the particular group
of users [26]. Considering UAVs with beamforming capabilities as one of
such groups, a network can create unique power control settings embracing
directional gains.
Assuming a power control policy in which a group of UAVs with beam-
forming capabilities can transmit their uplink signals with higher power com-
pared with regular power control settings, stronger signals will be received
by the serving cell allowing higher-order modulation to be used at a UAV and
3Contrary to the performed measurements in Section H.5.2, where using UAV-controlled
beamforming, UAV demands were satisfied with the risk of increasing intercell interference.
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therefore improving uplink throughput. This gain comes at the expense of
increased interference radiated within the main beam of the UAV. However,
this extra interference can be in some situations tolerated by the network if
the beam direction is carefully controlled and steered in the potentially less
loaded directions.
H.7 Conclusions
High-throughput uplink UAV communication is a necessary technology com-
ponent needed to fully benefit from UAVs flying in our skies. In high load
scenarios or with many UAVs flying over the same geographical region, cel-
lular networks may not be able to match these stringent requirements. By
implementing a beamforming system on a UAV, its efficient usage may com-
plement network efforts in providing high uplink throughput for UAVs. In
this article, we have analyzed potential scenarios in which such a beamform-
ing system would become beneficiary. As a result of the conducted simula-
tions and experiments, we indicated the limitations of the current generation
of cellular networks and provided possible guidelines on how to efficiently
integrate high uplink-demanding UAVs into the cellular paradigm.
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